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Ice dams take a heavy toll on Minnesota homes. Roughly half of homes

inspected by the Minnesota Housing Department have roof problems, and many

of the problems are a direct result of ice dams, according to Lewis

Hendricks, University of Minnesota extension forest products specialist.

Visible damage such as cracked plaster or stained and blistered paint are

bad enough, but other extensive damage can remain unseen. Soaked

insulation, sidewall moisture and rotting wall cavities or general failure

of roofing materials can add up to a large bill for the homeowner. During

a hard winter, physical damage can average $1,500 per living unit where it

occurs. The cost to homeowners is not exaggerated, according to Hendricks.

If anything, the estimates are conservative, he says.

Ice dams are formed when melting roof snow runs to the roof edge and

freezes. The "dam" resulting from the freezing runoff holds more water on

the roof, where it too will freeze.

Heating cables, "roof rakes," and other quick-fix approaches may net

a lot of money for dealers of such equipment, but they are not the answer,

says Hendricks. Far better is a combination of ventilation and insulation,

he says.
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But the combination of the two is a

itself .can: contribute to heat loss,

soffit, moving along the roof rafters, and exiting through a ridg~vent
. . 1

. !

near the.peak of'the roof. With adequate insulation that's co:rre~tlY

. I
installed,ventilation can keep the roof cold ,and the house canb~tight

anddry,saysHen:dricks. i
"!

I
I

,

::cost"'~ffective, long-term solution, he says. The solution involvfs a "cold

deet(;:roof." 'To maintain a cold deck roof, theatttcceU.inamustlbe kept
... . . I

i

within 10 degreesF:of the outside temperature. At least one squ,re inch
1 '

<'ofv"tilation needs to be provided for each square foot of ceili4g,. and

Ithat "you can't ventilate too much." I
i

is to have a sweep of colder air entering through .he
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MEDIA NEWS PACKET
INDEX

• Do you estate plan now!
• Tax options for the farmer: choosing fast or slow depreciation methods
• Which farm business arrangement for you?
• Tax options for the farmer: to depreciate or not to depreciate
• Analyze your farm estate situation
• Software for the farm computer
• Farm accounting on the farm computer
• 1983 Dairy Days focus on cost-effective management
• Minn-Aids available for Minnesota farm computer owners
• Aerate to salvage stored grain
• Aerate grain to avoid fumigation hassle
• Computer program will aid stored grain management
• Growth regulators may be useful in establishing alfalfa
• Farm women juggle home, field work
• Some may prosper even in hard times
• Sealing windows and draperies can cut fuel costs
• Drapery and liner flammability is questioned
• Used appliances become valuable
• Buying new or used appliances
• Checking out a used appliance
• How much credit can you handle?

Note to specialists: If you would like a copy of the above releases, check
them and send this cover sheet, with your name and campus address, to Evie
Schield, 453 Coffey Hall.
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DO YOUR ESTATE PLAN NOW!

Everyone needs to do some estate planning, but many of us don't get

it done.

Concern for your financial security, property and loved ones is the

reason you need good estate planning, according to Ken Thomas and Merv

Freeman, farm management specialists with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

They say the first step in estate planning is finding out what you

have. You do this by inventorying your estate. Then you need to decide

what to do with that estate. This means setting some objectives.

"It's important to find some good help," Thomas says. He and Freeman

suggest using experts like tax accountants, insurance agents, estate

planners and an attorney who's sharp on estate planning.

Once you select a plan you're comfortable with, communicate it to the

rest of the family. Then make changes in the plan as your situation

changes.

"The two most important things are doing it right and doing it NOW,"

Thomas says. Plan to spend some time and money on the plan. Seek out the
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best help you can find.

"But work on your estate plan now. The future of your farm business

and family may hang in the balance," Thomas says.
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TAX OPTIONS FOR THE FARMER: CHOOSING FAST OR SLOW
DEPRECIATION METHODS

If you bought machinery or breeding stock during 1982, you will need

to decide which depreciation method to use. You can select the fast

method--or a slower one. Your choice should depend on your income this

year, according to Paul Hasbargen, agricultural economist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

The slow depreciation method is called straight line, and the faster

one is called ACRS (Accelerated Cost Recovery System). The straight line

time options depend on the kind of property. For example, such items as

autos and light trucks have 3-, 5- and 12-year options, whereas most farm

machinery, single purpose agriculture structures and storage structures

have 5-, 12- and 25-year options. The ACRS has specified percentages by

types of property.

Hasbargen suggests that in most cases if you will owe taxes in 1982,

it would be more advantageous to use the faster ACRS method. "But if your

income was low in 1982, the slower straight line method will likely save

you more taxes through time," Hasbargen says.

If you choose the straight line method, Hasbargen questions if the

longest life periods allowable should ever be used. "The 2S-year life on
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S-year property is not very realistic. If low earnings are expected for

the next five years, the 12-year life might be elected, but, if your income

is only temporarily depressed in 1982, the S-year straight line option will

likely be the most economical election," Hasbargen says.

Depreciation must be taken each year on eligible property, or it will

be lost. If depreciation is not taken as an expense for several years on a

piece of property, when the property is sold, full depreciation, allowed or

allowable, must be deducted from the cost basis of that property when

determining gain or loss from that sale.
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WHICH FARM BUSINESS ARRANGEMENT FOR YOU?

There's no shortage of farm business arrangements. For starters,

there are sole proprietorships, partnerships and corporations.

"Any arrangement can work, but some work better than others in a

given situation," says Ken Thomas, economist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. Thomas and co-worker Mervin

Freeman have developed materials on family farm business arrangements that

are available at county extension offices.

They say any arrangement will work if you have good human relations,

a profitable business, a workable operating agreement and a good transfer

plan. The operating agreement should provide for investment opportunity,

management involvement and fair sharing of income.

Each family business situation is different. This calls for a

specific transfer plan and set of business arrangements. The outline that

Thomas and Freeman prepared will help you size up your family business

situation and decide which business arrangements to consider seriously.

You can also complete some of the steps necessary to set up different

business arrangements so you can make better use of advisors such as
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TAX OPTIONS FOR THE FARMER: TO DEPRECIATE OR NOT TO
DEPRECIATE

As tax time rolls around, farmers should be aware that they have a

new option relative to depreciation this year, says Paul Hasbargen,

agricultural economist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

The new option is to decide whether up to $5000 of the cost of assets

purchased in 1982 should be treated as an ordinary business expense or as a

depreciable asset. "The Farmer's Tax Guide" (available through county

extension offices) discusses this option as the "Section 179 expense

deduction." If this option is elected, no investment tax credit can be

taken on that $5000.

Farmers with low to moderate taxable incomes will be better off

financially to ignore the expensing option and put all items on the

depreciation schedule, Hasbargen says. However, high tax bracket farmers

(those paying on taxable income of over $35,000) may find greater tax

savings by opting to write off as an annual expense items up to $5000 in

cost. This is especially true if this is a very high income year, and

lower earnings are expected in subsequent years, Hasbargen says.
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ANALYZE YOUR FARM ESTATE SITUATION

What kind of a problem--or opportunity--do you have with farm estate

and transfer planning?

You can use a "windshield appraisal" to help develop some guidelines,

says Ken Thomas, economist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

--With small estates of $300,000 or less, there will be little if any

federal estate tax liability at death. Parents approaching retirement with

estates of this size should be mainly concerned about income security.

"The main question here is 'do we have enough?'" Thomas says.

--Moderate estates of $300,000 to $600,000 present a different

problem. Parents with estates of this size need to carefully weigh future

income needs and desires vs. transfer of property to heirs.

"Inflation, health emergencies or living beyond life expectancy can

erode earnings rapidly," Thomas says. This calls for the need to hold onto

assets. "At the other extreme, a profitable growing business in an

inflationary setting can achieve rapid asset growth and emerge later with

moderate to severe tax problems," Thomas says.

"These are 'swing-sized' estates," Thomas says. "Estates of this
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size must be planned carefully and be flexible."

--Large estates (above $600,000) will probably be subject to estate

tax. The larger the estate, the more severe the problem becomes. "If you

have a problem of this type you should feel fortunate," Thomas says.

"In this case you can meet your number one priority--taking care of

yourself. At the same time you're almost forced, taxwise, to begin

fulfilling priority number two, which is fair treatment of heirs."

Get the best help available for assistance with estate planning.

Thomas suggests using professionals like tax accountants, insurance agents,

estate planners and an attorney who knows a lot about estate planning.

"Do the job right," Thomas emphasizes. "This means getting the best

people you can find. And start NOW. Don't put it off. The future of your

farm and family depends on a good estate transfer plan."
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SOFTWARE FOR THE FARM COMPUTER

"If you're out pricing farm computers, get a basic system including

some common software packages," says Earl Fuller, farm management economist

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. Fuller

is also an experiment station researcher in management information systems

for the farm firm.

There are some software packages that you or any other business

person can make use of if you have one of these machines. In fact, good

ones are getting to be so user friendly and flexible that one or more of

them will do a surprising percentage of the tasks most people want to

accomplish when they purchase a machine.

"It isn't that special-purpose farm software isn't better many

times," says Fuller. "But these basic packages will apply in many areas

where you can't find special-purpose software to your liking just yet.

"Purchase an inexpensive word processor package," says Fuller. Even

though this isn't a high-need item in many farm businesses, it will turn

your computer into a usable typewriter. You don't need a special printer

to use one, although the results from an ordinary computer printer will

look a little strange. Most people don't care.
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More importantly, purchase an electronic worksheet, Fuller advises.

This is software that permits you to do any calculations you can think of,

just as you would do them on a large worksheet made up of rows and columns.

You can label the rows and columns and write other titles anywhere on the

worksheet.

The nice thing about this package is that if you make a mistake or

want to ask a "what if" question which requires changing any number on the

page, you can simply change that number, and the entire analysis will be

changed instantly.

You can set up this package to do a cash flow your way if you want

to. Once it's set up, you can modify it anywhere or anytime you want.

"It's worth the $100 to $300 it costs," says Fuller.

Purchase a data base management or file-keeper package, Fuller

advises. Buy one that will let you change your mind later concerning what

data you want to keep in that file. The newer generation lets you add

fields of data or subtract them as you need to change, and you will.

These packages are useful for anything from Christmas card mailing

lists to keeping breeding records. Some people are using them to organize

their crop and field histories as well.

A good one will let you sort the data any way you want, whenever you

want to. It will let you make printed reports the way you want to see

them, and you don't have to know a thing about computer programming. Don't

go home without one, Fuller says.
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FARM ACCOUNTING ON THE FARM COMPUTER

"There are many farm accounting software packages for

microcomputers," says Earl Fuller, farm management economist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"Unfortunately, no one has yet done a thorough side-by-side

comparison of many of them in a way to help the farmer-purchaser. Ideally,

there is one that has the most favorable benefit cost ratio for each

management style and business organization. For some, the simplest

available would be just fine," says Fuller, who is also an experiment

station researcher in the development of management information systems at

the University.

The simplest farm accounting package is likely to cost around $200,

but the time and effort required to be sure that such an expense is

appropriate is apt to cost the would-be purchaser more than that, Fuller

says.

On the other hand, some are offered for $2,OOO--ten times that much.

These have many sophisticated features like complete enterprise accounting

with calculations of the average per unit cost of production.

"I have serious reservations as to the usefulness of that feature to
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the farmer as a manager," says Fuller. "It may tell you where you have

been, but it tells you very little about what to do about it now or what to

plan for the future. Too many things will change," says Fuller.

The allocation of overhead is the real problem. Calculating gross

margin as it's done in managerial accounting makes more sense,

decision-wise, and costs less.

"The only valid test before you purchase is to key in a substantial

amount of your accounting data with an account structure that you believe

is right for you," says Fuller. That's time consuming and costly to do -

but 'it's just the way things are.' Doing your accounting with a computer

won't save much time in terms of data entry, over doing it by hand, with

the current state of the art."

Making the most effective use of a computerized accounting system

requires spending time with the summaries once the data is entered. That

means you're likely to spend more time on farm accounting with the

computerized system than without it.

"That's not to say that 1't 1'sn't f't hI f t'pro 1 a e use 0 your 1me. It

probably will be, but you need to recognize the time cost in computerizing

the farm accounting system," Fuller says.
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1983 DAIRY DAYS FOCUS ON COST-EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT

Five University of Minnesota Dairy Days are set for February and

March. Helping dairy farmers improve cost-effective herd management will

be the main emphasis.

University extension specialists and researchers will also discuss

feeding for profitable milk production, using genetics and reproduction for

increased profit, and managing records for decision making.

Most Dairy Days events will begin at 10 a.m. and continue into the

afternoon. Dates and locations include:

Feb. 1 -- University of Minnesota Technical College Auditorium,

Waseca. (This event will begin at 11 a.m. with no break for lunch.)

Feb. 8 -- Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge. Sioux Falls, S.D. (This

event will be co-sponsored and co-presented by South Dakota State

University. )

Feb. 9 -- Marshall Inn, Marshall, Minn.

March 15 -- Agricultural Research Center Auditorium, University of

Minnesota, Crookston.

March 16 -- Davies Hall Theater, Itasca Community College, Grand

Rapids, Minn.
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The University's Department of Animal Science conducts Dairy Days in

cooperation with the Agricultural Extension Service and the Agricultural

Experiment Station. All events are open to the public.
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MINN-AIDS AVAILABLE FOR MINNESOTA FARM COMPUTER OWNERS

The University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service farm

management staff has developed many problem-solving software packages for

computers over the last dozen years.

Before microcomputers came, much of the early work called DECAIDS was

made available to educators and others through MERITSS, the university's

educational computer and through the Minnesota educational computer

consortium machine.

Since 1978, these programs plus a number of newer ones have been

adapted to microcomputers. The programs were developed through both

Extension and Experiment Station support, and from comparable work at other

land grant universities.

"It is estimated that well over 500 copies of these MINN-AIDS have

been distributed to farmers and other people by now," says Earl Fuller,

extension economist in farm management.

If you have a micro and would like to see what's available, write to:

Extension Farm Management, 249 Classroom Office BUilding, 1994 Buford Ave.,

University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108 and request a copy of the

MINN-AIDS program description.
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AERATE TO SALVAGE STORED GRAIN

Minnesota farmers will have "unbelievable grain storage problems next

spring and summer," said Harold Cloud, agricultural engineer with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"We're at a time when proper use of aeration will reap large

dividends," Cloud said. He spoke at a Stored Grain Pest Management

Conference on the University of Minnesota's St. Paul campus in December.

"Farmer interest in aeration and how to run fans is very high. There

are no 'new' magic concepts in aeration. But there are some misconceptions

and a lack of understanding regarding how aeration systems operate," he

said.

The biggest factor with aeration problems is lack of fan-time," Cloud

said. "Grain should be gradually 'cooled down' in fall and 'warmed up' in

spring. You should also run the fans periodically during winter and summer

holding periods, when the outside temperature is near the grain

temperature.

"Some farmers tell me they don't warm the grain up in spring, and

they never have spoilage problems. And they have a point, provided the

grain is moved out by July. But if you're going to hold the grain much
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longer than through July, r'd run the fan in stages to warm the grain to

within 20 degrees of the average July temperature. The grain should be

warmed up by mid-Mayor June 1," Cloud said.

"You will reduce risks of spoilage by warming grain up in the spring.

But don't overdo it. Some farmers warm the grain up too much," Cloud said.

Grain temperatures of 55-60 degrees for southern Minnesota and 50-55

degrees for northern Minnesota are recommended (20 degrees less than

average outside temperatures).

More details are available in publication number M-165 entitled

"Management of Stored Grain With Aeration." Free single copies are

available to Minnesota residents from county offices of the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.
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AERATE GRAIN TO AVOID FUMIGATION HASSLE

Experts at a recent Stored Grain Pest Management Conference at the

University of Minnesota agreed that lots of stored grain is suspect in

quality.

However, farmers can maintain stored grain quality with proper

aeration methods.

Charles Storey and Dave Sauer, researchers with the USDA Grain

Marketing Research Center, Manhattan, Kansas, reported on their survey of

over 8,000 grain samples across 27 states. Samples were collected in 1980,

representing grain from the crop years 1976-79.

Their report showed that "grain stored on the farm contains a broad

spectrum of storage pests that are often present in damaging numbers."

Wheat samples from Minnesota had the highest incidence of insects, while

wheat from Montana had the lowest. Incidence of insects in corn was high

throughout most states.

Phil Harein, entomologist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, said the USDA survey confirmed what his

research and observations show. What frustrates Harein is how to get the

message of proper aeration across. "If people would follow proper aeration
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procedures, we wouldn't need to fumigate with hazardous chemicals to

prevent grain spoilage."

As an aside, Harein mentioned the grain-for-pay farm subsidy

proposal. "It would be ironic if some farmers were in a position to get

their own grain back, but wouldn't want it since it had deteriorated in

quality," he said.

The conference was attended by about 150 people, most of them

representing elevators. Minnesota law requires that all restricted-use

pesticides be applied by or under the supervision of licensed certified

applicators. It is illegal not to be licensed.

More details are available in publication M-165, "Management of

Stored Grain With Aeration." Free single copies are available to Minnesota

residents from county offices of the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.
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COMPUTER PROGRAM WILL AID STORED GRAIN MANAGEMENT

A future computer program that will show dollar benefits of various

stored grain management decisions is being developed at the University of

Minnesota.

The system may arrive none too soon to help prevent infestation of

Minnesota stored grain. Experts at a Stored Grain Pest Management

Conference on the University's St. Paul campus in December said. Minnesota

farmers face a "crucial time" for grain storage problems next spring and

summer.

The computer program will be used to predict value of the grain at a

future date, given variables such as levels of insect infestations,

moisture content, test weight, broken kernels and potential discounts.

"You can use the program to help calculate payoffs from aeration to

curtail infestation problems," said Florence Dunkel, research associate

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Experiment Station, who's

developing the computer program.

Thus far, the computer program is being developed for corn, but other

grain commodities will be added. "The program will only be as good as the

information that's fed into it," Dunkel said. "That means accurate
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information on kinds, life stage and levels of insects. It's very

important to get representative samples from the bin. Scouts can be

trained to do this accurately," she said.

Here's a simplified version of how the program could work: One bin

has an infestation level of 35 large black flour beetles per quart of

grain. But another bin has a level of 35 rusty grain beetles. You enter

this data on the computer. If everything else is constant, you will have a

lower market value on the bin with the flour beetles. since there's roughly

twice the chance that a grain grader will dock you for flour beetles,

opposed to rust grain beetles.

The program can tell you what grain bin number 10 is worth at today's

market price. It can also tell you what it may be worth at a future date,

based on expected prices and spoilage factors. Then you can plug X number

of aeration hours into the program and check the cost-benefit ratio of

aeration costs vs. anticipated returns.
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GROWTH REGULATORS MAY BE USEFUL IN ESTABLISHING ALFALFA

Although many Minnesota forage producers have found they can get

improved alfalfa stands by direct seeding, the practice is not recommended

on sloping land, where the potential for soil erosion is high. In such

situations, farmers often plant oats with the alfalfa and later harvest the

companion crop as grain and straw.

University of Minnesota extension agronomist Oliver E. Strand and

forage crops researcher Craig C. Sheaffer have completed a 2-year study at

the Rosemount Agricultural Experiment Station which shows that an oat

companion crop can be used without reducing alfalfa stands if it is removed

before the grain is mature or if it is suppressed or killed at the

early-boot stage or earlier.

"In our study, we seeded oats with alfalfa and harvested them as

oatlage at the boot, flowering, and soft-dough stages; and as grain and

straw," Strand says. "We also killed or suppressed the oats with broadcast

applications of mef1uidide and BAS-9052 growth regulators at the 4-leaf and

early-boot stages."

The researchers took two cuttings of alfalfa during the establishment

year.
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In 1981, the first year of the study, moisture conditions were

favorable and weed pressure was light, resulting ih satisfactory alfalfa

stands. The following year, moisture w!s adequate td germinate the alfalfa

and initiate good early growth, but rainfall was extremely limited in June

and July.

Strand says, "We found the alfalfa stand was poorest both years when

we harvested the oats for grain and straw. We also found the stand was

reduced somewhat in 1982, when the oats were removed as oat1age at the boot

stage, perhaps because of dry weather at the time of harvest and later.

"The BAS-9052 suppressed oat growth more than did the mefluidide.

When applied at the 4-leaf stage, it killed the oats while the mefluidide

only suppressed growth. Although both growth regulators suppressed oat

growth when applied at early boot, the mefluidide did not suppress it

enough in 1981, when moisture was adequate, resulting in a reduced alfalfa

stand."

Considering both years of the study, greatest total forage yields

during the establishment year resulted from removing the oats as oat1age at

the soft-dough stage and from treating with mef1uidide at early boot.

Forage yields were also high when mef1uidide was applied at the 4-leaf

stage and when BAS-9052 was applied at early hoot.

When the researchers estimated the percent "effective" ground cover

for erosion control in mid-June (when heavy rains often occur in

Minnesota), they rated plots where the oats were cut as oat1age or grain

and straw as haVing 100 percent cover. The plots treated with the growth

regulators averaged 96 percent cover. In contrast, direct-seeded alfalfa

with no weed control or directed-seeded alfalfa established with herbicides

averaged from 68 to 90 percent cover.
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Strand says, "The study shows that taking the oat companion crop off

as oatlage is still a good, viable way to establish alfalfa and at the same

time control erosion on slopes. However, growth regulators may playa role

in the future in cases where a farmer has no use for the oatlage or does

not want to bother with it. This use of growth regulators is still

experimental; none have been labelled yet for use on alfalfa."

MP, 4-FC
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FARM WOMEN JUGGLE HOME, FIELD WORK

Farm women have always been skillful jugglers, dividing their time

between household and farm tasks. Now, however, they appear to be taking

on even more farm and field jobs at the same time that increasing numbers

of them are employed off the farm.

Recent research by the U.S. Department of Agriculture shows that more

than 75 percent of farm women reported that they regularly or occasionally

keep financial accounts for the farm. A similar percentage of women

reported running errands such as picking up repair parts or supplies.

Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, notes that the

USDA has been surveying farm women's time use habits for about 50 years.

In that time, women have taken on more farm tasks. About 17 percent of the

women surveyed recently reported doing field work that didn't require

machinery use regularly. Nearly one-fourth of the women said they help at

harvest, including operating machinery and trucks. By contrast, farm women

surveyed in 1926 reported spending only a few hours a week on farm duties,

most often in dairying, poultry production and vegetable gardening.

Although surveys done periodically since the 1920s have collected
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different kinds of data, Goss says there is a clear trend toward greater

involvement by women in farming. In 1980, 55 percent of women surveyed

considered themselves the main operators of their farms. Almost 60 percent

claimed they could run their farms without their husbands if the need .

arose.

About one-third of farm women are employed off the farm, but this

doesn't seem to have reduced their farm workloads, Goss reports. Farm

women tend to be most deeply involved in farm tasks during the early years

of their marriages. This may be because they are physically better able to

do heavy work then or it may be because children take over some farm tasks

when they reach the teen years.

Gos~ adds, "Perhaps on beginning farm operations, both spouses

realize that high debt and a shortage of working capital require the

involvement of the woman in farm tasks at least until cash flow is

sufficient to hire additional help."

# # #
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SOME MAY PROSPER EVEN IN HARD TIMES

Hard times for some will be opportunity times for others. Just as

some types of business flourish during a recession, so do some investors.

Jean Kinsey, professor of consumption economics in the Department of

Agricultural and Applied Economics at the University of Minnesota, explains

how this is demonstrated in daily living.

Repair businesses do well in hard times: auto repairs, shoe repairs,

small appliance repairs, even the do-it-yourself books on repairs. People

want to preserve what they have. They are not so willing to discard the

old when it is harder to find dollars to buy the new.

There are incentives to save money, too, during a recession. She

says people usually save to buy later, hoping prices will decline. It's

just the opposite during inflationary times. Prices are going up and will

be higher tomorrow, so the philosophy is "buy now."

Then, too, during a recession the return on savings is more likely to

be higher than the inflation rate, which is the key to investing at any

time. Kinsey points out that the after tax returns on any investment must

beat the inflation rate if, in time, spending power is to be maintained or

increase.
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The same basic rule applies with taxable and nontaxable interest:

the after tax return has to be greater than the inflation rate.

Depending on what tax bracket the investor is in, a 5 percent tax

exempt yield could be equal to as much as a 16 percent taxable yield for

the person in a high income tax bracket. Financial institutions selling

tax exempt bonds have tables which can be consulted on current comparison

figures.

During a recession people may not want to make risky investments. In

an attempt to preserve the principal at least, they may lean toward

government-backed securities. Some people are reluctant to pull money out

of insured savings accounts to make other investments, while others can be

hard nosed about investing to maximize return.

Kinsey suggests reading the financial pages of daily and financial

newspapers as an excellent way to keep up with current information on

investing. Money magazines are other sources which can be consulted.

Another option is to ask questions at banks, savings and loans, and the

Federal Reserve Bank. Not everyone is knowledgeable about everything, but

asking often enough, reading enough of the information these institutions

provide, and piecing together the information for yourself can provide an

education in investments.

Knowledge of some givens can provide clues to patterns in the future.

For instance, if banks and savings and loans are going to be paying higher

interest rates on savings, expect that their mortgage rates are going to be

higher, too. "Canada has had relatively high mortgage rates for years.

That is the tradeoff for higher interest on savings," she concludes.

# # #
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SEALING WINDOWS AND DRAPERIES CAN CUT FUEL COSTS

With thermometers plunging and fuel bills soaring, homeowners would

be wise to look to their windows as culprits in hiking heating bills.

Cherilyn Nelson, textiles and clothing specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, says that windows in an average

home occupy about 15 percent of wall surface but they may account for as

much as 50 percent of the total heat loss.

She adds that reducing heat loss through windows may require changes

both inside and outside the house. "Caulking and weatherstripping cracks

and gaps to keep warm air from leaking out and cold air from leaking in are

important steps," she says. "Adding extra layers of glass or even plastic

between panes will also slow heat loss."

Indoors, the type of draperies or window coverings used can make a

difference in fuel use and room comfort, Nelson reports. "As commonly

used, draperies are not energy efficient because they are unsealed at the

edges and center so air behind the draperies is cooled by the cold glass.

It re-enters the room at the bottom of the drapery."

She adds, however, that tight-fitting, closed draperies, particularly

those made of firmly woven fabrics, will reduce cold drafts around windows.
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Several layers of fabric also create air spaces between them that will help

insulate a window.

She suggests sealing the edges of existing draperies. "Anything that

will hold the drapery fabric tightly against the window sash will help,1I

Nelson says. "A flexible hook and loop tape, magnetic tape, and tacks are

possibilities for the outside edges of draperies. Sealing the center of

draperies is more difficult, but magnetic tape can be used. Hook and loop

tape is another possibility. With such tape, however, the drapery may hang

crooked or be difficult to operate. 1I

Bottom seals are important because air cooled by the window comes

back into the room through this route. Nelson says that sealing drapery

bottoms is tricky because of drapery fullness. Fabric touching the floor

or windowsill helps slow air movement but a seal using magnetic tape,

elastic, a decorative rod or weights is better.

Sealing drapery tops is also difficult. Nelson suggests that

draperies should be hung as close to the window frame as possible.

"Research has shown that sealing conventional draperies on three

sides--bottom and both edges, for example--forms a kind of bag that reduces

heat loss considerably because air settles in behind the drapery and is

relatively stable there. For that reason, sealing a drapery top should

probably be the homeowner's last concern, after the sides and bottom are

secure."
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DRAPERY AND LINER FLAMMABILITY IS QUESTIONED

One of the ways to increase energy efficiency of window treatments is

to add insulating linings. These linings may appear in several forms:

metalized fabric or plastic, acrylic foam-backed fabric, or simple cotton

and/or polyester fabrics. Advertisements for product performance are

diverse, including claims that they are energy efficient, stain and

sunlight resistant, as well as fire retardant.

One metalized polyethylene film lining has been advertised as flame

retardant. This claim was based on a standard test conducted by a private

fabric testing company and originally developed for clothing. If a sample

did not ignite when held at a 45 degree angle for one second of flame

contact, it was not considered dangerous or highly flammable.

Consumers may make the assumption that the product as advertised is

flame retardant and therefore safe for ordinary use in the home. By

itself, a liner may well be flame retardant. However, when combined with a

drapery and hung vertically, the flammability characteristics change, in

some cases dramatically. While advertisers claim these liners are

insulating and energy saving, no mention is made of their potential

flammability.
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A limited survey of draperies and liners was conducted by Peter

Brown, associate professor, and Cherilyn Nelson, extension specialist in

clothing and textiles at the University of Minnesota. Two sets of

draperies, one a polyester/rayon blend, and the other a multifiber of

cotton, rayon, acetate and polyester, were combined with six different

liners. The liners were foam-backed polyester, cotton, aluminum metalized

polyester, polyester/cotton with suedelike backing, polyester/cotton

blackout liner, and polyester batiste. The rates at which the flame

reached the top of the small drapery and liner samples alone were compared

with the rates for various liner/drapery combinations.

In most cases the liner increased the rate at which the drapery

burned. When the cotton liner, the polyester/cotton suedelike backed liner

or the blackout liner were combined with draperies, the liner clearly

controlled the situation, causing the drapery to burn at the faster rate of

the liner.

While some products allude to safety from fire, Nelson cautions that

the average consumer or retailer has little basis in fact to make safety

judgments. Even if the products have been tested, consumers need to be

aware that the testing conditions may not reflect actual use conditions and

thus invalidate some performance claims.

# # #
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USED APPLIANCES BECOME VALUABLE

Value changes with the economy.

Remember the old refrigerator you paid to have hauled to the dump

because no one wanted it? Now it is in demand. In fact, it is at the top

of the list of wanted used appliances, according to Wanda Olson, household

equipment specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

Just who is in the market for these refrigerators?

Lots of us, apparently. Buyers include families who are young and

move often and families who have had a drop in income and decide their next

refrigerator will be a used one. Families who have had two refrigerators

may be about to sell the one you want to buy. According to one survey, 20

percent of Minnesota households have a second refrigerator.

Olson says some California utility companies are paying customers to

give up that second refrigerator. Companies will buy them back to reduce

peak power generating loads.

"Used refrigerators are bringing up to $200." Olson says, quoting the

president of the Minnesota Appliance Service Association. Special features

such as an ice maker probably won't increase the dollar value much. Prices
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on new appliances are apt to be excellent now, too. The manufacturers have

high inventories and fewer refrigerators are being purchased, as a result

of drops in new housing starts.

"Many people don't realize the used appliance market is out there,"

she says. She suggests there might be appliance shelves as well as food

shelves. Organizations could keep lists of people willing to sell

(inexpensively) or donate (free) appliances, such as refrigerators. "There

are probably people who have appliances that aren't serving them and would

be glad to have them taken away for a good cause or some cash," she adds.

Welfare customers are having a hard time finding secondhand

appliances because those prices have risen above maximums many counties

allow, she has been told.

The market for used ranges hardly exists. This is probably because

they quit working in stages--one or two burners, the oven door, the oven

thermostat, the clock. Often a portable, such as a toaster oven is bought

to supplement the range for cooking. Sometimes these are less expensive

than the major repair job it would take to get the range to work again.

In buying or selling a used refrigerator, age is important. "People

are looking for the newer-used, 5 years or less," she says. Serial numbers

(not the model number) on refrigerators can be unscrambled to reveal age.

The outside color of a refrigerator seems to be of no consequence in

the used market. However, many people might keep their refrigerator longer

if its color could be changed. It is very hard to find commercial

establishments that will repaint refrigerators, she is told. "Perhaps this

idea might open up a new business for an auto body shop," she says.

The market for used washing machines shows the suds saver to be the

favorite in this part of the country. "It may be closer to the old
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wringer-washer in its water economy," she mentions. In a small study she

did last summer of rural households, over 50 percent of the households with

automatic washers had the suds saver feature.

When adding a used dryer, she recommends utilizing the type of fuel

hookup you already have, because it will eliminate the cost of another

hookup.
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BUYING NEW OR USED APPLIANCES

What are some of the factors to consider in buying new or used home

appliances?

Difference in price is obvious. This may be where most people begin.

Decide what you can afford to spend and get the best possible for that

price.

"With a lower price on a used item (rather than new) there is higher

risk," according to Wanda Olson, household equipment specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

What do you look for in these used items? You may decide to visit

the secondhand appliance dealer whose store will have several models and

ages for comparison. A 30-day warranty may be offered there--another plus.

At a store that sells both new and used, you may be looking at someone's

trade-in, fixed up for resale.

Newspaper want ads or garage sales are other sources of used

appliances. A garage sale is likely to sell an appliance "as is" and you

may not even have an opportunity to plug it in to see if it works. Of

course this is why you are paying less--you may be putting additional

dollars into getting it working, or it may never work--face it.
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Radio swaps and damaged freight sale warehouses are other locations

where you might find used appliances.

Buying a new appliance generally means getting some type of warranty,

usually for one year. There would be an additional charge for a longer

warranty or a separate service contract which might be purchased through

the appliance dealer or the company supplying power to operate the

appliance.

"Servicing appliances, which was once included with utility service

from a gas company, for instance, is now separated from their rates," she

explains.

Talking to the previous owner of an appliance or obtaining the

owner's manual (if it has been saved) is helpful when considering buying

something secondhand. It may be possible to write the manufacturer and

obtain a manual if you supply the model number and brand name of the

appliance.

If you are lucky enough to find the previous owner, ask if a list of

repairs made to the appliance is available. It will give you some idea of

the cost of upkeep and could indicate what might go wrong and require

future replacement.

Cleanliness is a good clue as to how well an appliance has been

maintained. Check crevices, cavities and surfaces for dirt and grease

accumulation.

If you detect a strong odor in a refrigerator, it is probably best

not to buy it. Such smells can prove very difficult to get rid of.

Sometimes they can be eradicated through charcoal treatments, but this can

be a long difficult process. Sometimes the odor never disappears, she

cautions.
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CHECKING OUT A USED APPLIANCE

Just as mechanics may be willing to check out a used car before

purchase, so, too, there are experts who will look over used household

appliances before you buy one.

Ask your own appliance service person to do this. It usually adds to

the cost, but if it reassures, it may be well worthwhile.

"It might cost you $15 to $25 to find out whether you want to buy

something and whether it is worth repairing," explains Wanda Olson,

household equipment specialist with the University ,of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

Repairs, of course, are a major consideration when buying an

appliance. Consider first the minimum charges of a service call to your

house, and remember you may be charged for mileage, too. Add cost of the

repairs themselves (parts and labor) together with your time away from your

own job. Waiting for a repair person can mean that you have to take a day

or half-day off, and it will be chalked up to vacation time. This can be a

substantial loss.

Getting a year's warranty on a new refrigerator (longer on its

compressor) may seem to be such an advantage that buying anything but a new
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appliance seems out of the question.

Olson says some appliance makers have toll free numbers to call for

help in ferreting out a problem before you contact a service person.

Before you call make sure you know the model number. Be able to describe

what is wrong as completely as you can. The proper observation before the

call to the service person could save you some dollars.

Often a local service company will give you a repair estimate over

the phone. Naturally, for their protection that estimate is going to be on

the high side. "Their public relations image would be very poor if they

had given you a low estimate and actually charged more after doing the

work," she says.

Whether repairs will be done in their shop or your home, you should

authorize the work if you are paying the bill. This protects both you and

the repair person. If you can't give approval in person, you may want to

ask that they phone you before work begins, especially if major amounts

(for instance over $50) are involved.

These are some of the considerations to think about--whether your

selection is used or new.

MP
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HOW MUCH CREDIT CAN YOU HANDLE?

Ask yourself how much credit you can handle, not how much credit you

can get.

This is a suggestion from Dottie Goss on how to avoid sleepless

nights counting bills or worrying about bill collectors' hasseling. She is

family resource management specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

Credit doesn't mean having more money to spend. It allows for

certain purchases now and payment later, at an interest charge.

Lenders, such as banks, used to be in a better position to keep a lid

on the spending of their borrowers. They were involved in most decisions

families made about credit use. Now families have more lines of credit

that they independently make decisions about.

She refers to credit cards like Visa and Master Charge and overdraft

accounts as some of today's types of unsupervised credit.

One guideline in determining how much credit most families can handle

is to limit credit purchases to not more than 15 percent of take-home

income. (This would be 15 percent beyond some major debt such as a monthly

mortgage payment.) She does not count charge accounts that are paid off
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every month in this debt load. "These are more of a convenience, like

having a checking account," she says. Cars, major appliances, furniture

and revolving charge accounts are the debts she includes.

"A planning guide a family might use is to limit debts to those that

can be paid off in 18 months if need be. This gives the family flexibility

if things do not turn out as planned. For some families, the recession has

required refinancing," she says.

If you are still making payments on purchased items that are no

longer of value to you, perhaps it is time to stop and take a look at how

you are handling credit. Consider the payments on clothes that have

already been passed along to someone else or the bills for last year's

vacation, when this year's is coming up again.

When each new purchase is contemplated, ask yourself, "Do I want this

badly enough to give up something else in the future?"

If you use up the total credit you allot yourself for clothes, for

instance, what cushion will you have for future credit to cover large

purchases such as a house, range, refrigerator or washer-dryer if those

needs arise?

The debt load can creep up slowly and steadily. It's up to you to

head it off.
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COUNTY NEWS PACKET
INDEX

January 7, 1983

• Parents can teach children money management
• Now is a good time to begin budgeting
• A friend can be a credit counselor
• Wood needs special winter care
• Mildew, mold can appear in winter
• Select glues carefully
• Interest in using lard is increasing
• Do senior citizens need vitamin supplements?
• Will a daily megadose of vitamin C help you fight off that dreaded cold?
• Drapery linings can save energy and add to comfort
• Fabric structure aids in keeping warm
• Decision making should be a family process
• Avoiding some common pitfalls will improve family decision making
• Involving the children can enhance family decision making
• Family strengths can be under-used resource
• Family leisure time can be valuable asset
• Haste can waste life
• Early spring best for pruning trees
• Soil erosion limits being questioned
• Nuclear effects on agricultural products discussed
• Learning more about nightshade species may lead to better control
• Study aims at better control of wild proso millet in corn
• Analyze options under 1983 farm program

Note to agents: For additional timely news stories from the Agricultural
Extension Service, remember to call the University of Minnesota News Line.
This service is a cooperative effort of University Relations and the extension
service. It includes a variety of items with voice actualities, about half of
which are extension related. Tapes change at 4:30 p.m. each work day. Call
pre-paid at (612) 376-8000.

Note to home economists: In this packet the two stories- "Do Senior Citizens
Need Vitamin Supplements?" and "Will a Daily Megadose of Vitamin C Help you
Fight Off That Dreaded Cold?" are intended for use in newsletters for the
elderly although they could be adapted to a more diverse audience if you wish.
Also, this packet initiates a continuing series of articles pegged to the Liv
ing Resourcefully program. These articles bear the Living Resourcefully logo
for easy identification as well as the file number for quick retrieval from
your green-tabbed program file. We welcome your comments and suggestions for
this ongoing effort.

Note to specialists: If you would like a copy of any of the above stories,
check them and send this sheet, with your name and campus address, to Evie
Schield, 453 Coffey Hall. More on next page ...
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Note to agents and specialists: The following is a list of releases that were
sent out by Communication Resources during December but not included in this
monthly packet.

CP

January 7, 1983

Releases sent in December
but not included in the monthly news packets

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Cattle feeders day to be held in Preston

Will cattle producers continue cautious path?

Yard and Garden Fact Sheet for January

Univ. of Minn. crop judging team wins again

Wraps for trees may aid survival

Store apples for winter eating

Correction on "Poast" release

Sell grain now to-avoid tax loss

NOTE: If you would like a copy of any of the above stories, check them and
send this sheet, with your name and campus address, to Evie Schield, 453 Cof
fey Hall. .
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612/376-7518

PARENTS CAN TEACH CHILDREN MONEY MANAGEMENT

"Most young people today will earn three-fourths to $1 million in

their lifetime. Parents have an opportunity and obligation to help their

children gain knowledge and skills in money management," says Marilyn

Olson, 4-H youth development specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

Children start to think about money as they observe their parents

making choices about the purchase of goods and services. While adults do

not consciously move through a deliberate decision-making process, parents

need to help their children make choices about their purchases.

Children learn to spend before they learn the sources of money or how

to save it. After identifying their needs, wants and financial resources,

young people need to be taught to compare the quality, quantity and value

of goods or services under consideration. They should arrive at their

final decision based on these comparisons.

Preschoolers need to actually handle money. They may be allowed to

pay for one item when shopping with their parents. Children from the age

of 5 on up should be allowed to handle their own money. By then they have

received money as gifts and may also receive an allowance.
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The allowance should not be a reward or pay for small household

chores. It should be given as part of the child's education in money

management. The allowance should be given with the intention that some of

the money should be saved, some spent on obligations, and some spent at the

child's discretion.

Saving money should be seen as deferred spending. Money saved today

may buy something in the future.

Sources of money most familiar to children are gifts received on

birthdays or holidays and allowances. The primary source of money for

adults may be explained as coming from time and effort which provides money

which may be traded for goods and services.

As a child matures, other money management skills need to be taught.

These include the concepts of sharing and borrowing.

Parents should point out opportunities for children to share.

Sharing teaches children that money can provide happiness and satisfaction

for the giver as well as the receiver.

Borrowing may be taught by first using the concept with toys or

books. Borrowing and returning an object helps children understand this

concept. Later children may borrow money, often as an advance against a

future allowance.

Since children learn by observing and doing, it is important for the

parents to serve as models and provide guidance that develops the knowledge

and skills of good money management.

# # #
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NOW IS GOOD TIME TO BEGIN BUDGETING

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

January 7, 1983

Source: Dottie Goss
612/373-0914

Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

If you hear yourself saying, "We ought to start budgeting," perhaps a

new year is the time to try it.

Stopping the fast pace of living long enough to see your total

financial picture is often the first hurdle to overcome.

Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, suggests each

family member keep a notebook for two weeks, writing down each expenditure

made. At the end of two weeks, everyone sits down and goes over the items.

Is money being spent as you thought it was, or are dollars going in

unexpected directions?

The answer to this will come after going over, in some detail, the

grocery and utility bills, among others.

Goss suggests breaking apart some of the totals. "You might want to

look at food eaten at home and away from home as separate items," she says.

Toll charges on a phone bill and extra charges for additional phones could

also be itemized separately. "As you unpack groceries at home, or as you

take them from the shelf to use, you could pull them apart in the same

way," she suggests. The light bulbs, detergent, and paper plates, towels
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and napkins could be looked at as another grouping of household expenses.

A calendar is a good place to keep track of bills that are due

regularly. These might include insurance, house payments, license fees,

special events and holiday gifts. There needs to be advance preparation,

in savings, so that there will be money for these times.

Then there are what she calls "predictable emergencies." Eventually

the car will need new tires, the house a new roof, and children replacement

coats. When these purchases need to be made isn't as definite as the house

payments and utility bills, but they should be anticipated.

If going to college or vocational school is in the plan, some money

will have to be set aside to help there.

Don't overlook health care and emergencies. Health and heating are

high on the list of expenditures that have been increasing rapidly in

price.

Children need to know family expectations on how their earning and

spending fits in. Do they share paying for their own clothing, for

instance? Does the family pay for the major items?

"After a month of record keeping, you will have a good handle on

where the money is going and where cutbacks might be made, to move money

into another category of need," she says.

If you like to keep accounts in an account book, do. Or make up your

own looseleaf notebook. The perfect account book for everyone just doesn't

exist.

Although clothing and food prices are said to be stabilizing, and

housing costs are even going down (due to a drop in the interest rate and

a stagnant selling market), inflation is still a significant factor for

many people. Many family incomes have not kept pace with inflation. The
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same paycheck is not buying what it used to. Families may be facing

unemployment or working less than full time or without the overtime once

depended on.

How stable are the incomes your budget is based on? Is there one

income where there formerly were two? Is someone in danger of losing a

job?

These are ways to look at the total picture--an essential aspect of

budgeting, she concludes.

"Living Within Your Income" is a publication available through the

Distribution Center, 3 Coffey Hall, 1420 Eckles Ave., University of

Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108. Minnesota residents may obtain one copy

free of charge. Request it by number as North Central Regional Extension

Publication 61.
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A FRIEND CAN BE A CREDIT COUNSELOR

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
StPaul, Minnesota 55108

January 7, 1983

Source: Dottie Goss
612/373-0914

Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

Talking over your reasons for making a credit purchase with a friend

or a family member, before making the purchase, may give you a good look at

how you handle credit.

"Sometimes by talking things out, telling that family member or

friend your reasoning process in wanting to make a purchase, the holes in

your argument will become obvious," says Dottie Goss, family resource

management specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

This friend can be someone you don't even know all that well, she

says.

Begin by writing down a list of the debts you currently have and the

income available to resolve them.

Sometimes your local lender may help you reorganize your debts, but

lenders may be more concerned about how you will repay them, rather than

how you pay others.

There are Family Service Agencies that offer financial counseling.

Their national office which can supply names of local agencies is at 44 E.

23rd St., New York, N.Y. 10010. If a bank, credit union or consumer
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finance company isn't available to help, write to the National Foundation

for Consumer Credit, 1819 H St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006 for the

counseling services nearest you. (Local offices of both agencies are in

the Twin Cities.)

There are debt adjusters available who will charge you for obtaining

a consolidation loan, but frequently, with a little effort, you can do for

yourself what you might have to pay others to do for you, Goss says.

IF IF #
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WOOD NEEDS SPECIAL WINTER CARE

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
StPaul, Minnesota 55108

January 7, 1983

Source: Harold H. Alexander
612/373-0913

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

Care of wood furniture requires some sensitivity, especially during

winter.

With the heating season on, added heat and dryness can cause the wood

to dry out and the finish to warp or crack, says Harold H. Alexander,

interior design specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

His suggestion is to avoid placing wood furniture near direct sources

of heat.

Indoor wood furniture can be affected by strong sunlight, even if

finishing materials are made as fade-proof as possible. Furniture can take

on a faded or bleached appearance from constant exposure to strong

sunlight, Alexander says.

"Don't let spilled liquids from watering plants or upsetting a glass

at the table stand on a wood surface," he cautions. Collect the spill with

a blotting rather than a wiping motion. Never lay damp cloths on a wood

surface, as the moisture will be absorbed by the wood.

Avoid using plastic tablecloths on a wood surface. The heat and

humidity trapped by the plastic can mar the finish. Even a cotton-backed
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plastic cloth can leave a white, hairy cast when the wood top is uncovered.

Protective pads or pieces of leather or felt can be glued to bases of

tabletop lamps, for instance, to avoid scratching the wood. Lift objects

when moving them, rather than dragging them over a finished surface.

Pads are a must to protect wood surfaces from hot dishes.

When cleaning or polishing a wood surface, use soft, lint-free,

absorbent cloths. "Remove all buttons and seams from the cloth to avoid

marring surfaces," Alexander says. Cheesecloth may contain an abrasive, so

don't use it for dusting or polishing.

When dusting, waxing or making minor repairs, always work with the

grain of the wood.

Test (on an inconspicuous part of the furniture) any polish,

commercial cleaner or wax before using it for the first time. Be sure to

follow all directions and warnings on the packaging.

# # #
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MILDEW, MOLD CAN APPEAR IN WINTER

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
StPaul, Minnesota 55108

January 7, 1983

Source: Harold H. Alexander
612/373-0913

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

Problems with mildew aren't confined to hot weather and southern

climes, says Harold H. Alexander, interior design specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"In our energy efficient, super-insulated, tightly weather-stripped

homes, we can experience high humidity concentrations during winter

months," he explains.

The mildew or mold could appear on refrigerator door gaskets (the

rubber packing that holds the door suction-tight) or on weather stripping

around doors and windows and even the gaskets that hold the glass in many

of the newer windows.

Frequent washings with warm, sudsy water or a baking soda solution

are his suggestion. If a refrigerator has an energy saving switch, be sure

the anti-sweat heater is on during periods of high humidity. This helps

prevent condensation build-up around the gasket. The refrigerator

instruction booklet will give information on the setting.

If your furnace has an automatic humidity control, make sure that

this is functioning properly.

CP
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Agricultural Extension Service
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University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108
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Source: Harold H. Alexander
612/373-0913

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

WILL KD BECOME AS WELL KNOWN AS E. T.?

Will "KD" become the E.T. of the future?

While E.T. is the extra-terrestrial being in the popular movie, "KD"

stands for knock down and it refers to a new type of furniture.

"It's most familiar in Europe, but we are going to be hearing more

about it in the United States," says Harold H. Alexander, interior design

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

Except for New York City, the West Coast and some college towns, it

can be difficult to find KD furniture or anyone who knows what it is,

Alexander remarks.

Actually, it is furniture that can be assembled by the purchaser. It

appeared first in Denmark and the Netherlands and is now manufactured and

sold throughout Europe.

Alexander says it should not be confused with today's unpainted

furniture, which is almost always made of wood or wood products. KD is

available unpainted, but usually has a finish and can consist of almost any

combination of materials.

KD will be easy to move around in a house or on longer moves from one
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house to another. It can be used in various rooms and furniture

arrangements, is well built and well designed and some of it is even

convertible.

"The concept is certainly appropriate for today's mobile and flexible

lifestyle," he concludes.

iF iF iF
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SELECT GLUES CAREFULLY

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

January 7, 1983

Source: Harold H. Alexander
612/373-0913

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

The day of one glue pot for all household needs is probably gone

forever.

Today, glue has to be selected for the one specific job being done,

cautions Harold H. Alexander, interior design specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. Improper use of

glues can result in costly repairs or replacements.

When gluing furniture, for instance, always use a glue or cement that

is soluble. The pieces may have to be taken apart in the future.

"Always read manufacturer's directions before selecting the glue you

1 h '1"need, to do a particular job. Remember: never g ue w at you can tung ue.

How many of us have discovered stray blobs that have been left after a

gluing job--never to be moved again?

He describes some of the types of glues being marketed.

Recommended for light furniture assembly is polyvinyl acetate glue, a

creamy white, pure polyvinyl acetate emulsion. Applied cold, it doesn't

stain, dries fast and is not waterproof.

Recommended for high-grade furniture construction is a plastic resin

glue which is mixed with water before use. This type of glue is also
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available ready-mixed.

Animal or hide glue (brown in color) comes in stick, sheet, flake,

ground or liquid form. It is not waterproof, but penetrates the pores

easily. Heated glue gives even better penetration.

Fish glues often come ready-mixed for use. These harden slowly, are

strong and not waterproof.

Epoxy cements are used for metals and plastics and when bonding these

to wood. They have no practical advantage over resorcinol resin glues for

gluing wood to wood. These have good to high moisture resistance and high

temperature resistance.

Casein glue (cream colored) is a milk product. It comes in powder

form and is mixed with equal parts of cold water as needed. It is strong,

tends to stain certain woods and has medium to good water resistance

although it is not waterproof.

Resorcinol glue is a dark color--a liquid resin mix with a powder

catalyst. It should not be used for veneering. It may be used on outdoor

furniture which must withstand weather extremes.

# # #
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INTEREST IN USING LARD IS INCREASING

Agricultural ExtensionService
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

January 7, 1983

Source: Mary Darling
612/376-4663

Writer: Denise Bonebright
612/373-1944

Rural Minnesota has recently experienced a renewed interest in the

rendering and use of lard for cooking. Lard can be a fairly inexpensive

source of cooking fat, since it can be rendered from animal fat that would

otherwise go to waste.

There are a few cautions, however, that need to be considered when

using lard, according to Mary Darling, nutrition specialist with the

University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service.

"Lard is a source of saturated fat and cholesterol and should be used

in moderation, as should all fats," she says. While lard has less

saturated fat than butter, it does contain a lot more than the more common

vegetable cooking oils and shortenings, as the following information shows.

--lard contains 40% saturated fat and 12% polyunsaturated fat

--butter contains 50% saturated fat and 3% polyunsaturated fat

--vegetable shortening contains 25% saturated fat and 26%

polyunsaturated fat

--corn oil contains 13% saturated fat and 58% polyunsaturated fat.

If homemakers do wish to render lard for home cooking, here are a few

suggestions. First, it's important that the fat to be used is fresh and in
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good condition. It should be chilled immediately after the animal is

butchered and kept at 32 degrees to 35 degrees F for no more than a week

before rendering. Also, fats from the different parts of the carcass

should be separated, since leaf or kidney fat gives the best lard and

intestinal fat produces a very poor, strong-flavored lard.

The rind and all meat portions should be removed from the fat before

rendering, and the fat should be cubed or chopped. Do not let the fat

become heated in the chopping process.

Fat can be rendered in large kettles, shallow pans or pressure

cookers, but the utensil should be clean, rust free and not made of copper.

Low heat should be used in the beginning, and the fat should be stirred

often to prevent sticking and burning, as well as to whiten the lard.

Rendering should continue until bubbling stops (indicating that excessive

water has been driven off) and brown cracklings are floating on the

surface. Over- or undercooking will lower lard quality.

When rendering is complete, cracklings should be settled and the fat

strained. The USDA recommends adding 2 to 3 pounds of hydrogenated

vegetable shortening to every 50 pounds of lard just before settling, which

will help stabilize the lard.

Lard should be strained into 5- to la-pound jars and cooled rapidly.

Containers should be filled as nearly to the top as possible, and covered

when the fat has hardened.

Lard should be stored in a dark place, cooled to less than 50 degrees

F. Exposure to light should be avoided. Little or no fat should be left

on the sides of the container when lard is removed for kitchen use, because

the exposed fat will eventually become rancid and hasten spoilage of the

remaining product.
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DO SENIOR CITIZENS NEED VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS?

As we age, the levels of vitamins in the body tend to fall, even

among people eating a good diet. Still there is no evidence that this drop

is of any health or nutritional significance or that supplementing the diet

with a multivitamin pill does any good. Taking a one-a-day multivitamin

and mineral supplement doesn't appear to do any harm if you can afford it,

but the decision is a personal one that should be made after consulting

your physician.

Megadoses of nutrients, and substances claimed to be nutrients, are

of no known value to the elderly or to anyone else. Your money would be

more wisely spent on those foods that contain needed nutrients in more

reasonable balanced amounts.

Avoid, in particular, single nutrients (tablets containing a large

dose of one vitamin) or combinations of nutrients without a physician's

advice. Single >nutrients may upset the balance of other nutrients in your

body. A variety of foods in your diet will give you the right balance of

nutrients your body needs.

Persons most likely to need a vitamin-mineral supplement are those

consuming fewer than 1,500 calories a day; those whose health requires them
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to eliminate a major category of food (for example, all dairy products or

fresh fruits and vegetables); or those taking medications that interfere

with the body's ability to absorb or use certain vitamins or minerals. If

you are taking any medication on a regular basis, ask your doctor if you

need a vitamin or mineral supplement or whether a change in diet can

correct any deficiency.

For example, there is evidence that older persons make less efficient

use of the B vitamin thiamin than younger adults do. The Food and

Nutrition Board recommends doubling the usual intake of this vitamin. It

is plentiful in pork, liver, whole grain and enriched cereals, bread and

pasta, wheat germ, oatmeal, peas, and lima beans.

If your doctor recommends a vitamin-mineral supplement, shop for the

best buy. Remember, a vitamin made in the chemist's laboratory is just as

good as one extracted from food, and chemically formulated vitamins are

nearly always cheaper.

# # #
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WILL A DAILY MEGADOSE OF VITAMIN C HELP YOU FIGHT OFF THAT
DREADED COLD?

After countless studies involving thousands of people, the verdict on

vitamin C versus the common cold appears to be in. Vitamin C apparently

has no effect on the number of colds people get, but in some people it

lessens the severity of cold symptoms. This could be due to an

antihistamine effect.

Dr. Linus Pauling gave "megadose mania" a great kickoff in 1970 when

he related that he and his wife "experienced a striking decrease in the

number of colds that we caught and in their severity." Pauling advocates

taking one or two grams (1000 to 2000 milligrams) of vitamin C per day,

about 20 to 40 times the recommended dietary allowances.

In such large doses, researchers now know that vitamin C can be

toxic. It raises the uric acid level of urine and so can cause gout in

some people. It can also obscure the results of some medical tests, such

as the urine test for sugar used by diabetics and the test for blood in

stools used to diagnose colon cancer. It can impair the ability of white

blood cells to kill bacteria, thus worsening infections rather than

clearing them up. It may also cause kidney stones. These effects do not

occur in all individuals, but there is no way of knowing in advance which
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individuals will be so affected by megadoses of vitamin C.

Adults who are taking megadoses (1000 milligrams or more) of vitamin

C and would like to discontinue should shift gradually to a normal intake,

rather than quitting suddenly. The body is used to breaking down the

vitamin C and excreting it. If the megadose is discontinued abruptly

"b d "re oun scurvy may occur.

The recommended dietary allowance for vitamin C is 60 milligrams a

day for adults. Only one-half cup of orange juice gives you that amount of

vitamin C. Try to include citrus fruit juice or fresh fruits and

vegetables in your diet each day and you will have all the vitamin C your

body needs to maintain good health.

11 11 11
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DRAPERY LININGS CAN SAVE ENERGY AND ADD TO COMFORT

Drapery linings trap air against draperies, helping to keep a room

warm and draft-free in much the same way that long underwear and layered

clothing insulate a person.

Cherilyn Nelson, textiles and clothing specialist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, says that research bears out

the insulating superiority of lined or foam-backed draperies as compared to

unlined ones. Tests at South Dakota State University on six liners with

variations in fiber content, weave and weight showed little difference in

their effectiveness, however.

So-called "self-lined" draperies have either acrylic foam or some

fabric bonded directly to the drapery fabric. Nelson says that these do

not trap air between the layers as linings do, but they proved to be

effective insulators, particularly when the backing was as dense as it is

with acrylic foam.

Vinyl-coated fabrics serve as both vapor and air barriers, according

to the South Dakota research results. One new type of lining fabric is an

aluminum metallic substance that reflects heat back into the room. Nelson

cautions that the advertising claims for this fabric may be overstated.
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"For a shiny surface to effectively insulate, there needs to be air space

between it and the drapery. If the foil touches the drapery it may conduct

heat through it rather than reflecting it back into the room. Shoppers

should keep this in mind if they are considering investing in draperies

with this type of liner," she adds.

Many textiles used for draperies are not labeled for their insulating

capability, known as their R-value. In cases where an R-value is known,

studies show that an R rating of 4 is optimum for window treatments.

Northern States Power Company indicates that a rating of between 2.5 and

3.0 is a good target. Use of properly sealed window treatments with an

R-value of 4.0 may stop up to 75 percent of the heat loss through a window,

Nelson reports. In contrast, fabric with an R-value of 1.0 will stop 50

percent of a window's heat loss. Savings diminish with each additional R

beyond 4 so Nelson suggests that the cost effectiveness of such high

R-value fabrics may be questionable.

"To make a wise decision about investing in insulating drapery

liners, consider the investment and how long it will take for the money

saved on fuel to equal the cost of the draperies," Nelson says. "Remember

that even though products may advertise savings of 25 percent or more, the

actual savings may be minimal when compared with the product cost."

IF IF IF
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FABRIC STRUCTURE AIDS IN KEEPING WARM

"One of the first things people ask about how to keep warm is what

type of fiber to wear," observes Cherilyn Nelson, textiles and clothing

specialist with the University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service.

"Actually the fiber type is not as critical as the amount of air that can

be trapped inside it. Fabrics are mixtures of air and fiber; fiber

dominates by weight and visibility but air dominates by volume. Air is a

poor conductor of heat.

"Wool has historically been associated with warm clothing. Because

it is a fiber with crimp, it will generally result in fuzzy fabrics, which

in turn trap air. Today's synthetic fibers can be manufactured to imitate

wool's crimp and also produce fuzzy fabrics which trap air."

She advises that fiber type becomes important when moisture comes in

contact with the fabric. Natural fibers such as cotton and wool absorb

moisture and change a fabric's insulation value. Air spaces are replaced

by water, which is a much better conductor of heat than air. Unless the

moisture evaporates readily, body heat can be conducted away, leaving the

wearer in contact with a cold, clammy fabric. Synthetic fibers are poor

absorbers, however, they do wick the moisture to the surface of the fabric
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page 2--fabric structure

where it can evaporate into the atmosphere, if conditions are right.

Fabric structures vary in their ability to trap air for insulation.

Knitted fabrics, because of the interlooping of yarns, may have more of the

open structures that allow for trapping of air. But such open structures

can be undesirable in windy conditions, when the trapped air is pushed

through the fabric. A woven fabric, while able to trap less air, can act

as a windbreaker and so allow much of the insulating air it has trapped to

remain undisturbed. Knits, with their higher air permeability, are

therefore not very effective for preventing heat loss by convection in

windy conditions unless they are covered by a tightly woven fabric.

Thick fabrics with fuzzy or pile surfaces trap more air than thin

smooth fabrics. Down and synthetic fiberfilling will add insulation as

will quilted fabrics or thermal knits.

Dressing to keep warm involves combining layers of clothing to

contribute to overall warmth. The layer closest to the skin should

function to move body moisture away from the skin, to allow excess body

heat to escape and to maximize skin comfort. Additional layers hold warmed

air around the body in dead air spaces. Look for fabrics which are

resilient after compression. Heavier isn't necessarily better if it

doesn't trap air.
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DECISION MAKING SHOULD BE A FAMILY PROCESS

In times of limited resources, families are becoming increasingly

aware that decisions need to be made in ways that enhance the family's

values and goals. Involvement of the whole family is essential for the

most successful decision making.

Ron Pitzer, family life specialist at the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, lists some steps that many families have

found useful in making decisions.

"The first step is to identify the situation and define what the

problem actually is," he says. "It is very important for the whole family

to see the problem in the same way. If a family is unclear about what

needs to be changed, it is difficult to see any solutions. Also, it is

possible that one person's problem may be another's solution. Teenage

dating or use of cars are often in this category."

Criteria should be set to meet any decision. Along with the more

common criteria of expense, time and energy involvement, and consensus,

Pitzer thinks it is important to look at family values and past

expectations. "This step tends to be overlooked, but many logical

decisions are later blocked because some of the family members don't want
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to accept the implications involved."

Another important but often overlooked step is to gather all possible

solutions to the problem. "Many families tend to define one option, then

accept or reject it," says Pitzer. "It is much more useful to come up with

many possible solutions before evaluation takes place."

Children can be very helpful in this part of the decision-making

process. Pitzer points out that adults are often locked in to solutions

that have worked in the past, and they may not see new and creative

solutions. "Even if their ideas are ultimately not useful, involving

children in a brainstorming session can provoke some useful lines of

thought," he says.

After a number of solutions have been created, each one can be

weighed and evaluated. Again, Pitzer cautions against taking this step too

quickly. "Don't just take the first solution that seems tolerable. Look

at the positive and negative sides of each option, and make a choice that

the whole family can live with."

Once a decision has been made, it needs to be put into action. "This

is the real test of the quality of your decision making," says Pitzer.

"Following a clear and rational process counts for nothing unless the final

decision made will actually work."

This is the point where the value of involving all family members

will become clear. Pitzer says that family members who have been involved

in the whole decision-making process are more committed to making the

solutions work. Families who have discussed the problem and possible

solutions and looked at evaluation criteria will have a greater rate of

successful decision making.

One final step in decision making is evaluation. Pitzer says that
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looking at past decisions, whether successful or not, will give insights

into the process and will help when the next family decision has to be

made.

# # #
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AVOIDING SOME COMMON PITFALLS WILL IMPROVE FAMILY DECISION
MAKING

Making family decisions is an important, but sometimes frustrating

process. Ron Pitzer, family life specialist with the University of

Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service, says that there are a few common

pitfalls that prevent families from making the wisest decisions:

Information overload. "While it is important to gather many possible

options for solving problems, some families become so bombarded with

information that making a choice becomes impossible," says Pitzer. "In our

complex society, families will have to carefully screen information in

order to avoid too much confusion. Gather enough information so that you

can make a clear decision, and then evaluate what you have, even if it

isn't as thorough or complete as it could be."

The stress factor. Making family decisions is, of necessity,

somewhat stressful. "A moderate amount of stress is necessary to motivate

people to decide," he says, but it should be monitored. Too much stress

often brings so much fear of risk that the decision is avoided, or people

may act rashly just to bring the stress to an end."

The time factor. "Feeling like 'the time is running out' is one of

the greatest causes of panic and poor decision making," says Pitzer. While
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some decisions do have to be made quickly, he recommends outlining the

process and allowing as much time as is possible and necessary to make

careful decisions.

Unconscious bias. "Careful weighing of the alternatives is a major

part of good decision making," Pitzer stresses. "We need to be continually

aware of the personal and family opinion, values and goals that determine

how we make choices. Having these feelings enter into the decision-making

process is natural, but problems arise if feelings are confused with

facts."

Bolstering. This term applies to the tendency to defend our preferred

choice even before other choices have been given a fair chance. Looking at

only the positive aspects of one option and seeing only the negative

aspects of all the others can lead to poor decision making. It can also

lead to family tension if various family members are bolstering their own

preferred options.

Ignoring nontangible factors. "The tangible gains and losses (cost,

items acquired, visible results, etc.) are often more clear to us when we

make decisions that those nontangible feelings involved," says Pitzer.

"But ignoring how we feel and how other family members feel can often lead

to disappointment after the decision is made and the nontangible losses

show up." For example, if a family decision requires changes in past

family roles, those involved may reject the decision when it becomes

necessary for them to change behavior, even if they agreed at the time that

it was the most logical choice to make.

The best way to avoid these pitfalls, Pitzer says, is to make sure

there are good lines of family communication. Feelings, ideas and fears of

all family members need to be taken into account whenever family decisions
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INVOLVING THE CHILDREN CAN ENHANCE FAMILY DECISION MAKING

"It is very important to involve all family members, including young

children and teens, in family decision making," says Ron Pitzer, family

life specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

Pitzer says that children need to learn decision making skills, and

family decisions can be a model for them. "Children need to make many

decisions in their own lives, so they need to have these skills when they

are young, not just as a reserve for when they get older," he says.

Even young children can be given guided opportunities to make

decisions. "Just deciding which color of pants to wear out to play can be

a start," he says. "There are many situations in which children can be

given a chance to make choices."

"Make sure that it is a real choice, however," he cautions. "If

there really is only one right answer, then don't pretend the child made

the decision. Parents also need to be willing to let the child live with

the results of the decision he or she made."

As well as helping a child learn decision making skills, involvement

in family decisions can help create a sense of being part of a family team.
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Making a contribution to family processes can increase the child's sense of

self-worth t helping children to feel they have something of value to offer.

Pitzer says that children can offer valuable input to family

decisions, as well as gaining from the experience. They are often able to

see situations in a new and different light t suggesting solutions that

older family members may have missed. They may be able to express some of

the unconscious factors in a decision, helping the family determine their

feelings about it.

"Family members who have been involved in the decision-making process

and who feel that their opinions were considered t are more committed to the

final decision," says Pitzer. "And it is very possible for even members

with little power, such as young children, to sabotage or at least diminish

the effectiveness of decisions they don't like.

"It is quite common for parents to hand down a decision with only

'because I said so' for explanation," explains Pitzer. "Farmers, for

example, often agonize over decisions for months without letting their

children, or even their wives t know what is going on. Their final choice

may be carefully thought out, but it may receive little support if the rest

of the family wasn't involved in the decision."

Pitzer does caution that there is a fine line between not involving

children in decisions at all and overburdening them with responsibility.

In cases of economic hardshipt for example, the children need to be told

that the family has money problems, but they shouldn't go to sleep at night

worrying about losing the house or starving to death.

"However t children can be fairly reasonable and supporting of family

decisions if they are involved in the process and understand the

. "hreason1ng, e says. "The whole family, not just the children t will

benefit from making decisions a group effort ...
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FAMI LY STRENGTHS CAN BE UNDER-USED RESOURCE

Most families would profit from taking a new look at the resources

they have':'to draw upon, says Sue Meyers, family life specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"Money and time are useful tools, but there are others," she says.

"The families who look beyond these, to create a greater list of resources

are usually better able to function in daily life and to cope with problems

when they arise.

"Take a look at the skills and talents of each family member,"

advises Meyers. "There may be a member who has or can learn the skills

necessary to make simple repairs at home or another member with handwork

skills. Perhaps the family can make things that were previously

purchased."

Families can also discover they have the talent to entertain

themselves with a wide variety of projects. "Look beyond TV or going to

the movies, and become creative with use of leisure time," she recommends.

Time can be a valuable family resource. A commitment from each

member to spend a certain amount of time on family projects or goals can

help things run more smoothly. Meyers says that families often value the
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time of some members, such as the breadwinner, more highly than that of

others. She says it is important for each person to feel that their time

is a valuable contribution to the family.

Meyers also points out that money can be used to buy time. It may be

a better use of family resources, for example, to purchase clothing or

bread and free the homemaker to do other things. "It's important to weigh

the costs and benefits of family decisions in terms of the resources used,"

she says.

The ideas and outside contacts of each member can be a resource for

the whole family. Meyers points out that children often hear new ideas at

school and can observe ways in which families of friends meet crises. She

says that children often add valuable input to family discussions. By the

same token, parents often do have helpful suggestions for children's

problems.

The biggest resource of the family can be emotional. If the home is

a place where family members can feel acceptance, strong commitment, and a

sense of their own uniqueness and worth as persons, it can have great value

for everyone. Meyers says these kinds of feelings can be consciously

created by planning time together and deliberately screening out some of

the negative aspects of any particular family.

"The family is really a small group of people to stand against the

rest of the world," she says. "Drawing upon every resource available will

allow it to be effective in gaining the most out of life for itself and

each individual member."
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FAMI LY LEISURE TIME CAN BE VALUABLE ASSET

Families, like individuals, are faced with increasing demands upon

their time and energy. Many families feel they don't have time to devote

to their family members. However, to maximize growth and enrich the family

environment for all the family members, a commitment to spending time

together as a unit is very important.

This is the opinion of Sue Meyers, family life specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. She says

research seems to show that members of families which interact together and

plan for time together tend to be stronger individually and as a family.

"One way to do this is by creative use of leisure time," says Meyers.

"Leisure is different from free time--it is not time away from something,

but the freedom to do something. One of the things you can be free to do

is develop family strengths."

Spending time in personal relaxation can be a valuable use of

leisure. Meyers cautions that some families spend all their leisure

together, ignoring each member's need for private time. "Parallel"

activities, where the family members do similar things but do them

separately, can also be helpful.
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"Leisure can help develop a feeling of family cohesiveness, of

belonging to a group," she adds. "Much of the value of this comes from the

process of planning activities--from sharing and deciding together--not

from the specific use of leisure time."

Creative use of leisure is beneficial to all members of the family.

Married partners can spend time together, sharing activities they both

enjoy as a couple. This time provides many positive benefits to the

marriage. Children can use leisure to develop skills and learn about

themselves. "And we know that the amount and quality of time parents and

children spend together is a key element in the development of mutual

respect and appreciation," Meyers adds.

When planning family leisure activities, the needs and feelings of

each family member need to be taken into account. Meyers says that the

best activities are those in which each member can contribute something.

They are easy enough to be understood by the youngest and interesting

enough to challenge the oldest members.

Meyers says that activities can range from expensive to free, and

from requiring complex equipment to being very simple. The only guidelines

are the imagination of family members. Some examples are:

Photography. Even young children can operate some of the simple

cameras on the market today. Families with older children might enjoy

setting up a darkroom and learning to process their own prints.

Nature walks. A whole family can enjoy a walk through the park or in

the woods. Take along a family trail guide for plant, insect or bird life

that might be encountered. Rock or insect collections can be another

family hobby.

Care of small engines. The whole family could benefit from learning
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how to make simple home repairs and safe maintenance of bikes, snowmobiles,

lawn mowers, etc.

Gardening. This can be an enjoyable family project if each member is

allowed to help plan, plant and preserve the garden produce. Ideally, each

member would be involved in all facets of the garden.

Reading a book together, exploring family roots, planning a vacation,

learning simple cooking and sewing skills--the list is almost endless!

Spending the time to get to know each other can be well worth the family's

effort.
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The rate of farm accidents in Minnesota this year has nearly doubled

that of last year during the late harvest months. According to preliminary

calculations, 40 to 45 farm deaths have occurred in work-related accidents

from August to November of 1982. During the same period in 1981, the

figure was about 23.

"Most of those deaths were preventable, but the weather and field

conditions this fall have caused farmers to harvest in a hurry, and safe

procedures get overlooked in favor of saving time," says Bob Aherin,

University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service safety specialist.

He notes that the types of accidents remain the same. Some victims

tried to clear or repair their machinery while it was running. For

example, several died in grain auger accidents.

Others, working without adequate rest, made unsafe decisions. "If

you must put in several long days, 12 to 14 hours each should be your limit,

with IS-minute breaks every 2 to 3 hours," suggests Aherin.

Other accidents were attributed to inexperienced harvest helpers who

just did not recognize unsafe situations. Take the time needed to train

the help. It could save a limb or a life.
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EARLY SPRING BEST FOR PRUNING TREES

Pruning young trees can be done anytime during the dormant season

(when leaves have fallen and trees aren't growing), but late winter or

early spring is recommended.

"Spring is generally tree trimming time," says Emily Hoover,

horticulturist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service. Trees are wounded in pruning and these wounds heal more rapidly

before growth begins again.

"The end of February could be the best time for pruning," she

suggests.

Extension Folder 161, Pruning Fruit Trees, describes pruning scars

less than an inch and a half in diameter as needing no dressing. Larger

wounds take longer to heal and might heal faster with some type of

dressing. Many substances make suitable dressings, but those with asphalt

base, often called "pruning paint," are preferred. Water base paints are

also satisfactory.

Newly planted trees should be pruned in spring, too, just before

growth starts. The young tree needs to be trained as soon as it is

planted. Its root system will be reduced if it has just been dug out of
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the nursery. Careful pruning not only helps compensate for loss of roots

but it begins to shape the tree properly.

Proper pruning will encourage tree growth with a central trunk rather

than a tree forming a " "v crotch where several leaders are joined. These

crotches are weak and apt to break off in wind, rain or winter storms, or

even under a heavy fruit crop.

# # #
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SOIL EROSION LIMITS BEING QUESTIONED

Several states and parts of states have laws regulating the rate at

which landowners may permit soil erosion on their property. Clifton

Halsey, extension soils specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, says that Iowa limits erosion to between 2

and 5 tons per acre annually, depending on the characteristics of the land.

These rates are equal to between 75 and 30 years for erosion of an inch of

soil. In Minnesota, Fillmore County intends to regulate erosion using its

county zoning ordinance, and local units of government in other parts of

the country are using a variety of ways to regulate erosion. Since 1973,

Minnesota legislators have attempted to enact a law to control erosion, but

none has been enacted because of opposition to regulating farmers' use of

their land.

"At the federal level there is interest in adopting cross-compliance

regulations which would require landowners who wish to participate in

various agricultural finance programs to have adequate control of the

erosion on their land," Halsey says. Adequate control would most likely

mean keeping soil losses below a certain soil loss tolerance (T level)

expressed in tons per acre annually.
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Soil loss tolerance levels have been used by the Soil Conservation

Service for many years to establish goals for limiting soil erosion and as

a basis for planning on-farm soil conservation practices, he adds. "The

term 'soil loss tolerance' means the maximum level of soil erosion that

will still permit a high level of crop productivity to be sustained

indefinitely," Halsey says. Soils which have a silt loam texture to a

depth of at least five feet and no other limitations have a T value of 5

tons per acre annual soil erosion (30 years per inch). Less productive

soils or those prone to losing productivity faster than deep soils have a

lower T value.

The T value of 5 tons per acre is based on the belief that topsoil

replenishes itself or forms at a rate of 5 tons per acre or less depending

on several characteristics of the soil. T values have little to do with

downstream water quality or gully erosion. They are related to maintaining

productivity alone.

Researchers are questioning the reasoning behind soil loss

tolerances. "Some eroded deep silt loam soils are just as productive as

their noneroded counterparts if the fertility of the soil is maintained.

Uncompleted studies in southeastern Minnesota support this contention,"

Halsey says.

Although topsoil replenishes itself at a rate of 5 tons per acre

annually (1/32 of an inch), subsoil forms more slowly. Although little is

known for certain, the fastest rate of subsoil formation is thpught to be

about one-tenth that of topsoil or at most a half-ton per acre annually.

Subsoil formation rates are important in shallow soils over rock,

very coarse materials and impervious layers, because the amount of water

that soils can hold for plant growth is important, often limiting crop
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production. Rapid erosion on shallow soils quickly reduces their

water-holding capacity and productivity, Halsey says. Hence, the present T

values may be too high for many soils. Farming to reduce soil losses to

the half-ton rate or lower is usually economically impossible.

Estimates have been made of the proportions of land on which erosion

would reduce productivity most quickly. For example, in the more

erosion-prone counties of Minnesota, the figures are percentages of the

area which have less than 5 feet of soil suitable for crops on slopes

between 2 and 18 percent steepness over limestone, sandstone, shale, sand

or gravel. These slopes are those most likely to be cropped and also have

a water erosion problem.

Dakota County - 29%, Pope County - 15%, Olmsted County - 17%, Wabasha

County - 6%, Cottonwood County - 3%. Most other counties with sloping land

will fit within the range of 3 to 30%.

"Figures are easy to compile for counties which have modern soil

survey reports," Halsey says. The information helps to identify areas of

the state which need the most help in controlling erosion. However, more

research is needed to determine the real effects of erosion on crop

productivity.
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NUCLEAR EFFECTS ON AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS DISCUSSED

A seminar about the effect of nuclear emergencies on agricultural

products was held for the first time in mid-December on the St. Paul campus

of the University of Minnesota. Three experts presented information and

served as a panel to answer the questions of 120 people who attended. Many

in the audience were extension service and health agency staff who often

have to respond to public concerns about "what happens when .... II The

discussion centered on potential damage in case of accidents at nuclear

power plants, rather than on acts of war.

The panel included Dr. Donald Barber, Robert Catlin and Dr. M.C.

(Carl) Bell. Barber is director of the Environmental Health Division at

the University of Minnesota's School of Public Health. Catlin is program

manager of Emergency Planning and Health Effects at the Nuclear Safety

Analysis Center in Palo Alto, Calif., and Bell is director of the Animal

Science Department, University of Tennessee and has worked extensively with

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for atomic energy research.

After thorough explanation and vivid demonstrations of the effects of

alpha, beta and gamma radiation, the audience's questions were answered.

Even the most apprehensive listener would have to agree that the danger to
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humans appears to be much less than our fears about the Three Mile Island

accident led us to believe.

Besides extensive preventative measures, there are ways to limit

contamination if accidents happen. And, finally, we could simply out-wait

the half-life of any radioactive contamination there may be. This

half-life should be reasonably short, considering the types of fuel our

power plants use.

For example, radioisotopes of iodine would be the main concern from a

nuclear reactor accident, with131 r as the predominant one. Its half-life

is only eight days. In other words, every eight days the strength of

radiation is halved until it poses no danger.

To get a contaminating dose of radiation, a person would have to eat

fresh leafy vegetables produced downwind from the accident or drink the

milk of cows that grazed those downwind pastures.

contamination are too unlikely to consider.

Countermeasures for the agricultural community would include removing

all milk-producing cows from pasture and, if a reactor accident occurred

nearby, giving stored feed until the contamination had dissipated. Milk

with high radiation levels would have to be stored until safe or diverted

to other uses such as cheese or dry powder. Fresh leafy vegetables could

be washed and outer leaves removed or destroyed if levels were unsafe.

Myths about nuclear power plant accidents are numerous. For

instance, a reactor cannot explode like an atomic bomb, unless it is hit by

one. Therefore the panel of experts made it clear that information and

good judgment should allow us to overcome any fears we may have had about

the effect of radiation on agricultural products.

CP # # #
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LEARNING MORE ABOUT NIGHTSHADE SPECIES MAY LEAD TO BETTER
CONTROL

A case of mistaken identity may be a contributing factor in

nightshade's becoming an increasingly serious weed in Minnesota soybean and

edible dry bean fields. Over the past few years, farmers have often found

that herbicidal control methods supposed to effectively control the weed

leave much to be desired.

University of Minnesota agronomy graduate student Laura S. Quakenbush

and USDA research agronomist Robert N. Andersen have completed an

Agricultural Experiment Station study that confirms the existence of two

annual nightshade species in Minnesota. Moreover, the study shows that the

species that had been thought to be the major problem, Solanum nigrum--the

black nightshade of Europe--is neither of the species that commonly occur

in Minnesota.

Quakenbush says, "In the surveys we conducted from 1980 to 1982, only

the Eastern black nightshade, Solanum ptycanthum, and the hairy nightshade,

Solanum sarrachoides, were commonly found as weeds in Minnesota. Eastern

black nightshade was by far the more common; we found it throughout the

southern half of the state. And although we found hairy nightshade

scattered throughout the state, it was of problem proportions only on

irrigated sandy soils in central and north-central Minnesota."

Learning more about the nature of the beasts played a big role in the

research. Says Quakenbush, "It was generally believed that nightshades

were late-emerging species, but we found that 90 percent of eastern black
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nightshade germinated by June 1. However, some emergence did occur

throughout the summer. Emergence began in mid-April in 1981 and early May,

1982. In contrast, hairy nightshade emergence began two weeks later in

1981, but at about the same time as eastern black nightshade in 1982. A

larger percentage of the hairy nightshade germinated after June 1."

Quakenbush also determined the time needed from flowering to viable

seed production for the two species. Eastern black nightshade required at

least four weeks from flowering to viable seed production, and the time

increased the later flowering occurred. Seeds of this species became

viable a week or more before the berries began to turn black.

"Hairy nightshade required a week longer after flowering for viable

seed production than did eastern black nightshade," Quakenbush says.

"Also, we found that the two species differ in frost tolerance; in 1981,

hairy nightshade was killed by a frost that had little effect on eastern

black nightshade."

Quakenbush found that eastern black nightshade can compensate to some

degree for late emergence. When planted in Mayor early June, it required

seven to nine weeks until first flower bud formation as opposed to only

five or six weeks when planted in July. However, this species, when

planted in early August, often did not flower by early October.

Says Andersen, "We've now correctly identified the nightshade species

we have in Minnesota. This is a troublesome weed, and we hope that

understanding the nature of each species will eventually lead to better

control."
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STUDY AIMS AT BETTER CONTROL OF WILD PROSO MILLET IN CORN

Wild proso millet, a difficult-to-control grassy weed, has spread

rapidly in Minnesota since 1970. Today, there are serious infestations in

most counties in the southern half of the state.

University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station agronomists

Dennis D. Warnes and Richard Behrens say that EPTC+ (Eradicane) has been

the best herbicide for controlling this weed in corn. However, they point

out that repeated annual use of EPTC+ results in reduced effectiveness

because the herbicide degrades more rapidly in fields where it has been

used for several consecutive years. "It appears there's a buildup of soil

microorganisms that have the ability to degrade the EPTC+ very rapidly,"

Warnes explains.

Warnes and Behrens initiated a study near Morris, Minnesota in 1981

to determine how effective EPTC+ combinations are in controlling wild proso

millet in corn. They conducted the study in a field that had been treated

with EPTC (Eptam) and EPTC+ for four consecutive years before the onset of

the study.

"In 1982, we applied treatments of EPTC+ and EPTC+ plus extender

(Eradicane plus R-33865 extender, sold as Eradicane Extra) to study the
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effectiveness of repeat applications," Warnes says.

"In both 1981 and 1982, we found that the later we evaluated the

percent control of wild proso millet, the lower our control ratings were.

The reason is that this weed germinates most readily when soil temperatures

exceed 50 degrees F. Consequently, germination occurs over an extended

period, resulting in seedling establishment after the herbicide has

dissipated."

The researchers found the EPTC+ plus extender more effective than

EPTC+ in controlling wild proso millet in both years of the study.

Warnes says, "The results from the 1982 experiments indicate that one

year without EPTC+ tends to improve the effectiveness of EPTC+ in

controlling wild proso millet. Also, when EPTC+ plus extender was used for

two consecutive years, its effectiveness was reduced the second year."

The least effective sequence of control, Warnes notes, was one year

of EPTC+ plus extender followed by one year of EPTC+.

IF IF II
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ANALYZE OPTIONS UNDER 1983 FARM PROGRAM

The 1983 Acreage Reduction Program CARP) has many familiar features,

but some new angles make it harder to analyze whether to participate and

how to.

According to Fred Benson, economist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, you have three options with the

1983 ARP:

--not to participate;

--to participate with a base crop;

--to participate with a base acreage, but plant a non-cross

compliance crop on the base acreage. As a result, you get diversion

payments for diverting the required acreage.

Benson suggests weighing costs and returns of participating in the

program vs. staying out. The most important thing is what you expect crop

prices to be. You may not want to sign up if you expect prices will be

higher than the target price.

However, any of the following things make the ARP more attractive:

--Lower quality land in set aside acres compared to land left in

production.
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--A potential labor shortage for planting and harvesting.

--Pressure on machine time.

--A shortage of cash operating capital.

In addition, you get some price risk protection under the ARP since

you have a market floor equal to the target price. And perhaps most

important, the government program can help your cash flow position since

you get half the diversion and deficiency payments when you sign up.

# # #
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IMPLANTS INCREASE EFFICIENCY OF FEEDLOT CATTLE

"The beef industry needs to think in terms of maintaining an

effective implant in beef animals from the baby calf stage to slaughter,"

says Steve Plegge, extension beef nutritionist at the University of

Minnesota.

"Implanted beef cattle gain more rapidly and are more efficient in

depositing that gain. They are somewhat leaner than nonimplanted cattle

fed the same number of days. Because they grow faster, they also tend to

put on more muscle and have larger rib eye areas. Implanting results in

fewer days to market and, ~onsequently, a lower cost of production."

A recent study at the West Central Experiment Station, Morris,

compared the feed efficiency of yearling steers implanted with three

implants, Synovex-S, Ralgro, and Compudose, with that of non imp1anted

cattle. Although the study is preliminary, it shows a trend toward faster

gain with Synovex-S. Compudose and Ralgro resulted in similar gains. All

of the implanted cattle gained faster than those without implants.

"We can certainly consider Synovex to appear slightly stronger.

However, this is only one trial," warns Plegge. "More studies will need to

be done before conclusions can be made."
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The Morris study also looked at the site of the implant on the

animal. Testing only Ralgro, the results agreed with other research that

recommends implanting at the base of the ear, rather than at mid-ear. The

reason for better results at the ear base have not been pinpointed, but,

"relates to the rate and, especially, the extent of absorption," Plegge

says.

When considering which implant to use, Plegge advises the beef

producer to remember that each implant is effective for a different time

period. Compudose, introduced in spring of 1982, is effective for 200

days, while Synovex and Ralgro are effective for 80 to 100 days. So,

depending on the type of implant used and the feeding program, long-term

fed cattle will either have to be implanted with Compudose or reimplanted

with one of the short-term implants, according to Plegge.

A new implant, Steer-oid, available since November, has the same

chemical composition as Synovex-S. "There are no data as yet on

Steer-oid's performance," says Plegge, "but I would expect it to work the

same as Synovex-S."
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1983 BEEF COW-CALF DAYS SCHEDULED

The University of Minnesota's 1983 Beef Cow-Calf Days will be held at

11 locations throughout Minnesota this January and February. The events,

which will begin at 9:45 a.m. and continue until 3 p.m., will feature

several Agricultural Extension Service specialists, including some who are

involved in beef research for the Agricultural Experiment Station.

Topics on the program include the best age to sell young stock,

management of newborn and young calves, nutrition and management to improve

conception, an update on implants, solving calf delivery problems, and the

wants and needs of the feeder calf market.

Dates for the Beef Cow-Calf Days are Jan. 25 at the Lammers Town

Hall, Solway; Jan. 26, City Auditorium, Roseau; Jan. 27, Northwest

Experiment Station, Crookston; Feb. 1, Monigold's Restaurant, Mora; Feb. 2,

Rainbow Inn, Grand Rapids; Feb. 3, American Legion Club, Walker; Feb. 8,

American Legion Club, Westbrook; Feb. 9, Kronborg Inn, Tyler; Feb. 15,

Happy Chef North, Mankato; Feb. 16, Extension Center, 1200 S. Broadway,

Rochester; and Feb. 24 at Edson Hall of the University of Minnesota,

Morris.
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SOIL EROSION MEANS LARGE YIELD LOSSES

National crop yield losses from soil erosion could

amount to losing the equivalent of Minnesota's entire

cropland base over the next 50 years, according to an article

published in the Feb. 4 SCIENCE magazine by three University

of Minnesota soil scientists.

And these losses "100m even larger" if you consider

added nutrient losses, gulleying, sediment damage and pollution

from eroded land. The article was written by soil scientists

W. E. Larson, F. J. Pierce and R. H. Dowdy.

"Soil erosion is a national problem. It needs more

attention from scientists, the government and the public,"

says Larson, who is head of the University of Minnesota's

Department of Soil Science.

The scientists calculated a minimum reduction of 5 percent

to 10 percent in soil productivity over the next 100 years if

erosion continues at the 1977 rate. Examples used in the

calculation were two Major Land Resource Areas (MLRA) along

the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers. "In this type of
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landscape, erosion may be severe. A large amourtt of sediment

may leave the cultivated area and be deposited on a floodplain

or carried far away," Larson said.

The scientists assumed losses to crop production at 0.1

percent a year in the two MLRA's. That means losing the

equivalent of over 10 million acres to erosion within 25 years,

almost 21 million acres within 50 years and over 41 million

acres within 100 years.

"To get an idea of how serious the problem is, look at

total cropland acres in some of our important agricultural

states," Larson says. "Minnesota has close to 23 million

cropland acres. That means we're losing close to the equivalent

of the entire state of Minnesota's crop production in 50

years."

Michigan and California both have about 10 million acres

of cropland. So over the next 25 years, soil erosion means

losing the equivalent of one of those states in reduced

crop production.

Nebraska and South Dakota combined have 39 million acres

of cropland (excluding range and pasture). Over the next

100 years, erosion could claim the equivalent of all cropland

production from those states.

Larson says there's debate over whether soil erosion

has increased or decreased since the 1930s. The first bases

for estimating erosion losses in the late 1920s are "obscure,

inadequate and variable." So the debate on whether soil
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erosion on cropland has increased or decreased since the

1930s cannot be resolved, the scientists said. "Instead,

we should try to estimate the seriousness of current soil

erosion with respect to long-term food and fiber problems.

"Erosion rates should not be the only thing considered

in targeting government action for erosion control," Larson

says. "We should target conservation efforts where erosion

damage is greatest, not necessarily where the greatest

amount of erosion occurs."

For example, deep loess soils (10 to 40 feet deep) ,

in western Iowa and Missouri have a lot of erosion. "Here

you may have sediment problems, but erosion will not cause

permanent damage to the land, providing there are not gullying

problems," Larson says.

"Steep slopes and more row crops at the expense of hay and

pasture have made erosion control a more difficult project,"

Larson says. "We need management practices that fit various

field conditions to get good erosion control. Management

practices should be considered on the basis of soil

characteristics, landscape type and the amount of ongoing

erosion.

"Maintaining a cropland base adequate for our future

needs must be a primary national goal," he adds.

# # #
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IS PIK GRAIN TO BE TAXED SAME A "NORMAL" GRAIN?

Grain received by farmers under the government's payment-in-kind (PIK)

program will probably be taxed the same as grain normally produced.

That's the prediction of Fred Benson, farm management economist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. The Internal

Revenue Service will be making an official ruling on how PIK grain will be

taxed.

"I'm sticking my neck out since IRS hasn't yet made a ruling, but I

don't see PIK grain complicating the income tax picture," Benson says. He

referred to a "rather confusing article" in the Jan. 27 Minneapolis Star and

Tribune implying there may be a problem with how PIK grain is taxed.

"Remember that I'm trying to predict rulings by IRS," Benson cautions.

He predicts that:

--PIK grain will be considered the same as grain normally produced.

--The time that the letter of entitlement to PIK grain is received is

when the participant "is considered to have received the grain."

--The cash basis taxpayer enters income receipts from PIK grain when

it's sold. Set-aside production costs are entered as expenses when they are

paid. Accrual basis taxpayers just inventory the grain if it's not sold

during the same year it's received.
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--Livestock producers feeding grain never have to value the grain-fed

livestock. "The grain shows up as receipts of livestock or livestock products

sold," Benson says. The expenses of producing the grain are reported as

affecting expenses on the tax form.

--The same general rules apply to self-employment tax. "If you would

normally pay self-employment on the grain produced, you'll have to pay it on

PIK grain as it contributes to net farm income," Benson says.

But if you receive grain as a landlord and normally do not pay self

employment tax on grain received as rent, you will not have to pay self

employment tax on PIK grain received.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA RELEASES EARLY-MATURING WILD RICE

Voyager, a variety of wild rice that matures earlier than other

paddy-grown varieties has been released by the University of Minnesota

Agricultural Experiment Station. It is the second variety with some

shattering resistance to be released from the station's wild rice

breeding program, which began in 1972.

Although seed of Voyager will not be available to growers this

spring, the new variety was released now to allow growers to plan for

paddy preparation and seed orders. The Minnesota Crop Improvement

Association has contracted to have the production from 30 acres of Voyager

available for sale to growers this fall.

Robert Stucker, who is in charge of the breeding program, says,

"The significant advantages of Voyager are its earliness and high yield.

It is as early or earlier than the earliest variety now available with some

shattering resistance and it has the yield potential of the high-yielding,

later-maturing varieties."

Extension agronomist Ervin Oelke says, "Wild rice growers will now

have the opportunity to plant an early variety without sacrificing yield."

He adds that growers can make more efficient use of their combines by

planting part of their acreage to an early variety such as Voyager.
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Also, the earlier a wild rice variety matures, the less likely growers

are to suffer preharvest losses from high winds, storms and blackbird

predation or a complete loss of the crop from an early frost.

One of Stucker's objectives is to modify the shatter mechanism

that wild-type rice has for seed dispersal. Voyager and an earlier

University of Minnesota release, Netum, have some shattering resistance

and can be harvested by running a combine once through the paddy. In

contrast, unimproved wild types require a pass through the paddy every

other day for 10 days because the plants drop the grain as it matures.

Voyager was developed by two cycles of mass selection for early

flowering from the variety K2. It was tested as K2E(2).

Early flowering is desirable in a wild rice variety, Stucker

says. "The earlier a variety blooms, the earlier its seed matures and

can be harvested," he explains.

Voyager flowers about a ~eek earlier and matures four to six

days earlier than K2. Compared to Netum, it is one to three days earlier

flowering and one day earlier maturing.

In 1982, Voyager's combined yield average at four Minnesota test

sites--Rosemount, Grand Rapids, Waskish and Excelsior--surpassed that of

K2, Netum and MJ, all popular varieties among Minnesota growers. "The

short growing season last year seemed to favor the earlier varieties

such as Voyager," Stucker says, "but most years I expect the yield of

Voyager will at least equal that of K2."

In height, Voyager is about 6 inches shorter than K2 and 4 inches

shorter than Netum. No differences have been observed in disease

reaction between Voyager and its parent variety.
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Stucker says its degree of shattering resistance is probably the

same as that of K2 although roguing in 1982 should have decreased the

percentage of shattering plants.

Minnesota was the leading wild rice producing state last year,

with 16,000 acres or 82 percent of the U.S. acreage.
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MEDIA NEWS PACKET
INDEX

• Transplanting tricks for gardeners
• Summer garden harvesting tips
• Pick vegetable varieties suitable for container gardening
• Choose proper soil mix for your container garden
• Container gardens can yield vegetables for apartment dwellers
• Saving money still motivates new gardeners
• Do your lawn a favor and fertilize
• Include food value in your garden planning
• New University of Minnesota strawberry excels in hardiness, productivity
• Students active in extracurricular and community activities
• Analyze PIK, ARP programs
• PIK could cause more insect problems in stored grain
• Wet soils may mean changing tillage, cropping plans
• Government farm, crop insurance programs reduce risk
• Crop insurance can reduce risks
• Hay prices continue seasonal rise
• Hindsight marketing could be costly
• Drying full season hybrids more profitable
• Purple corn may not mean phosphorus deficiency
• Soil testing is preventive medicine
• Berg talks U.S. land-use; students seek jobs
• Monitor stored grain to prevent spoilage
• Molds, low test weights in 1982 corn
• Potassium supplement improves performance of feedlot steers
• Solar energy should be carefully evaluated as an energy source
• Beware of overblown claims for energy savings
• Homeowners warranty now available for home improvement work

Note to specialists: If you would like a copy of the above releases, check
them and send this cover sheet, with your name and campus address, to Evie
Schield, 453 Coffey Hall.

Note to editors: Many of the articles in this month's news packet are
intended for use in spring gardening and lawn care supplements that you may
have planned. Photos are available to accompany several of the articles.
Your local county Agricultural Extension Service agents have additional mate
rials available on gardening and can also provide you with information on
local soils, favored varieties, pest and disease problems and lawn and land
scaping concerns.
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TRANSPLANTING TRICKS FOR GARDENERS

Transplanting seedlings into the garden always shocks young plants,

but there are methods that cause plants to suffer minimal setback or growth

delay. Deborah Brown, Agricultural Extension Service horticulturist at the

University of Minnesota, gives this advise:

* Start when plants are small. Those with four to six leaves are

big enough to move.

* Transplant at sundown or on a cloudy day. Wind can be as damaging

as sunlight.

* Water seedlings thoroughly several hours before transplanting

time.

* Move seedlings with as much soil as possible around the roots.

* Plant seedlings a little lower than the surrounding soil. This

forms a depression to hold water.

* Plants in peat pots or pellets should be planted with their

containers below the garden soil surface, to keep them from drying out.

* Water the soil around each transplant as soon as it is in the
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ground, and include a starter fertilizer. Starter fertilizer can be made

by dissolving one-half cup 5-10-5 or 5-10-10 fertilizer in a gallon of

water. Use one-half cup or so of the diluted mixture for each transplant.

MP
4-Hort
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SUMMER GARDEN HARVESTING TIPS

To enjoy a continuous supply of fresh vegetables all summer long, try

these tips from horticulturists at the University of Minnesota Agricultural

Extension Service.

--Plant successive crops of leaf lettuce during cool weather (late

April to May).

--Harvest only the outer leaves of lettuce and chard to encourage

continued growth.

--Harvest tomatoes, beans, cucumbers and summer squash as soon as

they are ready, to keep plants producing.

--Plant chives, basil, thyme, mint and other herbs in containers, and

then pick leaves periodically for use throughout the summer.

,
t.•
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PICK VEGETABLE VARIETIES SUITABLE FOR CONTAINER GARDENING

Are you planning a container vegetable garden but don't know what to

plant? Horticulturists with the University of Minnesota Agricultural

Extension Service have a few suggestions.

With limited space available, efficient production is especially

important. Choose vegetables that taste best when freshly picked and

produce continuously, like green beans, leaf lettuce and tomatoes.

Varieties with compact or dwarf growth habits have been developed to

conserve space. You will also want to select varieties suited to the

climate of your area and ones that are insect and disease resistant.

Late April and May is the time to plant cool-season crops like peas,

carrots, lettuce and spinach. These crops germinate and grow best in cool

soil. Warm-season crops like beans, squash, cucumbers, tomatoes and

peppers need a soil temperature above 6S degrees F for the best growth and

should be planted between late May and early June. They are very sensitive

to frost.
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CHOOSE PROPER SOIL MIX FOR YOUR CONTAINER GARDEN

Using the proper soil mix is very important when growing vegetables

or flowers in the limited space of a container, according to Deborah Brown,

horticulturist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

The soil mix should be fast-draining but must retain enough water to

keep the soil evenly moist in the root zone area. Draining too fast

overdries the soil and causes the plant to wilt. Draining too slowly can

keep the soil wet, excluding oxygen and eventually rotting the roots.

Gardeners can choose between potting soil mix and soilless mix. Make

your own potting soil mix by combining three parts garden loam, two parts

organic material and one part coarse sand or perlite. (It is best to buy

steam-treated soil to prevent disease problems.) Organic materials can

help retain water and include well-rotted manure, leaf mold, compost and

peat moss. Sand and perlite aid drainage.

Extension horticulturists also advise adding either bonemeal or 20

percent super phosphate to the soil mix at one cup per bushel of soil. If
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peat moss is used as part of the mix. substitute the same amount of 5-10-5

fertilizer for the bonemeal or super phosphate.

Soilless mixtures are very light and ideal for hanging baskets or

large containers where weight is important. However. more frequent and

regular fertilizing is required and top-heavy plants like tomatoes may need

more support.

Soilless mixtures are available ready-to-use from garden centers and

nurseries. You can also make your own mix by combining one bushel

vermiculite. one bushel peat moss. 1 1/4 cup ground limestone. 1/2 cup 20

percent super phosphate. one cup 5-10-5 fertilizer and a little water to

moisten.

# # #
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Note to Editors: A black and white photo on container gardens is
available. Phone 612/313-1791 to request a print.
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CONTAINER GARDENS CAN YIELD VEGETABLES FOR APARTMENT
DWELLERS

Even without a yard of their own, apartment dwellers can raise

vegetables this summer in containers on a balcony or patio, according to

Deborah Brown, horticulturist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

Containers should be large enough to hold plants when they are

full-grown. Shallow-rooted vegetables such as lettuce, herbs and radishes

will grow adequately in a 6-inch-diameter pot with a soil depth of 8

inches. Usually, though, large containers are more economical and

practical for growing most vegetables. Four-gallon sizes accommodate large

flowers and medium-sized vegetables, Brown says. Twenty-gallon plastic

garbage cans will hold two large-vined tomato plants. Some other

containers to try are wastepaper baskets, ice cream buckets, wooden

half-barrels, hollow cement blocks and various sizes of sewer tiles. You

can even use a heavy-duty trash bag with drainage holes punched in the

bottom. Ready-made containers are also available in every shape and size,

she adds.
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Proper drainage is especially important. Without it) plants are very

likely to suffer from rotted roots. Drill several holes in the bottom and

side walls of containers. Filling the bottom with 1 inch of coarse gravel)

perlite or plastic foam chips also aids drainage.

Wood containers are very durable if treated inside and out with a

" " d hwood preservative. Do not use creosote or penta pro ucts) owever) as

they will be toxic to plants.

Brown also suggests grouping containers of less than 4-gallon

capacity. These dry out quickly and) if they are not secured) can tip over

when plants get larger.

Many varieties of vegetables have been developed specifically for

container gardening. It is especially important to plant quality varieties

adapted to your area of the state. Pick insect- and disease-resistant

types if possible.

Transplants can give you a head start on your container garden)

especially with tomatoes) eggplant) peppers and melons. But just as with a

conventional garden) don't set plants out until the danger of frost is

gone) Minnesota extension experts warn.

Vegetables in containers dry faster than those in the ground) so

check them daily. Plants should be watered when the top one-half to 1 inch

of soil becomes dry. Water plants early enough in the day so that moisture

on the leaves has time to evaporate in order to discourage diseases.

Watering is also a good time to check for insects and weeds.

Most vegetables need a minimum of 6 hours of sunlight a day. Many)

such as melons) squash and peppers prefer even more. Before planting) test

your patio or balcony for sunlight availability. You might also consider

moving containers during the day to take full advantage of the summer sun.
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SAVING MONEY STILL MOTIVATES NEW GARDENERS

More than half of American households grew some or all of their own

produce in 1982. Why? Saving money is the primary reason given, according

to Deborah Brown, extension horticulturist at the University of Minnesota.

Brown, reporting from a national survey conducted for Gardens for All

(GFA) , The National Association for Gardening, says other reasons for

starting a garden include the pleasure of having nutritious, fresh-picked

produce and the enjoyment of gardening itself.

Vegetable gardening's popularity has remained at an all-time high for

two years, according to the survey. Thirty-eight million American

households produce food in backyard or community gardens and another 6

million grow vegetables in containers or as border plantings.

More gardens are grown in the Midwest than anywhere else, reports the

survey, with 58 percent of all households raising a garden.

Most gardeners (62 percent of the households) are in rural areas,

while 45 percent and 44 percent of the households in small towns and

suburbs garden. Only 31 percent of the city households have gardens, the
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survey says. "This agrees with the most popular reason for not

gardening--Iack of space," Brown says.

The enjoyment of growing green things seems contagious; the GFA

survey shows that 86 percent of all Americans are involved in at least one

gardening activity, from lawn care to flower gardening. Vegetable

gardening has become the nation's number one outdoor leisure time activity,

according to the survey.

MP, 4-H
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DO YOUR LAWN A FAVOR AND FERTILIZE

The home lawn is something to enjoy, but it is often abused,

according to Don White, professor of horticultural science and landscape

architecture at the University of Minnesota. Mowing, walking, raking and

other practices all take their toll on the home lawn.

Fertilizing your lawn is one way to compensate for some of the

injury, according to White. "The reason we fertilize is to compensate for

all of the detrimental practices that we apply to grass. Almost everything

we do to it is punishment," he says.

Some people object to fertilizing lawns out of concern over

pollution, but White thinks that it is overfertilization and misapplication

that needs to be controlled, not fertilization itself. "Grass is probably

the best soil stabilizer we have, but if you don't fertilize it, it doesn't

grow right and you will invite greater pollution problems than if you did

fertilize," says White.

To be sure of your fertilizer needs, it's advisable to get a soil

test, says White. The testing is done at the University of Minnesota soil
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testing lab and the lab provides a computer print-out of how the lawn

should be fertilized. The cost of testing is $4.00 and local county agents

can give directions on how to have the testing done.

In general, lawn fertilizers are sold on the basis of their

nitrogen-phosphorus-potassium (N-P-K) content and the balance of these

three may be critical. The N is needed for lush green growth, the P for

growth energy and the K for metabolism and stress resistance.

To calculate fertilizer use at a rate of 1 pound nitrogen per 1,000

square feet of lawn, use the following formula:

Weight of bag x percent N = pounds

of N in bag x 1,000 = square feet

that the bag of fertilizer will cover.

Example:

30-pound bag of 20-5-10 (N-P-K)

fertilizer; 30 (weight of bag) x

.20 (percent N) = 6 pounds of N;

6 pounds x 1,000 = 6,000 square

feet (area covered by bag)

For more information on home lawns, "The Home Lawn," Extension

Bulletin 366 is reco~ended.

MP
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INCLUDE FOOD VALUE IN YOUR GARDEN PLANNING

While you plan and before you plant your garden, think about

increasing food value as you water and weed crops to harvest. Food value

can mean both vitamins and vegetables that might be more costly to buy than

grow.

"Even in a small space you can plan for better nutrition. Of course,

you need to plant vegetables you will enjoy eating," says Mary Darling,

nutritionist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

"People spend an awful lot of time on cucumbers (mainly for pickles),

corn and zucchini squash, when for the same garden exercise they could be

growing broccoli, potatoes, cabbage and onions." The latter group would

provide more vitamins, she says.

Some excellent sources of vitamin A (good for skin, vision) are

tomatoes, broccoli, carrots, spinach, pumpkin, winter squash, swiss chard,

mustard greens, collard greens and kale. Broccoli is a real storehouse of

vitamin C (for resisting infection and preventing bruises). It is as rich
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in vitamin C as it is in vitamin A. Other good sources of vitamin Care

tomatoes, cabbage, brussels sprouts, cauliflower, spinach and potatoes.

Leaf lettuce and onions are fair in vitamin C.

However, there are shades of meaning in the designations excellent,

good and fair. Explains Darling, "Excellent means that one serving meets

more than the daily needs for that vitamin. Good means that one serving

contributes significantly to daily needs, and fair means that one serving

is less than significant, but helps toward the daily requirements."

Potatoes, dried beans or lima beans are also good sources of plant

protein. Green peas (some call them English peas) are fair for B complex

(these vitamins release energy from foods).

Beets, other than contributing bulk and fiber (roughage), provide

little food value in the diet. This is not true of beet greens, however.

These contain both vitamins A and C and are often considered garden

delicacies when eaten as young, tender shoots, dangling tiny beets. Eating

the greens is a way of thinning beet rows and giving the beets nec~ssary

space to develop.

Dietary fiber is found in the following vegetables: broccoli,

brussels sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower, carrots and potatoes.

The cost of buying some vegetables at the grocery is another

consideration in deciding what to plant. Peppers can be costly during some

seasons and they are telativel~ easy to grow. Cauliflower is another

expensive vegetable, although not as easy to grow as peppers.

Radishes, especially red, rather than icicle, can give a zippy look

to salads and are appealing as garnishes, but they are lacking when it

comes to food value. Corn falls into the same category, Darling says. lilt
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is mainly sweet and starch--calories--but adds very little to the vitamins

needed to stay healthy."

Sometimes it is an adventure to experiment, growing crops you haven't

grown before or have never seen growing. Kohlrabi, also called turnip

cabbage, might be one such crop, and it can be cooked before serving or

eaten raw. Eggplant is another interesting addition to a garden. Watch

for its arty lavender blossoms and the glossy color of its developing

aubergine fruits. Brussels sprouts, part of the cabbage family, are also

fun to see in stages of growth to maturity.

Most vegetables fill you up with the recommended complex

carbohydrates and vitamins, and they do have minimal calories. Their

popularity is rising each year.

MP

Note to Editors: A black and white photo of several garden vegetables
is available. Phone 612/373-1791 to request a print.
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NEW UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA STRAWBERRY EXCELS IN HARDINESS,
PRODUCTIVITY

While Minnesota gardeners and commercial growers eagerly anticipate

this summer's strawberry season, a few are already looking forward to 1983,

when they will be picking berries of a new cultivar, Northland, released

recently by the University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station.

Although plants of Northland were not widely available this spring,

many Minnesota nurseries and garden centers should have them for sale in

the spring of 1983, according to Dave Wildung, horticultural scientist at

the North Central Experiment Station, Grand Rapids.

Northland was released for commercial and home garden use, especially

for northern and western Minnesota, Wildung reports. "Interest in it

continued at the West Central (Morris) and North Central Experiment

Stations," he says, "because it proved to be quite adaptable to the

northern and western parts of the state. The primary reasons for its

release were its extreme hardiness--as good as any variety tested--and

productivity."
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Northland has been evaluated extensively in Minnesota as Minn. 1868

since 1969. Wildung says it has ranked at or near the top in yield at

Grand Rapids, Morris, Excelsior and Staples. Reports from Duluth, Detroit

Lakes and Fargo, North Dakota, indicate that it's done well at those

locations also.

The plants of Northland are vigorous, produce runners freely, and are

moderately to lightly susceptible to leaf spot. The fruit ripens in

midseason, about the same time as that of Trumpeter and Redcoat. It is

large to medium in size; conic; bright red, both inside and out; and very

attractive. Fresh, it is of good quality ~nd rather mild in flavor.

Frozen, it has been rated good at Grand Rapids, ranking fifth of 16

cultivars evaluated.

"Its biggest fault is probably its softness; it's not well suited to

shipping," Wildung says, "but it's probably no worse in that respect than

Trumpeter."

Adds the horticultural scientist, "One commercial strawberry plant

grower near Buffalo, Minnesota, thinks Northland would be an excellent

choice for the home garden because of its productivity, winter hardiness

and desirable fruit characteristics."

iF iF #
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STUDENTS ACTIVE IN EXTRACURRICULAR AND COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

More students do (57%) than don't (43%) participate in

extracurricular school or community activities. according to a University

of Minnesota statewide sample of 2.861 seniors in 30 high schools.

Dario Menanteau-Horta, University of Minnesota rural sociologist,

conducted the study at the end of the school year in 1981. His study

raised the question: will cutbacks in personnel and extracurricular

offerings in Minnesota high schools limit adolescents' future careers and

social adjustment?

He found more female (68%) than male (58%) students took part in the

extracurricular activities, which might include sports, student clubs,

voluntary associations, and civic and religious groups. More than half the

students' participation was with school-oriented groups while about a third

of the participants were active in community-sponsored activities.

His study set up four levels of participation: isolated. passive,

active and leader.

Isolated meant no participation in organized groups or associations.
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It described 43 percent of the students. Passive referred to the 17

percent who belonged to groups but didn't attend meetings or make any

contributions to them (members 'in name only'). Those listed as active

(24%) were attending regularly and had higher commitment to the group.

Students who had leader roles (16%) were the smallest group.

Participation seemed to be related to high self-esteem and was more

evident in students with higher levels of socio-economic status. There was

more participation in smaller communities and smaller and medium-size

schools than in the larger ones. Private education appeared to lead to

more involvement in extracurricular activities. Scholastic achievement and

extracurricular participation also seemed to go together. These findings

mirrored the pattern found in other studies on participation.

# # #
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ANALYZE PIK, ARP PROGRAMS

A worksheet to help evaluate whether to participate in the

government's Acreage Reduction CARP) and Payment-in-Kind CPIK) programs has

been developed by farm management economists with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Using the worksheet, you can calculate returns per acre for three

options: nonparticipation, ARP, and ARP plus PIK. You can also use the

worksheet to help evaluate how much to bid under the whole crop PIK

program.

Extension economists Fred Benson and Paul Hasbargen encourage farmers

to analyze the economic impact of participation. Benson says both ARP and

PIK give you risk insurance. PIK gives a yield guarantee at harvest time.

"You know in advance what you will receive under PIK. This gives you

more safety in forward contracting. It eliminates production risk and

subjects the participants only to a price risk which they can reduce by

forward contracting," Benson says.
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"The ARP reduces price risk since it guarantees a minimum price.

Production under ARP can be insured with Federal Crop Insurance to reduce

risk. Evaluate your ability to absorb a loss and look at these programs to

reduce risk," Benson advises.

Hasbargen says that of 10 farm examples analyzed to date, some level

of participation in PIK appeared to be more profitable than

nonparticipation in every case.

Check with your county offices of the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service for more information.

Agricultural economists who spoke at a "grain issues" conference at

the University of Minnesota in mid-January agreed that the PIK program will

not help grain prices for the 1983 crop. Abner W. Womack, agricultural

economist from the University of Missouri, said the PIK program will reduce

grain reserves and lower government expenditures. It will also "guarantee"

production to individual farmers and provide for longer run price strength.

PIK takes variability out of production costs and can be attractive to

special groups of farmers such as livestock producers growing their own

grain.

Negative aspects of PIK include an invitation to put less productive

land in the program, with higher yields on remaining land planted to crops.

"PIK will also lead to lower near-term market price potential," Womack

said. "This means a greater price risk with no floor on PIK grain when it

is sold next winter."

He said PIK will mean only a "marginal" reduction in total supply

available to the 1983-84 market. And due to economics of the program,

there will be stronger incentive to join PIK in lower yielding areas.
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"PIK will require substantial monitoring--it will cost a 'bundle' to

administer,1I he said. In addition, PIK will mean large revenue losses for

markets such as fertilizer, pesticides and farm machinery.

liThe government is saving about $1 billion with the PIK program, but

there will be a revenue loss of close to $3 billion in the farm input

markets. It's not clear that those figures add up to a plus for the

overall economy," he said.

MP
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WORKSHEET TO EVALUATE PARTICIPATION IN 1983 ARP & PIK

By Comparing One Composite Acre Of Each Alternative

by
Fred Benson and Paul Hasbargen

Extension Economists - University of Minnesota

ARP & PIKARP
Non

Participation

(Q) ---

(R)
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EXPENSES (Cash Operating)
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Portion Of Base Acre Plante~/

Growing Expense/Base Acre

Set-Aside Net Cash Costs/Acr~

Portion Of Base Acre Set AsideZ/

Set-Aside Cost/Base Acre

TOTAL CASH OPERATING EXPENSES

RETURNS LESS CASH OPERATING EXPENSES

INCOMe

Expected Yield

Expected Market Price Or Loan Rate (if higher)

Portion Of Base Acre Plante~/

Loan Or Market Receipts/Base Acre

Expected Deficiency Payment/Bushe12/

Base Yield (ASCS)

Portion Of Base Acre Plantea!J

, Deficiency Payment/Base Acre

Base Yield (ASCS)

Diversion Payment/Bushel (corn-$1.50; wheat-$2.70)

Portion Paid Reduction (corn-.lO; wheat-.05)

Diversion Payment/Base Acre

Payment-In-Kind Ratio (corn-.8; wheat-.95)

Expected Market Price On PIK Grain

Value Of ICrop-Swap"'Per Acre

Portion Elected For PIK1J ,

• Crop-Swap Value/Base Acre

TOTAL GROSS INCOME PER BASE ACRE

TOTAL FARM BASE BID--HOW MUCH SHOULD I BID?

Gross Income Needed In Total Base Bid

PIK Bu. Needed For Equal Return/Base Acre

Percent To Bid For Equal Retur~/
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(see next page for footnotes)
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FOOTNOTES

Typically .8 (80%); however, if non-cross compliance crop is planted
instead of the base crop, planting may occur on all base acreage not
receiving a diversion payment (90% or 95%).

There may be no deficiency payment if either (1) average price of first .
five months of marketing is greater than target price or (2) a non-cross
compliance crop is planted on base acreage. The maximum deficiency
payment is 21¢ on corn; 65¢ on wheat: 24¢ on oats; and 44¢ on barl,ey.
They will be reduced as the average five month U.S. price increases
over the U.S. loan rate of: corn - $2.65; wheat - $3.65; oats - $1.36;
and barley $2.16.

The portion elected for the partial PIK can be anywhere from .10 to .30.
The portion elected for PIK on a whole farm bid is .90 for corn and .95
for wheat.

If land taxes are included as cash operating costs, they should be
included for both planted and set-aside portions. Consider storage
costs--they may be appropriate for the marketing plart in mind for each
option.

Items Rand U must equal 1.0 (100%).

This total farm base bid gives no credit for the reduced labor and the
reduced risk in a total base set-aside. As open market price expecta~

tions are increased, the PIK portion of the program becomes relatively
more advantageous than the ARP, resulting in a lower breakeven bid
percentage. If expected non-participation yield increases relative to
ASCS base yield--participation becomes less advantageous an~ a higher
bid percentage is required. A range of prices on the PIK grain might
be co~sidered to evaluate the possible impact of this risk variable on
the bid level and expectations from other options.



WORKSHEET TO EVALUATE PARTICIPATION IN 1983 ARP & PIK

By Comparing One Composite Acre Of Each Alternative

by
Fred Benson and Paul Hasbargen

Extension Economists - University of Minnesota

, EXAMPLE I

Non
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INCOME
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,
(R) ~~ ,S

Growing Expense/Base Ac;e (QxR=S) -D1t... -1:L
Set-Aside'Net Cash Costs/Acr~ (n ;;0 ~O

.; Portion Of Base Acre Set Asid;JJ (U) Il- l'S
Set-Aside Cost/Base Acre (TxU=V) ~ ., 10
TOTAL CASH OPERATING EXPENSES (S+V=W) /7'7) :1ft= ,Wtt• RETURNS LESS CASH OPERATING EXPENSES (p-w=X) 11 ·1

TOTAL FARM BASe BID--H~~ MUCH SHOULD I BID?

Gross Income ~eeded In Total Base Bid

PIK Bu. N~eded For Equal Return/Base Acre

Percent To Bid For Equal Retur~/
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PIK COULD CAUSE MORE INSECT PROBLEMS IN STORED GRAIN

The government's Payment-in-Kind (PIK) program could compound the

already serious insect problem in farm-stored grain, says Phillip K.

Harein, entomologist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

Harein says he's afraid 1983 will be a year of increased losses in

stored grain due to insect problems. The PIK program may make the' problem

worse by returning infested grain to farmers for continued storage where

it's apt to have increased insect activity, he says.

"We should think about requiring a national program to inspect and,

if needed, treat all insect-infested grain before it's accepted into the

PIK program," Harein says.

"There wouldn't be major insect problems in farm stored corn or wheat

if it were adequately dried before storage and aerated following storage,"

Harein says. "Sanitation, inspections and minimal treatment would be

adequate. Unfortunately, thee preventive measures aren't used enough," he

adds.
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the remaining 30 percent to 80 percent of the grain that is infested would

be more expensive than having the grain treated." Harein says.

# # #
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WET SOILS MAY MEAN CHANGING TILLAGE, CROPPING PLANS

If you couldn't get fall tillage done on last year's corn ground,

consider either planting soybeans or putting the land in government

programs.

That's the recommendation of John Moncrief, soils specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Last year's wet fall may mean a change in crop plans for some

farmers. "The worst situation occurs when fields were in corn last year,

there was no fall tillage and you want to plant corn this spring," ,Moncrief

says.

"If you had soybeans last year and are planning to plant corn, it's

not a big problem," Moncrief says. A light disking is all you will need

for tillage.

For corn, starter fertilizer is especially important if you d~dn't

till the soil last fall. Phosphorus is always important in starter

fertilizer. Use a balanced phosphorus-potassium starter in areas of the

state with low native levels of soil potassium.
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More detailed information is available in Extension Bulletin 416,

"Guide to Computer Programmed Soil Test Recommendations in Minnesota."

Copies are available at county extension offices.

If you didn't get anhydrous ammonia on last fall, you may need to

apply urea if the spring is wet. "It's ideal if you can apply urea when

the snow is off but the ground is still frozen in March or April. If

conditions aren't right to get it on then, apply urea ahead of spring

tillage," Moncrief advises.

On heavier soils, it's even more important to do light tilling

instead of trying to till deeper. Wet soils dry out from the surface

first. Heavier soils will usually have more water content deeper in the

plow layer.

If you must plow or chisel wet soils, time the secondary tillage

operations (disking, harrowing) so you aren't tilling wet soil. With

average to good drying conditions, soil water content is right for

secondary tillage a few days after plowing. You'll have problems with soil

clods if you till wet soils.

For soybeans. limited tillage systems can be practical, since you can

help control both grassy and broadleaf weeds with preemergence or

postemergence herbicides. "Poast" and "Fusilade" are excellent

postemergence grass control herbicides. Poast and Fusilade were available

in limited quantities for 1982, but supplies of these should be adequate

this yellr. "Basagran" or "Blaze" plus other postemergence herbicides

control most broadleaf weeds in soybeans, says Gerald Miller, agronomist

with Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.
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GOVERNMENT FARM, CROP INSURANCE PROGRAMS REDUCE RISK

Government programs provide valuable risk insurance to farmers who

need it, says Fred Benson, economist with the University of Minnespta's

Agricultural Extension Service.

The Acreage Reduction Program (ARP) gives you price protection since

your market "floor" is equal to the target price. "But you're still open

to production risks, and Federal Crop Insurance minimizes all risks of low

yields," Benson says.

If you sign up for ARP, crop insurance will insure your yiel~ so

you're sure to get some cash flow on the acres kept in production. And if

you go a step further and sign up for the Payment-in-Kind (PIK) prQgram,

you are eligible for additional yield coverage for crop insurance. There

is no extra premium.

The Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC) wants to encou~age PIK

participants to continue their crop insurance coverage.

To be eligible for the extra yield guarantees, farmers must

participate in an acreage reduction of at least 30 percent (10 percent
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PIK). Those farmers are eligible for a 6 percent increase in the yield

guarantee. The increase in guarantee climbs to 8 percent at 40 percent

participation (20 percent PIK) and to 10 percent at 50 percent

participation (30 peroent PIK). The 10 percent increase is the maximum.

"These yield coverage increases recognize the probability of

increased yields on remaining acreage planted to crops," Benson says.

Farmers heavily in debt are more vulnerable to crop losses, Benson

says. "The most important factor is making a reasonable assessment of the

chances that crop losses will occur. Then evaluate your capacity to absorb

a loss," Benson advises.

Your marketing plan may also partially dictate whether to bUy crop

insurance. If you forward contract crops, insurance can help cover

financial losses, should crop failures prevent full delivery on the

contract.

Crop insurance becomes almost compulsory if lenders require

participation as a condition of granting credit. Except for this

situation, Benson advises farmers to make their own evaluation of costs and

benefits. Buy insurance to a level that you can justify in view of the

risk involved.

More information on Federal Crop Insurance is available from county

ASCS offices. For names of commercial insurance agents selling crop

insurance in your area, call this toll free number: 1-800-447-4700.
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CROP INSURANCE CAN REDUCE RISKS

Federal Crop Insurance is one way to reduce risks in a troub'led farm

economy, says Fred Benson, economist with the University of Minnespta's

Agricultural Extension Service.

The premiums that farmers pay are used only as coverage for losses

and as reserves for catastrophic losses. Congressional appropriatlons pay

administrative costs of the program, which include agent and compa~y

commissions, loss adjustment costs, and other operating costs. An

additional appropriation pays 30 percent of the premium.

Several changes have been made in the program that should make it

more attractive to farmers:

--The program's individual yield coverage plan has been expa~ded.

This program gives farmers protection based on their individual yield

history. Recent changes in the program will allow farmers with a history

of high yields to qualify for higher production guarantees without

increasing their per acre insurance cost.

--Corn and soybean coverage has been revised to eliminate coverage
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penalties for not harvesting. There is also a replant payment provision to

cover necessary costs of replanting.

--A late planted insurance agreement option is available. This gives

farmers coverage when they're not able to plant by the Federal Crop

Insurance Corporation (FCIC) final planting date. Optional coverage is

provided for up to a maximum of an additional 20 days. Premium levels per

acre remain the same, but yield coverage is reduced by 10 percent for each

five-day period past the planting deadline.

--A producer's yield certification program has been developed which

allows farmers with limited production records to qualify for individual

yield coverage.

Policies are sold by private insurance agents. Local Agricultural

Stabilization and Conser~ation Service (ASCS) offices can prOVide more

information. You can also call this toll free telephone number for

information on sales agents in your area: 1-800-447-4700.

Here are some other details on Federal Crop Insurance:

--Farmers can choose between insuring their crop for 50, 65 or 75

percertt of average yield.

--Premiums are due at harvest. If insurance premiums are not paid 30

days after billing, interest charges of 1.5 percent per month are added.

--Insurance must be purchased before planting. Local insurance

agents have deadlines for each crop and county.

--Federal Crop Insurance covers unavoidable production losses due to

any adverse weather conditions including drought, excessive rain, hail,

wind, hurricane, tornado and lightning. It also covers unavoidable losses

due to insect infestation, plant disease, flood, wildlife, fire and
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earthquake. Crop insurance does not cover losses due to neglect, poor

farming practices or theft. nor does it cover financial losses resulting

from low prices received for farm products.

II tI II
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HAY PRICES CONTINUE SEASONAL RISE

Minnesota hay prices continue to rise through fall quarter,according

to Paul Hasbargen, economist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

Auction prices in early January ranged from $80 to $100 per ton for

good quality hay in east central Minnesota. Southwestern Minnesota

auctions in early January also reported good hay prices, with some hay

selling for over $100 per ton.

However, prices paid for alfalfa at the Thief River Falls pelleting

plant remained at $35 per ton delivered tb the plabt. Prices in the

Dakotas and western Minnesota are lower. The December, 1982 mid-month USDA

report listed alfalfa hay averaging $80 a ton in Minnesota, $45 in North

Dakota and $44 in South Dakota.

The Minnesota alfalfa price rose $16 since the October 1982 ~eport of

$66 per ton.
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HINDSIGHT MARKETING COULD BE COSTLY

For grain farmers, government programs might be "the only game in

town" again, when they look at the marketing alternatives for 1983-84.

"I hope farmers don't come back next year and say 'I should have

signed up for the government programs, ,,, says Ken Egertson, marketing

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

"Unfortunately, it's probably wishful thinking to look for price

surges that will go htgh enough for farmers to recoup losses on grain

during the next year," Egertson says.

"Consider your cash flow needs, and think twice before you pass up

the government's ARP and PIK progrElms," Egertson says.

"Many people have serious cash flow problems. in this case ,.you want

to shift goals from topping the market to minimizing risk. Not all farmers

have cash flow problems, and they can speculate on the market," Egertson

says. "But this could mean looking at cash prices lower than what you'll

get in the government programs," he adds.
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HINDSIGHT MARKETING COULD BE COSTLY

For grain farmers, government programs might be "the only game in

town" again, when they look at the marketing alternatives for 1983-84.

"I hope farmers don't come back next year and say 'I should have

signed up for the government programs, '" says Ken Egertson, marketing

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

"Unfortunately, it's probably wishful thinking to look for price

surges that will go high enough for farmers to recoup losses on gr~in

during the next year," Egertson says.

"Consider your cash flow needs, and think twice before you pass up

the government's ARP and PIK programs," Egertson says.

"Many people have serious cash flow problems. In this case, you want

to shift goals from topping the market to minimizing risk .. Not all farmers

have cash flow problems, and they can speculate on the market," Egertson

says. "But this could mean looking at cash prices lower than what you'll

get in the government programs," he adds.
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HINDSIGHT MARKETING COULD BE COSTLY

For grain farmers, government programs might be "the only game in

town" again, when they look at the marketing alternatives for 1983-84.

"I hope farmers don't come back next year and say 'I should have

signed up for the government programs,'" says Ken Egertson, marketing

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extensi~n

Service.

"Unfortunately, it's probably wishful thinking to look for price

surges that will go high enough for farmers to recoup losses on grain

during the next year," Egertson says.

"Consider your cash flow needs, and think twice before you p~ss up

the government's ARP and PIK programs," Egertson says.

"Many people have serious cash flow problems. In this case,You want

to shift goals from topping the market to minimizing risk. Not all farmers

have cash flow problems, and they can speculate on the market," Eg~rtson

says. "But this could mean looking at cash prices lower than what you'll

get in the government programs," he adds.
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With corn and wheat, Egertson doesn't expect forward contracting to

do much more than pay for storage costs for the 1982 crop. "The government

PIK program will help get supplies down. But it will probably take at

least two years before cash prices get much above the government loan

rate," he says.

Even with the government's ARP and PIK programs, ecbnomists expect

carryover corn stocks to be about three billion bushels after the 1983-84

marketing year. Carryover stocks after the 1982-83 marketing year are

expected to be about 3.4 billion bushels.

"The government programs will pull supplies down, but given the size

of the current stocks it probably won't be enough to give much short run

price relief," Egertson says.

"I ' . f ' 1 1t s as 1 you re ying on the f oor underneath a heavy weight and

can't get up. Someone removes half the weight. Now you can breathe

easier, but you still can't get up. Unfortunately, we're looking at the

same thing with our large grain supplies."

MP
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DRYING FULL SEASON HYBRIDS MORE PROFITABLE

You're not apt to make money by planting earlier maturing corn

hybrids to reduce drying costs.

An analysis worked out by Dale Hicks, agronomist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, shows that yield losses for

early hybrids are greater than dollars saved in drying as a result of

harv~sting at lower moisture levels.

"There are some valid reasons for planting part of your corn acres to

less than full season hybrids," lUcks says, "but saving money on drying

costs is not one of them.

"You may need a mix of maturities to help you get fall work done so

planting isn't delayed the following spring." he adds.
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PURPLE CORN MAY NOT MEAN PHOSPHORUS DEFICIENCY

Remember purple corn last spring? There was lots of it in Minnesota,

but it was probably due more to cold root zone temperatures than phosphorus

deficiencies.

"The purple color that sometimes shows up in corn is due to synthesis

of anthocyanin, a pigment common to many plants," says R. Kent Crookston,

agronomist at the University of Minnesota.

"Plants, inclUding corn, vary in their anthocyanin content. They

also vary in their ability to synthesize anthocyanin in different

environments," he adds.

In corn, anthocyanin production is apt to indicate environmental

stress. "Cold has a direct effect on the corn plant's metabolism and can

cause purple coloring by itself. But cold soils aggravate phosphorus

deficiencies, and the comb~nation of the two stresses cah cause more

intense purpling than either one alone," Crookston says.

If one hybrid turns purple and another doesn't, you can't conclude

that the purple one is more stressed. If growing conditions of the two
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hybrids are similar, it's likely that both hybrids are equally stressed.

The purple one is just capable of visibly signaling the stress, Crookston

says.

Purple corn seedling color is seldom related to harvest yields, he

adds.
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SOIL TESTING IS PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

Soil testing means you're practicing preventive medicine, says Bill

Fenster, soils specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agric~ltural

Extension Service.

"Soil testing has an advantage over tissue testing, in that you test

the soil before the crop is planted," Fenster says. "With tissue testing,

you're mainly doing problem solving. The 'patient' is already sick and

yields will already be reduced by that time.

"Soil testing lets you diagnose what the soil needs to grow healthy

plants and apply the nutrients before the crop is in a crisis stage," he

says.

More information on soil testing is available from county offices of

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Follow University recommendations for nitrogen, phosphorus; potassium

and micronutrients, Fenster advises.

"First of all, if you take care of N, P and K needs you're taking

care of about 95 percent of all deficiency problems. But on the other hand
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about 95 percent of the talk seems to involve micronutrientS. Don't apply

micronutrients unless university research has shown yield responses to

specific crops in your area of the state," he adds.

"Just because you're told there's a big yield advantage to applying

micronutrients in Nebraska or Illinois doesn't mean you'll get a response

in Minnesota. Our relatively young soils are different."

A great deal of sulfur is being sold for medium- to fine-textured

soils in Minnesota. However, University of Minnesota trials have never

shown responses to sulfur on these soils, Fenster says.

The only response to sulfur in Minnesota is on coarse-textured, sandy

soils that are mainly in central and north central Minnesota. "If you're

growing alfalfa in the sulfur deficient area of Minnesota, you need to

apply sulfur with the same theory as applying nitrogen to corn. And

irrigated corn on coarse-textured soils has also shown responses to

sulfur," he adds.

More information on sulfur is available. Ask your county agent for

Extension Folder 519, "Sulfur for Minnesota Soils."
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BERG TALKS u.S. LAND-USE; STUDENTS SEEK JOBS

Some people are sacrificing good farming practices for the sake of

short term economic gains, according to Norm Berg, former head of ,the Soil

Conservation Service in Washington D.C. Berg spoke to students and

faculty at the St. Paul campus of the University of Minnesota last week.

Although the typical U.S. farmer feeds himself and 77 other people by his

production, a third of our land suffers serious soil loss. Speaking with

pride and concern for American agriculture, Berg noted that in the long run

this can seriously hurt the whole economy.

He said that we should maintain our title as the "world's

breadbasket," ranking over other countries who have more land and climate

problems to contend with. Western Europe's climate is ideal for growing

small grains but their usable land area is diminished by their mountains.

China's rain causes very serious soil loss problems. And Russia will say

the season of their rainfall is not good for grain production, but that

can't explain the whole problem. For all their land, Russians need changes

in their political philosophy if their agricultural production is to rival
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ours.

Berg urged students to "look at our natural resource base to see what

should be done," advising that much thought needs to be given to

legislation and land-use to preserve our better land for agriculture. He

said farms around his home in Maryland have been in business nearly 300

years; soon they all will be covered with homes.

Ag markets and economic topics spurred questions from the students

about jobs. Where in agriculture should graduates look?

Berg said he expects the job market to remain tight but that the

government will always need highly skilled professionals in agriculture.

Ag-related jobs should be seen as stepping stones. The rate of attrition

retirements etc. in the SCS for instance, is about 5 percent.

Some areas of the private sector which have shown an increasing need

for agriculture graduates include computer and other high technology

fields, communications media, and agriculture consulting.
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MONITOR STORED GRAIN TO PREVENT SPOILAGE

Checking grain bins regularly can help prevent spoilage and discounts

that are due to lower quality grain.

Dick Meronuck, plant pathologist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, advises checking each bin at least once a

month. Check for moisture content changes on the top of the bin, or in the

peak of the pile if you have bulk storage.

"Make sure your moisture meter is accurate," Meronuck says. "Many

bins of grain have spoiled because of inaccurate moisture meters." Check

each meter with other moisture meters in local elevators or state/federal

facilities to make sure they're accurate.

Also monitor bins for temperature changes in the top of the bin,or

on the peak of the pile for bulk storage. Watch for telltale musty odors

in any part of the bin or in air exhausting from the aeration fan. And

look for leaks or other causes of unusual moisture or temperature

differences in the bin.

Meronuck advises these additional procedures:
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--For round bin storage, make sure the grain at the top of the bin is

level. This makes it easier to aerate the grain.

--The spout line containing fines should be drained off the bottom of

the bin. This reduces chances of spoilage in the center of the bin.

--Keep the aeration fan opening covered with a board when the fan is

not running. This will eliminate extreme hot and cold temperature changes

in the aeration ducts and prevent mold from growing in the atea.

If you detect spoilage, cool grain to 30 degrees F by aerating it.

This will stop fungal growth. If it's not possible to aerate, empty grain

from the bin and dry it before continuing to store it.

If grain is harvested in sound condition and kept at low moisture

content and low temperature, it may retain original processing quality and

even original germinating potential for many years. However, grain is

susceptible to invasion and damage by insects, mites and fungi.

"If you store grain under conditions that promote development of any

of these organisms, you can get extensive spoilage within a few days to a

few weeks," Meronuck says.

More information on aeration and other management methods for stored

grain is available from county offices of the Urtiversity of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.
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MOLDS, LOW TEST WEIGHTS IN 1982 CORN

Some 1982 late-harvested corn has been infested with black, red and

white molds.

The black mold, called Cladosporium, starts growing in the cob and is

first seen growing over the surface of the corn kernels. If it was

harvested at this stage, the handling process washed the fungus off, says

Richard A. Meronuck, plant pathologist with the University of Minnesota

Agricultural Extension Service. But kernels were stained if corn 'stayed in

the field under cool, wet conditions. The stained kernels will be graded

"damaged" when marketed, although they are not toxic to livestock, Meronuck

says.

White and red molds are also common on late-harvested corn subjected

to cool, wet conditions. Certain species of these Fusarium ~olds tan be

toxic--especially to hogs. The molds can cause total or partial feed

refusal plus breeding and reproductive problems. If a bin of grain is

suspected, the Minnesota Department of Agriculture can run tests for some

of these toxins.
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page 2--molds, low test weights

Contact Dr. Richard A. Meronuck, Department of Plant Pathblogy,

University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minn. 55108, for details on testing.

Much of the 1982 corn was immature and had low test weights. This

grain should store as well as normal test weight corn when it's dried to

safe moisture levels.

Many corn growers market part of their corn by feeding it to

livestock. "Those corn growers should feed the low test weight corn and

sell the high test weight corn," advises Date Hicks, extension service

agronomist. Hicks says cash discounts for low test weight corn are greater

than what they should be for feeding purposes.

# # #
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POTASSIUM SUPPLEMENT IMPROVES PERFORMANCE OF FEEDLO-n STEERS

"When finishing steers are fed high-grain diets, attention ~hou1d be

paid to the amount of potassium provided," says Jay Meiske, extension beef

, l' th U' 't f M' t "If the ratl.'on 1'S low 1'nspeCl.a l.st at e nl.versl. y 0 l.nneso a.

"potassium, adding potassium can enhance feedlot performance.

Corn grain does not provide enough potassium to meet the requirements

of feedlot cattle, according to Meiske, Forages, however, contain enough

potassium to supply the necessary levels if fed in adequate amounts, A

diet deficient in potassium results in reduced feed consumption and weight

loss.

A feedlot study conducted by Harvey Windels at the Northwest

Experiment Station, Crookston, indicated that steers fed supplemental

potassium required less feed (782 pounds) per 100 pounds of gain than those

that did not receive added potassium (811 pounds) even though average daily

gain did not differ appreciably (2.41 pounds a day for supplemented diets

and 2.35 pounds a day for nonsupp1emented diets) .. "There is a need to

provide diets with potassium at levels of at least 45 grams a day," Meiske

says, "but there is no benefit in adding potassium to a diet with adequate

potassium.
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"Hopefully, the diet will already provide 45 to 50 grams of

potassium--most do. However, very high grain diets with corn silage fed at

less than 10 pounds a day or feeding silage that was grown in low-potassium

soil call for a potassium level check."

Meiske suggests that feeding 10 to 12 pounds of corn silage daily to

feedlot steers will ensure meeting the potassium requirement. One

potential problem he sees is that corn silages may vary widely in potassium

content, depending on soil conditions or other factors. Potassium can be

supplemented in the form of potassium chloride, an inexpensive source;

other forms of potassium are more expensive.

Previous feedlot studies at the University of Minnesota showed little

or no advantage in adding potassium to finishing steer diets that had 10

pounds of corn silage. However, these studies were done before monensin

was added to feeds .. Now used almost routinely in feed supplements,

monensin causes a decrease in feed intake to increase feed efficiency,

Meiske says, but this may also decrease potassium intake. The recent study

evaluating finishing diets containing monensin therefore became necessary.

Cows and growing calves generally receive considerable forage in

their diets and a lack of potassium is not as likely as with high-grain

diets, Meiske adds.

MP, 4-L
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Writer: Denise Bonepright
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SOLAR ENERGY SHOULD BE CAREFULLY EVALUATED AS AN ENERGY
SOURCE

Solar energy works. and it is an option for providing household

energy. Before investing in solar equipment. however. you should know how

much fuel will be saved. and how other options compare in fuel savings.

says Roger Peterson. housing specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

Peterson says there are two types of solar energy. "Passive" solar

is simply sunlight entering south windowsj with shutters or thermal shades

to keep the heat in at night.

"For passive systems to work in Minnesota. however." says Peterson.

"the homeowner needs to take some active steps." South windows should be

kept clean and the insect screens removed. Shades or shutters should be

installed and the edges tightly sealed with magnets. clips or edge runners

to prevent moisture on windows. The shutters or shades need to be used

every day in the winter. Triple pane glazing is now recommended for

windows, including south ones, to control condensation and heat loss.

"Active" solar involves collectors and fans or pumps. explains
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Peterson. Air or water circulates through the collectors whenever the

temperature is high enough to be useful. Controls are usually automatic,

so little involvement of the homeowner is needed after the system is

installed.

Peterson says most active solar systems are for heating water. Solar

collectors are usually mounted on the roof and tilt~d to an angle of 45

degrees, though a variation of 10 degrees on either side is acceptable.

"Solar systems for heating water can also be made without a pump," he

says. "A water tank that is painted black and placed in a box with a glass

cover can preheat the water in advance of the gas or electric water heater.

A low-cost tank-type heater such as this can save 30 percent to 50 percent

of your annual water heating bill, if placed in a shade-free location."

A fully automatic active solar water heater can save 60 percent to 70

percent of the annual water heating cost, says Peterson.

While active solar for heating the home in winter is possible,

Peterson stresses that the cost of the system must be quite reasonable or

the payoff may be very slow.

"Insulation and careful weatherizing should be completed before

solar," he says. "The option of extra insulation may have a better payoff

than solar energy for home heating."

MP
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BEWARE OF OVERBLOWN CLAIMS FOR ENERGY SAVINGS

"Save 50 percent on your heating bills."

"Plug into free energy with solar products."

Sound familiar? American cbnsumers ae being bombarded with the

energy savings claims for various pr~ducts. Some are accurate and some are

not.

Roger Peterson, residential energy specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, says that the federal

government's General Accounting Office (GAO) has issued a report disputing

a number of energy-savings claims for certain products.

Among the products the GAO report mentioned as having overstated

energy-savings potential are:

* Ceiling fans--Instead of the 35 percent to 50 percent energy

savings often claimed in advertisements, a national energy consultant

estimates that five percent to ten percent is more realistic. Tha

consultant adds that in a normal home with 7 1/2- to 8-foot ceilings, the

fans offer little savings in winter but can help in summer.
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* Wood burning appliances--Advertised as being 70 percent efficient

or higher, units tested at Auburn University proved claims closer to 40

percent to 60 percent efficient with air-tight units.

* Solar products--Numerous variables such as climate, house design

and orientation to the sun will affect how much a solar energy user can

save, Peterson says. He adds, "Remember that although the sunlight is

free, the equipment to collect it is not." Careful equipment selection,

after attending a non-sales oriented class, is needed.

Peterson says that consumers considering buying any energy-saving

items on the basis of their advertising claims should proceed cautiously.

Manufacturers should supply consumers with data to support their claims.

If you are unsure about the data provided, consult with your county

extension office for unbiased advice. It is also helpful to have an energy

audit done on your house by a state-certified auditor, he adds. Many

utility companies and cooperatives do energy audits for their customers.
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HOMEOWNERS WARRANTY NOW AVAILABLE FOR HOME IMPROVEMENT
WORK

A homeowner's warranty is now available for home improvement work

done by contractors belonging to the National Association of HomeBuilders,

says Bill Angell, housing specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

This new warranty will offer a five-year guarantee on all structural

work and a two-year guarantee on major systems such as heating, plumbing

and electrical systems, he says.

Angell explains that consumers protected by the warranty will benefit

from two main advantages. "A major advantage is that consumers can receive

compensation for faulty work without initiating costly legal action," he

says. "Alse) , if the contractor is no longer in business when the problems

appear, the consumer can still collect."
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Young children can learn gardening skills
Yard tasks will grow in spring
Growing zinnias is child's play
Let us show you how to grow lettuce, the vegetable of the year
Preserve foods that will be eaten
All-America flower and vegetable varieties announced
Photograph trees among your valuables
Computerized system will aid brucellosis eradication effort
Animal-related accidents are high on hazard list
Winter is good time to correct farmstead hazards
Farmers can get soil erosion estimates
Wind erosion computer program funded
Avoid putting some freezers, refrigeratdrs in unheated places
Ask the right questions, buy a better blanket
Vitamins--a 20th century discovery
Food additives--necessary, but neither all good nor all bad
Vitamin E won't stop the clock
Creative discovery workshop set in Tyler
Rural housing assistance may be cut
Energy audits can provide useful information for homeowners
Patching winter jackets for longer life
Recycle for fashion and wardrobe versatility
To rent or to buy? Many consumers face this question
Remodeling can be a good choice
"Attic insulation bypass" can be a heat waster

Note to all agents: For additional timely news stories from the Agricultural
Extension Service, remember to call the University of Minnesota News Line.
This service is a cooperative effort of University Relations and the extension
service. It includes a variety of items with voice actualities, about half of
which are extension related. Tapes change at 4:30 p.m. each week day. Call
at (612) 376-8000. Sorry, no collect calls accepted.

--more notes next page--
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Note to agents with home economics duties: In this packet, the two articles
"Vitamin E Won't Stop the Clock" and "Food Additives--Necessary, but Neither
All Good Nor All Bad" are intended for use in newsletters for the elderly
although they could be adapted to other audiences. If they are not used under
your byline with its reference to extension, you will want to include some
extension service attribution within the stories themselves.

Note to agents and specialists: The following is a list of releases that were
sent out by Communication Resources during January but not included in this
packet.

Releases sent in January
but not included in the monthly news packets

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yard and Garden fact sheet (Feb.)
Preventing ice dams
Burpees features U of M melon
Apple growers' school set Feb. 10-11 in LaCrosse
Implants increase efficiency of feedlot cattle
1983 Beef Cow-Calf Days scheduled
Where does rural community find it's decision makers?
Correction on release--"Don't plan on $3 corn, $7 soybeans in 1983"

Note to specialists: If you would like a copy of any of the above releases,
check them and send this sheet, with your name and campus address, to Evie
Schield, 453 Coffey Hall. CP
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Source: Klara Peterson
612/373-1107

Writer: Jon N. Groth
612/376-7518

YOUNG CHILDREN CAN LEARN GARDENING SKILLS

"Beginning a garden can be an educational experience for a young

child as long as it is well planned, is seen as 'their' spot and they are

responsible for it, and it is easily accessible and handy," says Klara

Peterson, 4-H youth development specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

A good way to start children on gardening projects is to have them

order and then study seed catalogs. From the catalogs they can plan their

garden. They may want to begin by using patio pots or a large tub, keeping

in mind these containers require more watering than a garden plot.

Starting small usually assures success with a child's first garden.

Planning should include consideration of flowers in the child's

favorite bright primary colors, ones that are easy to grow and those that

can be used as cut flowers. Vegetables could include radishes, carrots,

and dwarf or cherry tomatoes, keeping in mind the vegetables the child

likes to eat.

In choosing plants, questions such as sun or shade, amount of space,
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and new hybrids or old favorites should be considered. For dry, sunny

places, Peterson suggest moss roses and nasturtiums as good choices for

young children to plant. For shady places, she suggest impatiens, wax

begonias, coleus and balsam. Growing plants from seed is recommended if

the seeds are large enough to be handled by a small child. "I would use

plants, if possible, if a child chooses impatiens or wax begonias for a

garden," says Peterson.

Children need to be reminded that it takes care and water for their

garden to grow. They also need to learn to fertilize by raking all-purpose

fertilizer into the top 2 inches of soil. A 10-10-10 fertilizer is good,

but lawn fertilizer should never be used in the garden, according to

Peterson.

Children interested in learning more about gardening may wish to

become involved with a 4-H gardening project. Peterson says this can be

done by inquiring at your local county extension offices.

CP
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Writer: Hank Drews
612/373-1250

YARD TASKS WILL GROW IN SPRING

Early spring is actually the time to save yourself yard work, not

that you should lean back and let the weeds encircle your chaise. Rather,

you should do a few small tasks, just enough to get ahead of the bugs,

weeds and wayward branches before they cost you hours of work and many more

dollars as full-grown summer chores.

Just a light raking is needed to control snow mold on thawing lawns,

breaking the mold webbing which promotes drying. And, if crabgrass is your

summer problem, late spring is the best time to kill last year's seed. Hit

it with a pre-emergence crabgrass killer when the soil warms, about

mid-May. Other lawn weeds that need early treatment are chickweed, ground

ivy and henbit.

Check for rabbit or mice damage to tree trunks. They may need

immediate bridge grafting. Remove dead, broken and diseased branches.

They are likely sources from which insect and disease problems can spread.

Destroy the cuttings. If you spray shrubs and young shade trees with a

dormant oil spray just before growth begins (when temperatures are above 45
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degrees) you will control scale and other insects which suck plant juices.

Spring is also the best time to plant new trees and shrubs. Nature will

provide the watering that people often forget to give later transplants.

Early tasks for the flower gardener include culling the rotted and

diseased bulbs, corms and tubers from those you plan to plant when the

ground is warmer. Clear the debris from beds of perennials like iris, day

lily and lily-of-the-valley.

Plant new rose bushes in late April, or care for the old ones in your

rose garden. Remove winter mulch, prune dead wood and undesirable weak

branches when weather permits. Hoe in 2 to 3 pounds of a complete

fertilizer such as 10-10-10 for each 100 square feet of rose bed. Or,

apply two heaping tablespoons per plant. Water the fertilized soil.

For strawberries, rake all but a light covering of mulch off the row.

If leaves start to turn yellow, remove the mulch at once. Cultivation as a

weed control is most effective if it is started early. Fungus diseases

such as anthracnose can affect other fruits such as raspberries. Early

dormant fungicide sprays can control the problem.

Vegetable gardeners can use early spring time to plan the layout of

the crops for this year's bed. Cold season crops like lettuce, carrots,

radishes, broccoli, onions, peas, turnips, cabbage and beets can go in as

soon as the ground is workable, even before the last frost. Since root

maggots are a common problem for some of these crops, treat the soil with 5

percent Diazinon granules (according to the rate on the label) any time

before planting your seed.

You could even give the summer crops like tomatoes a 6-week head

start indoors. Plant the seeds in milk carton halves or styrofoam cups
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full of potting soil. When the weather is right, transplant the seedlings.

University of Minnesota entomologist Jerry Heaps advises, "If people

anticipate the insects and other problems associated with yard care they

can plan around them, but if they just throw some seed in the ground, the

problems will surely crop up too."

More information about yard care can be found at your county

Agricultural Extension office. Ask for a free copy of Yard In' Garden

Publication 104, "Suggested Vegetable Varieties for Home Gardeners in

Minnesota." If you live in the seven-county metro area, ask your county

agent about the Dial U insect and plant information service, or call

376-4749

CP
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GROWING ZINNIAS IS CHILD'S PLAY

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

February 4, 1983

Source: Jane McKinnon
612/373-1759

Editor: Deedee Nagy
612/373-1781

Children and gardening seem to be a natural duo. Whether the

attraction is getting the hands muddy with mom and dad's approval or the

harvest of flowers and vegetables, children can share a love of gardening

with their parents.

Jane McKinnon, horticulturist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, says that children should start gardening

with projects that guarantee success. She suggests that zinnias are a good

flower for beginning gardeners of all ages. In fact, they are so easy to

grow they have been selected the flower of the year by the National Garden

Bureau.

"Zinnias make perfect learning tools for novice gardeners," McKinnon

says. "The seeds are large and they germinate quickly with high

percentages. While growing, they don't require a lot of care. They will

bloom abundantly from midsummer until the first frost in the fall."

To begin a zinnia area in the garden, McKinnon says adults should

help their junior gardeners to work the soil into a fine seed bed, adding
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organic matter or slow-release fertilizer as needed.

Plant zinnia seeds one-fourth to one-half inch deep, spaced four to

six seeds to the foot. If the soil is warm and moist, the seeds will

germinate in three to four days. When the seedlings have two pairs of true

leaves, they should be thinned. McKinnon recommends about four to six

inches between low growing varieties, 8 to 10 inches between intermediates

and 10 to 15 inches between large giants.

She adds that zinnias don't require a lot of water, but they should

be watered during dry spells. Deep, infrequent watering is better than

frequent shallow waterings. McKinnon recommends soaking the soil to a

depth of three to four inches on a cloudy day or late in the evening.

Once the zinnias are in full flower, McKinnon recommends removing

spent flowers and picking the blooms regularly. This encourages the zinnia

to develop new buds and flowers so you'll benefit from many more blooms

than if you allow them to bloom and die on the plant.

# # #
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LET US SHOW YOU HOW TO GROW LETTUCE, THE VEGETABLE OF THE
YEAR

Lettuce has many characteristics to endear itself to novice or

beginning gardeners. It's easy to grow, doesn't require much space and

allows eager gardeners to get out in the garden in the first warm days of

spring.

Jane McKinnon, horticulturist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, says these qualities of the leafy vegetable

are why it was selected vegetable of the year by the National Garden

Bureau.

There are four types of garden lettuce: crisphead, butterhead,

Romaine and looseleaf. Typically, home gardeners grow looseleaf or Romaine

varieties because they often have better success with them, but "head"

types of lettuce can be grown in specially prepared and drained soils.

McKinnon says that lettuce seeds can be sown directly into garden

rows at a depth of one-half inch. "You will need to thin the stand so the

seedlings are spaced about two to three inches apart. Because the plants

don't require much space, a row five to eight feet long will supply enough
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lettuce for a family of four."

She suggests succession planting of lettuce because older lettuce

leaves become bitter. Seeds for succession planting should be sown every

10 to 14 days, up until the heat of summer.

Once planted and thinned, lettuce asks little of the gardener,

McKinnon adds. The plants should have a steady supply of moisture because

the roots are shallow. A balanced (10-10-10) fertilizer is a good addition

to the soil before sowing, or it can be applied as a sidedressing when the

seedlings are two to three inches tall.

CP
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PRESERVE FOODS THAT WILL BE EATEN

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
StPaul, Minnesota 55108

February 4, 1983

Source: Shirley T. Munson
612/373-1561

Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

If you plant and reap the garden foods your household enjoys, then

you'll be canning or freezing what they like to eat, too. What's the point

, "d b " 'f 't?of preserv1ng a goo uy 1 no one eats 1 .

Some foods are better canned than frozen and some are better left in

the ground until you need to use them, says Shirley T. Munson, associate

professor of horticulture at the University of Minnesota. She suggests

freezing no more than is needed for a year, so there will always be room

for the new season's produce.

She says, "Freezing or canning won't improve any product that wasn't

at the peak of perfection to start."

"Asparagus freezes well and is costly to buy fresh during the year.

It also has the shortest storage life of any frozen vegetable--only nine

months," she says.

When freezing cauliflower, broccoli and brussels sprouts, it is

important to start with tight, well formed heads. Green beans and spinach

are good candidates for freezing. "But unless you have a great deal of
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time and extra help, don't freeze peas or lima beans. They take a lot of

work," she adds. Sugar snap peas are easier because the entire pod is

frozen. They need to be planted early and must be picked at just the right

stage.

Pumpkin should be boiled or steamed and then scooped out of the shell

and frozen. A pie variety of pumpkin and a winter squash blend make a very

good pumpkin pie, Munson says. When stored whole, winter squash need to be

kept at 50 to 60 degrees Fahrenheit.

Cabbage and cucumbers don't freeze well. Beets and summer squash can

be frozen, but don't freeze quantities if you are looking for highly

nutritious food. "Unless you use a lot of green pepper, these can be

purchased year-around and needn't be frozen. What's frozen can only be

used in cooking," she reminds.

Carrots are a good buy all year, so there's no need to freeze them.

She suggests freezing just a few ears of corn on the cob and larger amounts

of cut corn. "The cobs take up too much freezer space," she says.

Tomatoes are best canned rather than frozen.

Leave vegetables like turnips and parsnips in the ground until they

are used. Apples can be frozen, but late season varieties such as Haralson

survive well if kept in a cool humid place, sometimes even lasting into

spring. A midseason variety like McIntosh will begin to deteriorate by the

end of November. Cool storage is best, too, for potatoes and onions, so

there's no point in freezing them.

The best quality and nutrition from any garden produce comes from

eating it garden fresh, she says.
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Source: Deborah Brown
612/376-7574

Writer: Cynthia Anderson
612/373-1793

ALL-AMERICA FLOWER AND VEGETABLE VARIETIES ANNOUNCED

Celebrating 50 years of recognizing outstanding new flower and

vegetable varieties, All-America Selections has announced its 1983

All-America bronze medal winners. This year's winning varieties are Red

Picotee petunia, Acapulco Silver kochia, Candlelight ornamental pepper, and

Sweet Success cucumber.

Red Picotee petunia is an improvement over patterned petunias, with

its strongly marked red centers and pure white margins. This variety is a

consistent bloomer with a colorful and uniform appearance and is well

suited for beds, pots or hanging baskets.

Acapulco Silver kochia is an annual ornamental that can also serve as

an inexpensive temporary shrub or hedge. Its light-green, fernlike foliage

is silver-tipped in summer, then transforms into a brilliant maroon, then

red with fall's arrival, illustrating the kochia's common name, Mexican

Firebush. Acapulco Silver is tall--three to four feet--and about a foot

and a half wide. The plants prefer full sun.

An edible hot pepper, Candlelight, is a colorful new ornamental.
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With more than a hundred slender peppers per plant, the light green fruits

contrast with the dark green foliage, turning red in late summer.

Candlelight is heat- and sun-resistant and produces fruit until frost. The

10- to 12-inch plants can be planted en masse or as a border and also

perform well in containers.

Sweet Success, the new All-America cucumber, is praised as having the

quality of a greenhouse cucumber, producing bumper crop yields and having a

sweet-nutty flavor. This burpless cucumber has a crisp, white flesh and is

recommended for salads. Sweet Success cucumbers are about 12 inches long

and don't require peeling. The plants are hardy and resistant to mildew

and other diseases.

CP, 4-Hort
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PHOTOGRAPH TREES AMONG YOUR VALUABLES

Taking snapshots of the trees in your yard, as well as the valuables

in your home, may be something you haven't considered. Well-placed,

healthy trees and shrubs could add thousands of dollars to your property

valu~.

"Snapshots are a good idea," says Mel Baughman, forestry specialist

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. "Before

and after pictures can document tree losses which may qualify as a

deductible casualty loss on federal income tax reports."

His suggestion is to photograph the high quality trees and shrubs,

which, if lost to an ice storm, for example, could actually decrease the

value of the total property.

"If a storm damages trees or shrubs on property held for personal

use, any loss must be the result of an actual decrease in the value of the

property as a whole," Baughman says. The actual costs of repairing the

damage to the property serve as evidence of the amount of over-all loss.

Of course, the amount of the loss cannot exceed the dollar figure necessary
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to restore the property to its value before the casualty.

Deductible costs could include removing destroyed or damaged trees

and shrubs, less salvage recovered; pruning and other measures taken to

preserve damaged trees and shrubs; and any replanting necessary to return

the property to its approximate value before the devastation.

Photos, both before and after the loss, would be essential to your

claims. Be sure there are some landmarks in the photos (such as your house

or garage or some adjacent buildings) to relate it to your property

specifically. Damage could be from either winter or other seasonal storms.

Baughman suggests obtaining the opinion of an expert who can appraise

the total loss according to national standards. Consult Internal Revenue

Service Publication 547, "Tax Information on Disasters, Casualty Losses and

Thefts" most recently published in November 1982

# # #
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COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM WILL AID BRUCELLOSIS ERADICATION EFFORT

Minnesota will be part of a new computerized information system, BIS

(Brucellosis Information System), that will provide fast, accurate

information in the state-federal brucellosis eradication effort, says

University of Minnesota extension veterinarian Ray Solac.

"A remote job entry station is being set up and training is being

held for Minnesota personnel involved in the program," Solac says. "This

includes people from the Minnesota Bureau of Animal Health and USDA's

Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service. Information from the Minnesota

brucellosis program will be fed into the computer starting March 1."

Central to BIS is a national data base located at USDA's Computer

Center in Fort Collins, Colo. Solac says the data base will contain

records of tests taken on farms and ranches and at livestock markets and

slaughtering plants. In the future, it will also include information about

quarantines, herds pending test, infected herds, brucellosis ring tests and

calfhood vaccinations.

"This information will be available to state and federal officials
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using the system, which is scheduled for completion by Oct. 1, 1984," Solac

says. IIMinnesota cattle owners will receive a copy of the test reoord

after completion of laboratory tests.
1I

Solac says brucellosis, which causes cows to abort, was nearly

eliminated from Minnesota by cattle owners conscientiously following a

program of testing, quarantine, slaughter of infected animals, and

vaccination. Yet, because of recent outbreaks--which have been traced to

imported cattle--five quarantined herds remain in the state. He says BIS

will make possible the rapid exchange of accurate information between

states to help trace cattle of questionable status.

Fourteen states, including Iowa and Missouri, are now equipped to put

data in the BIS system. Solac says 11 more, including Minnesota, Nebraska,

Wyoming and Colorado, will be added to the system in the coming months.

All states are expected to be processing large volumes of brucellosis

program information by the fall of 1984.

# # #
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ANIMAL-RELATED ACCIDENTS ARE HIGH ON HAZARD LIST

Animal-related accidents are third among reported farm accidents in

Minnesota, according to Raymond Solac, extension veterinarian and safety

committee member at the University of Minnesota.

Except for an occasional accident with a vicious animal, most animal

accidents stem from animal behavior and facilities, he adds.

"Understanding the animal and animal behavior is a great help but no

guarantee of safety. Some behavior is predictable and can be guarded

against, but it's the unexpected behavior that usually results in

accidents."

To protect against unexpected behavior, adequate restraining

equipment and facilities are essential, Solac says. A lack of such

restraining equipment and facilities is the cause of most animal-related

farm injuries.

He adds that age, size, sex and place in the reproductive cycle of

the animal are closely related to injuries. The behavior of cuddly

creatures changes at maturity. Some animals become dangerous simply
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because of their size. According to a Minnesota farm accident survey,

cattle accounted for over 38 percent, (swine 10 percent and poultry 0

percent) of work-related injuries. Most fatal accidents are caused by

dairy bulls, the rest by other males and cows.

"Although mature dairy bulls are aggressive by nature, aggressiveness

is not the only thing to guard against," Solac says. "Fear and

defensiveness in the cow or horse can be equally dangerous. Large female

animals become possessive of their newborn and may be more difficult to

handle then. Activities that may prompt an animal to strike out are hoof

trimming, dehorning, teasing, breeding, artificial insemination, medication

or other handling activities to which the animal is not accustomed.

Familiarity and animal handling experience are no guarantees against

accidents. Solac suggests that to guard against brute strength and the

times when the handler is stressed, tired or worried, restraining equipment

and facilities are musts. Mangates, squeeze chutes, headgates, panels,

treatment stalls, crates, pens, fencing and alleys are some of these

devices. They should be sturdy and in good condition to prevent injuries

to both handler and animal.

Safety with horses is different, however, because it's neither

desirable nor feasible to avoid direct animal contact. At times

restraining equipment rather than facilities must be used. Solac adds,

however, that the bond between person and animal is often something to rely

on. Inexperienced handlers should be schooled even before working with

well-mannered animals and should never be given an animal beyond their

ability.

Animal bites occur on the farm but they are mainly a city problem.
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Dogs account for more than 90 percent of animal bites. Most of these bites

occur near the dbg's home and involve the young. Children should be warned

against handling strange animals whether domestic or wild, Solac cautions.

Squirrels and rabbits also will bite.
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WINTER IS GOOD TIME TO CORRECT FARMSTEAD HAZARDS

Farm accidents and injuries are numerous during the winter months

because more of this time is spent repairing and getting machinery ready

for the coming planting season, according to Minnesota's Maurice Tipcke,

safety technician with the University of Minnesota's Department of

Environmental Health and Safety and a member of the Agricultural Extension

Service's Safety Committee.

Now is a good time to make a thorough inspection of your farmstead to

correct hazards that may cause injury or accidents. He suggests looking

for a number of common hazards:

--Check fbr tripping hazards. Place equipment and tools in their

proper locations.

--Inspect farm buildings for hazards that could result in injuries.

Electrical services to buildings should be inspected to assure there are no

conditions that could result in injury br fires.

--Inspect all portable and fixed ladders to assure their safe

condition. Check for cracked or broken rungs, proper distance between
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rungs, proper distance on fixed ladders from rung to wall (to assure that a

foot can be safely set on each step), and splinters or slivered surfaces.

--Check for adequate lighting in all buildings.

--Check ventilation to assure that closed-up buildings are

environmentally safe. Tipcke adds that particular precautions should be

taken in buildings where manure pits exist. Proper protective equipment

should be worn, and there should be adequate time to evacuate gases

generated by decomposition of liquid pit systems. Gas levels should be

monitored before entering any pit.

--Inspect maintenance shops for safety. All hand and power tools,

machines, wood working equipment, tire changers and electrical equipment

should be checked. Inspect hydraulic jacks to assure proper maintenance.

--Clean buildings to eliminate excessive storage and reduce fire

loads. Multipurpose ABC dry-chemical fire extinguishers are recommended

for the farmstead area and farm vehicles.

--Check heating systems to assure they are operating safely and

efficiently.

--All equipment with exposed nip points (augers, conveyors, chain

drives, V-belt and pulley drives, etc.) should be properly guarded to

eliminate accidents involving those moving parts.

--Be certain that all family members know emergency procedures to

follow and numbers to call.

--Inspect all farm machinery, which is transported on county or state

roads, for clearly visible SMV (slow moving vehicle) emblems and other

emergency equipment.

"The best assurance to eliminate farm hazards is consistent good
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housekeeping and maintenance practices. The agricultural industry is one

of the most hazardous of all occupations so your safety efforts will help

reduce the frequency of farm accidents," Tipcke adds.
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FARMERS CAN GET SOIL EROSION ESTIMATES

Farmers can get an idea of how much water erosion is occurring on

their fields by using simplified versions of the Universal Soil Loss

Equation (USLE for short). A more detailed version of it has aided soil

conservationists for about 20 years.

Clifton Halsey, extension soils specialist at the University of

Minnesota, says that farmers in Wabasha and Olmsted Counties will be able

to attend meetings this March to learn how to assess their soil erosion

problems using soil maps and tables. Other farmers have used a personal

computer program at county fairs and the Minnesota State Fair to estimate

soil erosion on their fields.

This computer program, called WATEROS, was developed and is being

demonstrated by the University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service.

The program will become part of extension's computer network (EXTEND).

Halsey adds that extension expects to have another personal computer

program soon that will estimate wind erosion. This project is being

financed by a grant from the Governor's Council on Rural Development.
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The Universal Soil Loss Equation includes five factors--R, K, L8, C

and P. The R factor accounts for the eroding energy of the rainfall and

runoff in the area where the field is located. The R factor ranges from

150 in southeastern Minnesota to 75 in the northwestern part of the state.

Annual rainfalls are twice as erosive at Rochester as they are at

Crookston.

As Halsey explains the five factors, the K factor represents how

easily the soil erodes. In Minnesota, this soil erodibility factor ranges

from 0.15 for some loamy sands to 0.37 for more highly erodible

light-colored silt loams.

The L8 or topographic factor relates the length and degree of

steepness of a slope in the field to its erodibility. Values for the L8

factor are less than 0.3 for a 3 percent slope 100 feet long and more than

6.0 for highly erodible slopes exceeding 16 percent and more than 400 feet

long.

The C factor indicates the kind of rotation, the field's

productivity, the amount of residue being mixed with the soil and the

amount of residue cover left on the surface after planting. There would be

more than six times as much erosion from continuous row crops with

conventional tillage as from a corn-oats-hay-hay four-year rotation.

Finally, the P or practice factor takes into account specific cross

slope tillage practices. The P factor is 1.0 if the field is farmed mostly

up and down hill, 0.5 if it is contour-tilled (one-half as much erosion),

and 0.25 if there are contour strips with alternating strips of hay

(one-fourth as much erosion as if the field was tilled up-and-down-hill).

Halsey adds that the five factors are multiplied together to
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calculate an average yearly soil erosion in tons per acre. Five tons per

acre is about 1/32 of an inch of soil per acre.

For an example of estimating soil erosion, Halsey cites a field of

Seaton silt loam in Goodhue County. The slopes are 300 feet long and their

steepness is 8 percent, with 8 feet of rise per 100 feet of distance. If

the farmer had a four-year rotation of corn-oats-hay-hay and contour

strips, then average soil erosion would be about 1.4 tons per acre

annually. With the same rotation up and down hill, erosion would be four

times as great, 5.6 tons per acre annually. A continuous corn-soybean

rotation with conventional tillage would result in soil erosion of nearly

40 tons per acre annually or an inch of soil in four years. The acceptable

soil loss for this field is cQnsidered to be 5 tons per acre annually or 1

inch in 30 years.

More exact values of the factors specific for the county, soil type,

slope length and steepness, cropping and management, and conservation

practite can be obtained from county soil conservation offices. Also soil

conservationists can estimate soil erosion by water and wind and make

recommendations for reducing erosion, Halsey says.

Extension Folder 546, "The Universal Soil Loss Equation and Its Use

in Agriculture," contains a more detailed description of the equation and

its factors. The folder is available at county extension offices.

# # #
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WIND EROSION COMPUTER PROGRAM FUNDED

Farmers soon will be able to estimate their wind erosion soil losses

on small personal computers. The University of Minnesota Agricultural

Extension Service is presently writing such a program. Funded through a

grant from the Governor's Cbuncil on Rural Development, the project is

being directed by extension conservationist Clifton Halsey.

The project will convert a computer program developed by the USDA

Agricultural Research Service in Kansas into a "friendly" form. It will

ask farmers specific questions about their fields and provide

multiple-choice answers from which they can choose the most nearly correct

data for the computer computations.

The wind erosion program, labeled ~INDEROS, will be similar to the

water erosion computer program, WATEROS, which was completed recently by

the Extension Service. More than 400 people used the WATEROS program on a

petsonal computer at the 1982 Minnesota State Fair, the Lac qui Parle

County Fair and other recent demonstrations. The wind erosion program \~ill

be available for such occas ions also, especially in parts of ~linnesota
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where wind erosion is a problem.

Part of extension's EXTEND computer network, both soil erosion

estimation programs will be available for use by Hinnesota county extension

staff as their offices become equipped with personal computer systems.
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AVOID PUTTING SOME FREEZERS, REFRIGERATORS IN UNHEATED
PLACES

Running a refrigerator in a cold room or a freezer in an unheated

garage or porch might seem like an energy-efficient idea, but Wanda Olson,

extension household equipment specialist at the University of Minnesota,

warns that it can result in poor performance and actually harm some kinds

of freezers.

She cautions that most combination refrigerator-freezers should not

be operated in unheated places where the temperature is likely to drop

below 50 degrees F.

At temperatures below about 50 degrees F, the compressor will not

operate long enough to provide the cooling needed in the freezer

compartment. Most refrigerator-freezers have one main temperature sensor

and it is in the fresh food section. At room temperatures of about 38 to

40 degrees F, the compressor may not run at all so the freezer compartment

will quickly rise to this temperature, thawing food stored there.

Frost-free or automatic defrost freezers can be damaged by running

them in a cold area. At temperatures below 32 degrees F, the defrost water
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melted from the evaporator could refreeze before it is eliminated from the

unit. This ice build-up could block the passage of air around the

evaporator and damage it. This ice build-up would not occur with a manual

defrost freezer. However, between the temperatures of zero and 45 degrees

F, a freezer will operate but the compressor oil will be stiff.
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ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONS, BUY A BETTER BLANKET

Winter white sales provide a chance to buy blankets at reduced

prices. While the low prices are inviting, buying a blanket which doesn't

wear well won't be a saving in the long run.

Knowing the factors that contribute to warmth and durability can help

you make a good decision, says Cherilyn Nelson, textiles and clothing

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

"The first thing to keep in mind is that weight is not a true

indication of warmth," she says. "Warmth is determined largely by

thickness and nap of the blanket. Fiber content also affects insulating

qualities, and therefore warmth."

Blankets corne in a variety of fibers, including wool, cotton, acrylic

and acrylic/polyester blends. Another common blanket structure is short

nylon fibers flocked on both sides of polyurethane foam, giving a

velvetlike texture. In evaluating fibers, Nelson says the important factor

for warmth is the ability to trap air, creating dead air pockets which will
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act as insulation. "Wool has long been known for its warmth," she says.

"This is because the fibers are crimped (curly), enabling them to trap

large amounts of air. Acrylics and polyester, alone or in blends, can be

processed to imitate this property. They have the additional advantage of

being free of potential moth damage or felting shrinkage, as well as

lighter in weight. New cotton blankets can be quite warm, but the cotton

fibers pack with use, limiting their insulating ability.

Blanket fabrics are napped, or brushed with fine wire brushes to make

the yarn ends stand out. "Most people like the soft and fuzzy feel of

napped blankets, and they are able to trap more air and be warmer," says

Nelson. "It is important to remember, however, that the fabrics will be

weaker after napping and that the nap can pill, fuzz or wear off."

Blankets are available in a variety of weaves, and some are knitted.

The important thing to inspect, says Nelson, is the uniformity of

construction. Woven blankets should have about the same number of threads

in the lengthwise and crosswise direction. Thick and thin spots should be

avoided, since they often indicate poor construction. When held up to a

light, the threads should look even, and the edges should appear to be cut

straight.

One final thing to check when buying a blanket is the bihdings and

finishes. Nylon is preferable to acetate or rayon, since it will wear

better. The bindings should be attached with several rows of lock

stitching. Avoid chain-stitched bindings, since pulling on one thread will

ravel the entire row of stitching.

"Blankets are purchased to last for several years," says Nelson, "so

this is not a good area in which to settle for poor quality at a lower

price."
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Don't look up the word vitamin in an antique dictionary. It won't be

there.

Vitamins are a phenomena of the 20th century, reminds Mary Darling,

nutritionist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

According to the "Foods and Nutrition Encyclopedia" published this

year, it's 71 years since Dr. Casimir Funk, then a 28-year-old Polish

biochemist working in London, coined the word he spelled vitamine. (That

may explain why some still pronounce it vita-mine.) Funk said (as others

had before him) that certain diseases--beriberi, scurvy, pellagra and

possibly rickets--were caused by a lack in the diet of "special substances

which we will call vitamines." It was assumed that he used vita the

Latin word for life, plus amine meaning organic compounds containing

nitrogen. The final e from vitamine was dropped later when it was shown

that these substances did not contain nitrogen. In 1920, eight years after

his first use of the word, his book, "The Vitamins," was published.
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But, the "Encyclopedia" says, credit for the discovery of vitamins

can't go to one person. As far back as 400 B.C. it was realized certain

foods were helpful in treatment of certain diseases. Liver, for instance,

was advocated as a cure for night blindness. By the 13th century, a

British naval surgeon showed that citrus juice cured a dozen sailors of

scurvy--a disease that has ruined armies, ship crews, and nations and

changed the course of history.

But why diet was important in disease wasn't fully understood until

the 20th century and the biological approach: use of laboratory animals in

controlled feeding experiments.

The "Encyclopedia" cites eight scientific studies (involving 10

scientists, including Dr. Funk, both in Europe and the U.S.) which led to

vitamins' discovery and ushered in a new era of nutrition.

II II II
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FOOD ADDITIVES--NECESSARY, BUT NEITHER ALL GOOD NOR ALL BAD

While browsing through the supermarket, you pick up a tempting item

and read the label "Contents: water, starches, cellulose, pectin,

fructose, sucrose, glucose, malic acid, citric acid, succinic acid, anisyl

propionate, amyl acetate, ascorbic acid, beta carotene, riboflavin,

thiamin, niacin, phosphorus and potassium." Shaken, you put the item back.

You pick up another and read its label. "Contents: caffeine, tannin,

butanol, isoamyl alcohol, hexanol, phenyl ethyl alcohol, benzyl alcohol,

geraniol, quercetin, 3-galloyl epicatechin, and 3-galloyl

epigallocatechin." Everything has chemicals! Even those two

items--cantaloupe and tea.

Not all chemicals are bad, whether they are natural or added in a

factory. Neither are all chemicals good.

Additives are chemical substances purposely added to foods to prevent

spoilage; improve appearance, texture, or taste; or to enhance nutritive

value.

Your body cannot distinguish between a natural chemical and one
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devised in a test tube.

Are additives safe?

They work the same way in your body.

Nothing is "absolutely" safe. Many things,

natural and synthetic, are harmful when consumed in excessive amounts. It

is possible to design an animal test that would demonstrate the toxicity of

most "harmless" substances (harmless in the manner usually consumed).

In 1980 a national group of independent scientists, who reported back

to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), reviewed and approved 415

substances on the GRAS (Generally Recognized as Safe) list.

If a chemical (additive) is approved, the FDA usually sets a limit on

how much can be used in various foods. The toxic dose is at least 100

times greater than the amount allowed in foods.

Food additives are neither inherently good nor bad, but we do need

them to preserve food.

To avoid excessive consumption of any additive, as well as to ensure

diet balance and adequacy, design your diet around a variety of foods,

without overemphasis on anyone.
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VITAMIN E WON'T STOP THE CLOCK

Are you taking a vitamin E tablet each day? Is the tablet really

helping you or could that money be spent more wisely on food?

Scientists have changed their thinking about vitamin E several times.

It was first identified in 1922 as an unknown factor in the fertility of

rats. By 1936, when it was isolated, it was closely identified with

"b "reproduction. In fact, its name, tocopherol, means to ear young.

During the next decade numerous deficiency signs were identified in

animals, but none were found in humans.

When volunteers were kept on low levels of the vitamin, nothing

seemed to happen. Two reasons given for this are: (1) that the vitamin is

so widespread in food that it is almost impossible to create a vitamin

E-deficient diet, and (2) that the body stores so much vitamin E in its

fatty tissues that a person could not keep on eating a vitamin E-deficient

diet for long enough to deplete these stores and produce a deficiency.

We know that vitamin E is an antioxidant, protecting polyunsaturated

fats in the body from destruction by oxygen. The idea that the vitamin can
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slow oxidation of cell membranes has led to the idea that it might somehow

prevent some effects of aging. In turn, this has lead to a wide sale of

vitamin E in cosmetics, but there's no evidence that it is useful.

Scientifically, interest in a possible relationship between tocopherols and

aging continues, but we already know that massive doses of E will not stop

the clock. There is no evidence that vitamin E effectively treats heart

problems or menopause.

Should one take vitamin E supplements, just to be safe? Remember

that vitamin E can be stored in the body, and excess storage can be

harmful. However, for most individuals daily doses below 300 milligrams

are harmless.

Respected nutrition authorities add, "Vitamin E has not been proved

scientifically to have any of the miraculous effects being claimed for it.

The FDA sees no reason for persons in good health and eating a

well-balanced diet to use a dietary supplement."

The recommended dietary allowance for vitamin E is 10 milligrams for

adult men and 8 milligrams for women. Most dietary vitamin E comes from

vegetable oils in the diet. Cereal grains, green plants, egg yolk, milk

fat, butter, liver, nuts and vegetables are also good sources. Thus all

four food groups provide generous amounts of vitamin E.
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CREATIVE DISCOVERY WORKSHOP SET IN TYLER

Looking for a way to polish some new skills and get your creative

talents on the track? The annual Creative Discovery Workshop sponsored by

the Agricultural Extension Service) Danebod Folk School at Tyler and the

southwest Minnesota Arts and Humanities Council set for June 6 and 7 might

be a refreshing break.

Offered at the Danebod Folk School) the series of workshops will

include weaving) advanced rosemaling) quilting) wood sculpture) water

color) stained glass) straw crafts, candlewicking, lace net darning,

trapunto) pigskin and family photography. There will also be daily

demonstrations of ethnic food preparation, pine needle basketry, pottery,

silk screening and soap making.

Registration is $10 for one day or $12 for both days. Materials,

fees) meals and lodging are extra. If you have not attended the workshop

in past years, you may obtain registration materials from the (fill in

cOunty name) County Extension Office) telephone (fill in the area code and

phone number) by May 1. Former participants will receive this year's

materials in the mail. Deadline for registration is June 1.

The Agricultural Extension Service offers its programs and facilities

to all persons without regard to race, creed) handicap) sex or national

origin. # # # CP
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RURAL HOUSING ASSISTANCE MAY BE CUT

The administration says it will ask Congress to implement a major

reduction in lower and moderate income rural housing assistance this

season, according to Bill Angell, housing specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Farmers Home Administration proposed levels for fiscal 1984 will be

95 percent less than 1983 requested figures for new construction and 75

percent less for purchase of existing dwellings if the request goes

through, he says.

"Recovery of the housing situation in rural areas will be dampened if

this proposal is implemented," Angell points out.

CP
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ENERGY AUDITS CAN PROVIDE USEFUL INFORMATION FOR HOMEOWNERS

The professional advice received during an energy audit can be very

helpful, says Roger Peterson, housing specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

State-certified audits are available from 11 major utilities in

Minnesota, at a cost of about ten dollars, says Peterson. Approximately

two hours are required for an auditor to measure your home and point out

areas that could be improved for greater energy efficiency.

"The audit is a personalized service," he says. "It can give you an

idea of how your house rates in insulation, weatherstripping and heating

systems. The auditor can also check the potential of your house for solar

heating and give you an idea of the payback time for energy improvements.

"The improvement ideas you get in an audit are only suggestions. You

are not obliged to take any further steps after an audit," Peterson points

out. "But you may find some simple money saving ideas and collect some

useful information during the audit."

# # #
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PATCHING WINTER JACKETS FOR LONGER LIFE

Winter jackets and vests take a beating in our frigid climate. At

this point in the winter season, a few well placed stitches and some tender

loving care will often give new life to outerwear that would be costly to

replace.

Sherri Johnson, textiles and clothing specialist at the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, offers some practical tips for

repairing winter jackets, coats and vests.

Three-cornered tears on nylon should be seared along the edges to

prevent raveling. Hold the fabric taut and pass it near the base of a

candle flame. The tear can then be stitched with a tiny seam on the

outside.

To camouflage a repair job on the outside of a jacket or vest, use a

patch about a half-inch larger than the tear. Secure it with a zigzag

stitch. Iron-on patches also hold up well, Johnson says. If corners

loosen or fray slightly later on, these can be corrected with touch-up

ironing or stitching around the edges.
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If you can't find adhesive or heat-fusible patches in the right

color, Johnson suggests making your own with a layer of fusible web and a

piece of nylon. She warns that the ironing should be done on a synthetic

heat setting or with a press cloth since nylon has a low melting point.

For a split or pulled seam, a contrasting or same-color stripe can

patch the trouble spot and give a new look to an old garment. Again,

Johnson stresses the importance of searing the fabric edges of a nylon

garment and restitching the seam before adding the stripe.

If stitching is broken on a quilted garment, simple re-stitching and

backstitching at each end will make the repair. If you catch broken

threads soon enough, a drop of fabric glue will keep them from ripping out

further. Use a glue that will withstand washing or dry cleaning, Johnson

suggests.

# # #
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RECYCLE FOR FASHION AND WARDROBE VERSATILITY

" h' "Next time you open the door to your closet full of not 1ng to wear,

step in and take a look. With a little creativity you may find a whole new

wardrobe. Sometimes if you take the time to mix and match what you have

and maybe add a few separates, you'll be surprised at the results,

according to Sherri Johnson, extension clothing and textiles specialist at

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"Current fashion trends make this an easy task, since separates are

so popular. When additions are needed, think of parts instead of whole

outfits and you'll stretch your clothing dollar," Johnson suggests.

Start by taking an inventory of your wardrobe. Ask yourself why the

item is not being worn. Is it out of fashion or are you just tired of it?

Is it uncomfortable to wear or no longer suited to your lifestyle?

Next re-evaluate ensembles. Consider wearing the parts of a two or

three piece outfit with other things. Can that jacket or blouse be worn

with something else? Tryon separates and experiment with new

combinations. Try different fabrics, textures and colors together.
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You'll need to do some shopping or read fashion magazines if you have

not been keeping up with current fashion. Newspaper articles, catalogs and

pattern books will also give you ideas. Look for particular design details

such as colors, textures and patterns in fabrics. The more often you see

these features, the more sure you can be that they are a fashion trend.

When you do decide to buy, choose classics that you can make fashionable

season after season, Johnson adds.
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TO RENT OR TO BUY? MANY CONSUMERS FACE THIS QUESTION

Buying a home is a big step. As housing costs and mortgage interest

rates have risen during the past decade, many people are discovering they

can no longer automatically assume they will live in a home they own.

Careful consideration is necessary when planning such a major purchase.

According to Bill Angell, housing specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, some people are discovering

advantages in renting. For one thing, renters have more mobility, he says.

Selling or buying a house can be financial and time-consuming ventures, so

people who move regularly avoid headaches by renting.

For people on tight budgets, another advantage is freedom from worry

about unexpected expenses and repairs such as fixing a leaky roof or buying

a new boiler if the old one breaks. Even if everything runs smoothly, home

maintenance takes time. Angell points out that people who travel a great

deal or are busy with other interests may prefer to rent.

Special services and facilities such as tennis courts, swimming pools

and security guards can be another advantage of renting.
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Many people are discovering that they just plain can't afford to own

a home. "We experienced a 40-year high in foreclosures in 1982," says

Angell, "and this doesn't tell the whole story. Distress sales also

increased drastically."

Angell says the two main causes of this are unemployment and divorce.

"Many unemployed people simply can't meet the bills, and young divorced

couples often relied on incomes from both partners to meet house payments.

One person can't make them alone.

"It's clear that the present situation underscores the fact that home

ownership isn't free of risk," he concludes.

In spite of this, Angell says that home ownership is still a cultural

norm. In Minnesota, even more than other parts of the country, failure to

own a home may be seen as a personal failure. "Ownership is a major force

in our society," he says.

Angell also thinks that owning a home will usually have economic

benefits. While the rates of return on ownership won't be as high as in

the 1970s, home owners will probably still come out ahead.

"Home ownership will probably continue to be possible for the

majority of Minnesota citizens," Angell predicts. "But it will be

reasonable to expect less space and fewer amenities in future housing.

Factors such as relatively high mortgage interest rates, increased prcperty

taxes as federal responsibilities shift to local government, and increasing

energy and home maintenance costs will combine to encourage people to live

in smaller homes."

CP
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REMODELING CAN BE A GOOD CHOICE

As the cost of new housing has risen in the past few years, many

people have considered remodeling their present house or buying and

remodeling an older house. This can be money well invested, according to

Bill Angell, housing specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

However, careful consideration of the personal and economic aspects

of remodeling are important to ensure a wise decision, he points out.

"Although homeowners seldom recover 100 percent of their total

financial investment when selling a remodeled home, certain types of

remodeling more favorably affect resale value," he says.

"The main thing to consider is the location of the house and how it

compares with similar houses," says Angell. "Buyers expect a house to meet

certain standards in relation to other houses of the same age, price,

location, size, etc. They also consider features of the neighborhood, such

as distance to parks, schools, shopping and other amenities."

Angell explains that remodeling projects designed to bring the house
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up to the expected standard by correcting structural or mechanical problems

may be necessary to make the home salable, but they won't generate a large

return on investment. By the same token, substantial overinvestment

relative to similar houses isn't likely to be recovered through higher

resale value.

"It is important to realize that many people remodel for personal

reasons rather than economic ones," says Angell. "The desire to improve

comfort, convenience or prestige; the desire to improve an old family

homestead; or a simple need to adjust to changes in family lifestyle can be

valid reasons to remodel, but there are three questions that should be

carefully considered.

"The first question is how long you or other family members will be

in the house to enjoy the improvements," he points out. "If you are only

going to be living in the house for a few years, I'd carefully consider the

cost of planned improvements.

"Another consideration should be whether the desired improvement will

achieve the basic goal or only remedy a symptom of the problem. For

example, if you plan to finish the basement so your children have a place

to entertain friends, any existing moisture, lighting and heating problems

will have to be solved before this is a practical solution."

Angell says that careful evaluation of the architectural and family

significance of an older house is often needed. "Some people feel that

anything old should be saved, " he says. "But with increasingly scarce

energy resources and smaller families, this feeling needs to be carefully

evaluated."

Energy investments are one type of remodeling project that can pay
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for itself in future savings, says Angell. "But here again, as in all

other remodeling projects, it is important to calculate the costs and

expected benefits. One should never make home improvements, even

energy-related ones, purely on the basis of potential resale value."
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"ATTIC INSULATION BYPASS" CAN BE A HEAT WASTER

Your attic is seldom visited, but it may be one of the biggest causes

of heat loss from your house--even if it is insulated.

The problem is that warm air will pass up through most types of attic

insulation, says Roger Peterson, housing specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. "Insulation such as fiberglass

batts or loose fill, cellulose, mineral wool and vermiculite dosen't stop

upward flow of warm air," he says. "If cracks and holes from rooms and

walls below have not been sealed, insulation only filters the air on its

way out."

Warm air rises, often following "highways" that start in the basement

and end up in the attic. Warm air can also enter a wall through an

electric switch or outlet; plaster crack; or loose joints around window,

door or floor molding. Peterson says the "chimney effect" of walls and

closets can pull air quite rapidly, particularly in two-story houses.

Heat highways should be blocked, starting in the basement. At any

point where a pipe goes through the ceiling, fiberglass or spray foam
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sealant should be placed around the pipe. Holes drilled for wires and

small pipes should be caulked full.

On the main level of a house, Peterson recommends working from the

floor up. Baseboard molding should be sealed where it meets the floor and

wall. Electric outlet plates should be carefully removed, and a soft

rubber gasket placed behind the plate. The same thing should be done for

electric switches and wall- or ceiling-mounted fixtures.

Starting at the floor, walls should be inspected for cracks or holes,

and the trim around windows and doors should be inspected carefully.

Peterson says that even hairline cracks should be sealed for best heat

conservation. Closets should also be inspected and sealed tight at joints

and corners.

Peterson says that elastic sealant should be used, either clear or in

a color that matches the woodwork. "Silicone sealant is most durable and

adhesive," he says. "A good grade of latex or acrylic latex caulk will

also work, but may need periodic resealing. Since house parts move

slightly as seasons change, the adhesion and elastic properties of your

sealant are important."

The last and most important step, says Peterson, is to inspect the

attic. Since heat highways are usually hidden, and information about them

is recent, it is likely that even well-insulated attics have never been

sealed.

To find leaks from occupied space into the attic, check for dust

bUild-up under your insulation. This is often a sign of a hidden highway.

Look for wires, pipes, holes and cracks, and seal them. Spray foam sealant

can be used for filling large voids around pipes or missing pieces of
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framing. A silicone adhesive or caulk can be used to glue strips of poly

across the tops of walls. The attic door should be weather-stripped and

tightly latched.

"Think of your house as a balloon that holds warmth and moisture,

versus the outside air which is cold and dry," he says. "Any holes in the

balloon will allow heat to escape, raising your heating bills."

CP
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IS PIK GRAIN TO BE TAXED SAME AS "NORMAL" GRAIN?

Grain received by farmers under the government's payment-in-kind

(PIK) program will probably be taxed the same as grain normally produced.

That's the prediction of Fred Benson, farm management economist with

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. The Internal

Revenue Service will be making an official ruling.on how PIK grain will be

taxed.

"I'm sticking my neck out since IRS hasn't yet made a ruling, but I

don't see PIK grain complicating the income tax picture," Benson says. He

referred to a "rather confusing article" in the Jan. 27 Minneapoli$ Star

and Tribune implying there may be a problem with how PIK grain is taxed.

"Remember that I'm trying to predict rulings by IRS," Benson

cautions. He predicts that:

--PIK grain will be considered the same as grain normally produced.

--The time that the letter of entitlement to PIK grain is received is

when the participant "is considered to have received the grain."

--The cash basis taxpayer enters income receipts from PIK grain when
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it's sold. Set-aside production costs are entered as expenses when they

are paid. Accrual basis taxpayers just inventory the grain if it's not

sold during the same year it's received.

--Livestock producers feeding grain never have to value the grain fed

livestock. "The grain shows up as receipts of livestock or livestock

products sold," Benson says. The expenses of producing the grain are

reported as offsetting expenses on the tax form.

--The same general rules apply to self-employment tax. "If you would

normally pay self-employment on the grain produced, you'll have to pay it

on PIK grain as it contributes to net farm income," Benson says.

But if you receive grain as a landlord and normally do not pay

self-employment tax on grain received as rent, you will not have to pay

self-employment tax on PIK grain received.

DPMP, P-II, lA
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TAX LAWS ON PIK GRAIN MAY BE CHANGED

Farmers should watch news reports to see how Payment-in-KindCPIK)

grain will be taxed, advises Fred Benson, farm management economist with

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Congress may pass legislation so that farmers who idle land in return

for receiving PIK grain will not have the grain taxed as income when the

entitlement letter is received.

According to an opinion by the Internal Revenue Service CIRS), under

the current tax laws farmers in the PIK program could be taxed for two

crops in one year.

Tentative plans call for a bill to be acted on by Congress in late

February, according to William Lesher, assistant secretary of agriculture

who spoke on. the university's St. Paul campus last week.

The Agriculture Department wants to make sure farmers who participate

in the PIK program don't have to pay taxes on grain received until it's

sold.

Benson and Lesher both said they're confident the tax laws will be

changed to accommodate the PIK program.
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forCountyAgents
COUNTY NEWS PACKET

INDEX

Dairy steers respond similarly to different nitrogen supplements
Spring--a good time to plant new trees
Trees may need your help after winter weather
You may want to mulch and stake new trees
Planning for strawberries and raspberries
Planting apple trees
New agronomy 4-H materials developed
Laundry needs special care when pesticides are involved
Unplug small appliances '" and be safel
If you want something done right, ask mom
When job hunting, who you know is important
Kitchen ventilating systems control moisture problems
Better eating habits begin with moderation
Cut down on concentrated calories to make room for fiber, starches
Break the salt habit for a healthier diet
A little mending know-how will stretch clothing resources

Note to all agents: For additional timely news stories from the Agricultural
Extension Service, remember to call the University of Minnesota News Line.
This service is a cooperative effort of University Relations and the extension
service. It includes a variety of items with voice actualities, about half of
which are extension related. Tapes change at 4:30 p.m. each week day. Call
at (612) 376-8000. Sorry, no collect calls accepted.

Note to agents with home economics responsibilities: March is Nutrition Month,
a good time to feature foods-related articles and research in your columns,
newsletters and radio programs. Mary Darling provides you with three such
stories in this month's packet. In addition to fitting with the Nutrition
Month theme "Say Yes to Less-- Less Fat, Less Salt, Less Sugar" these articles
work well with the current Living Resourcefully program thrust.

--more notes next page--
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Note to agents and specialists: The following is a list of releases that were
sent out by Communication Resources during February but not included in this
packet.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Careful feeding can maximize sow productivity
Is PIK grain to be taxed same as normal grain?
Smart boar management increases productivity
Soil erosion means large yield losses
Seasonal changes can cause swine infertility
U of M releases early-maturing rice
New farm management publication
Radio release: University releases productive early-maturing wild rice
Knowing your cukes involves vocabulary lesson
Selecting peas is a snappy task
Simply washing vegetables should remove residues
U of Mreleases high-yielding malting barley
U of M, USDA release high-yielding spring wheat
U of M releases inbred corn line
New annual canarygrass excels in yield, test weight
U of M releases 3 new soybeans

Note to specialists: If you would like a copy of any of the above releases,
check them and send this sheet, with your name and campus address, to Copy
Desk, Communication Resources, 433 Coffey Hall.
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DAIRY STEERS RESPOND SIMILARLY TO DIFFERENT NITROGEN
SUPPLEMENTS

"A farmer can feed a variety of sources of protein and the way the

animal performs won't be affected a great deal as long as the minimum crude

protein requirement is met," says Kenneth Miller, beef nutritionist at the

Southern Experiment Station, Waseca.

Studying various sources of nitrogen supplements for young Holstein

bull calves raised for meat, Agricultural Experiment Station researchers

found little difference in the performance of calves fed each source. "We

did find, though, that the young calf utilizes urea quite well," Miller

says. "This may be important because urea has been commonly used only for

older steers--it is considered less effective in the calf whose rumen is

still developing."

The study compared calves fed no nitrogen supplement (11 percent

crude protein diet) and those fed various supplements, including urea,

soybean meal, formaldehyde-treated soybean meal, distillers dried grains,

and meat meal (all about 15 percent crude protein diets). After the calves

reached 400 pounds, they were all fed the same urea-containing diet to
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market weight.

Calves fed to 400 pounds gained faster on diets supplemented with

soybean meal, formaldehyde-treated soybean meal, and meat meal (average

daily gains of 2.09, 2.00, and 2.00 pounds) than on diets to which urea was

added (1.86 pounds daily gain). Between 400 pounds and market weight,

however, calves that had been fed urea increased their daily gain to 2.36

pounds per day, making up the difference. Over the entire period, the

gains of steers fed each supplement were similar: urea (2.54 pounds per

day), soybean meal (2.72), formaldehyde-treated soybean meal (2.54),

distillers dried grains (2.47), and meat meal (2.61). Calves fed no added

nitrogen were less efficient, gaining 2.28 pounds daily.

Why the difference in gains from certain supplements as the calves

aged? Miller says the difference is partly due to the developing rumen

which functions differently in the young calf than the older animal. "Some

proteins are digested more rapidly than others. The ideal protein would

bypass the rumen, but be readily absorbed in the rest of the tract, where

it can be used more efficiently."

Cost comparisons show that urea is one-fifth to one-sixth the cost of

soybean meal and is the least expensive of the tested supplements.

Formaldehyde-treated soybean meal is the most expensive, with the other

supplements falling somewhere in between.

"Basically, dairy farmers can choose any nitrogen supplement as they

attempt to feed and manage their dairy steers in the most economical manner

possible," Miller concludes.
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SPRING--A GOOD TIME TO PLANT NEW TREES

Spring is a fine time to plant trees. Just be sure the frost has

left the ground, the soil is moist and the climate mild, and trees should

be off to a good start.

Tree plantings can be designed for timber production, wildlife

habitat or soil erosion control.

You might want to have a soil test done, but at least look at the

texture and drainage of your planting site in advance, suggests Mel

Baughman, forestry specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service. "Consult the agricultural extension agent

in your area about which trees grow best on different soils," he

recommends. Pin oaks, for instance, don't do well on soils with iron

deficiencies. Some soils might need nutrient supplements.

Ask to see Extension Bulletin 350, "Planting Trees in Minnesota,"

when you visit your local extension office. It describes the species to

plant in different climatic regions of the state, depending on the texture

and drainage of the soil.
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In sandy (coarse), loamy (medium-LeAturedj and clayey (fine-textured)

soils, cottonwood and willow grow well where conditions are wet and water

stands for a few hours to a few weeks.

In moist parts of the state (including forested areas but not bogs)

you can expect to find red pine, white pine, black spruce and white spruce

on the sandy soils. Black walnut, cottonwood, silver maple, white pine,

Colorado spruce, Norway spruce and white spruce do well on the loamy soils

and elm, cottonwood, green ash, silver maple, Colorado spruce and white

spruce grow on the clayey soils.

In moderately dry areas (including nonforested areas but not river

bottoms) jack pine, ponderosa pine, red pine and Scotch pine do well on

sandy soils. Elm, green ash, ponderosa pine, Norway spruce and white

spruce do well on loamy soils. Elm, cottonwood, green ash, silver maple

and eastern redcedar grow well on clayey soils.

In dry areas of the state (with water tables below 12 feet) jack

pine, ponderosa pine and Scotch pine do well on sandy soils. Elm, green

ash and eastern redcedar do well on the loamy and clayey soils.

Fields with sandy soils or sandy loam require no advance preparation

for tree planting. But fields with fine-textured soils and thick sod cover

or dense tall grass should be worked up the year before planting. Ground

should be plowed, disked and dragged--the type of preparation required for

any crop planting.

Eliminate brush before planting. Tree seedlings that are crowded or

shaded by brush have a poor chance of survival. Disking or bulldozing

brush when the ground is frozen is a quick way of eliminating brush, but

any brush roots left in the ground will resprout. Cutting brush wastes
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effort unless chemical herbicides are applied to new sprouts.

A variety of tools can be used to plant trees. If you are planting

hundreds of seedling trees, you may want to rent a mechanical tree planter.

By hand, a trained planter can do 500-800 seedling trees a day and a

mechanical tree planter does 1,000 trees an hour. For planting by hand, it

usually takes a shovel, grub hoe, mattock or planting bar to open and close

the planting hole.

Dig the hole deep enough to accommodate the seedling's entire root

system. Plant seedlings at the same depth they grew in the nursery. The

clue to depth is the "root collar," a slight swelling on the stem that

develops in the nursery at the ground line, just above the roots.

During planting have plenty of water available so tree roots will be

moist. Dry roots mean dead trees. Handle trees carefully to avoid

skinning the bark, breaking the tips or doing any injury to the roots.

Pack the soil well to eliminate air pockets around the roots. This

can be done by tamping your foot alongside the seedlings.

Fertilizing is generally not necessary. If some nutrient deficiency

shows up in foliage discoloring, consult your county agent or soil

conservationist.

Seedlings can be heeled in a trench in a cool, shady place, if you

can't plant them immediately. Make the trench deep enough for the entire

root system and part of the lower stem. Place trees side by side in a

single layer in the trench, thoroughly packing soil around the roots.

Water daily. If this is done well, trees can be left a week or more before

planting.
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TREES MAY NEED YOUR HELP AFTER WINTER WEATHER

Early spring is the time to check around to see how your trees and

brushes have weathered winter weather.

Branches may have broken off in the top of the tree and may be caught

in its crown or left hanging, ready to fallon a person, car or house.

"A bit of prevention in the trees you select might avoid some of the

winter damage." says Mel Baughman, forestry specialist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. "Where falling branches

could cause problems, plant species with strong branches," he suggests.

These are the oaks, the sugar maples and the lindens. Avoid willow,

honeylocust , hackberry and elm, which have slim branches.

To avoid stripping the bark when a large limb is cut off a tree, do

an undercut, sawing upward through the tree limb to be removed. When about

halfway through, remove the saw and begin sawing from the top down, toward

the cut you have just made. After removing the branch, also remove the

stub of the branch which remains, so that it does not leave a knob but

comes off flush with the tree.
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If the bark has bee!l stripped when the limb broke or was cut off, a

hammer and chisel can be used to cut away the loose bark and any wood which

splintered. Don't cut deeply into the wood, but shape a smooth surface for

healing.

Bark wounds on the tree trunk need prompt attention. Use a hammer

and chisel to remove loose bark. A vertical, football-shaped wound (as a

place kicker would view the ball) should emerge.

The reason for treating tree wounds is to promote rapid healing,

discourage decay and prevent insects and other organisms from entering.

Animal wounds heal by replacing injured tissue, but trees seal off injured

areas by forming new wood over the wound. Decay entering the exposed wood

is given a protective layer of wood which prevents or slows down spread of

internal decay. The rate of healing depends on the size and shape of the

wound and the vigor of the tree.

Shaping the wound improves the flow of food around the wound and

insures good water drainage.

The second step of sound treatment is to prepare the wood surface so

that it is free of crevices. You need to have a level surface to support

the new callus tissue which will grow inward from the sides of the wound.

A third step is to apply fertilizer on severely injured trees to

maintain moderate growth.

Inspecting and re-treating the wounds as necessary (twice, but at

least once a year) is the final step.

Baughman mentions damage that can occur from winter street salt or

the ice-melting ingredients used on sidewalks. "Salt is tough on

evergreens and it can build up in the soil," he says. It may take lots of
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water to flush it out of the soil 10 the sp~ing. "If a tree or shrub is in

the splash pattern from either the street or driveway, buffering it with a

burlap barrier would give it some protection. t1
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YOU MAY WANT TO MULCH AND STAKE NEW TREES

Mulching and staking are steps which may follow planting of new

trees.

Staking gives physical support to the root ball, explains Mel

Baughman, forestry specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

"It's particularly important for trees which are tall and thin and

were grown close together in a nursery," Baughman says. If they aren't

given the physical support that staking provides, winds can easily move

them around, breaking off new roots that they need in order to stand erect.

When tree roots are broken in a wind storm, there is little hope of having

the tree stand alone again.

Bare-root trees always need staking, but container-grown trees may

need staking, too, especially if they are to be grown on a windy site. A

tree should be removed from its pot before planting. "Pots will restrict

growth and may wick moisture out of the soil," he cautions.

Support stakes need to be tall enough for the tree they will support
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and should be driven at least 18 inches into the soil. Most 3-foot

conifers and 6-foot deciduous trees can be supported adequately by a

2-by-2-inch stake, driven 18 inches into the soil at an angle from the edge

of the root ball. "Be sure to drive the stakes outside the root ball," he

advises. Larger trees may need two or three supporting stakes.

"Most people stake a tree too high. The tree needs to move

somewhat." The tie height should be just high enough to hold the trunk

upright. The tree should be tied at only one level. Although the tie

should provide some flexibility, it should not permit the trunk to rub

against the stakes.

To find out just where to tie the tree to stakes, Baughman suggests

this rule of thumb. After the tree has been planted, run a hand upward

along the trunk, noting the point where the tree begins to stand upright.

"That's where the tying should be done," he says.

The tie material extending from the stake to the tree must be strong

enough to provide support, but flexible enough to allow some tree movement.

Tying materials could include elastic webbing, polyethylene tape or wire

covered with garden hose. Polyethylene tape can be used to tie auxiliary

stakes to the trunk.

Large trees may need anchoring until roots grow into the parent soil.

Guy wires with springs for flexibility can be used. Guy wires can be

attached to a removable pin which is inserted into a permanent galvanized

pipe, flush with the soil surface.

Guy wires should be marked with cloth or paper streamers so that they

can be easily seen and aren't yard hazards. In lawns the guy wires can be

attached to below-ground anchors with detachable hooks and eyes or
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removable pins to make lawn maintenance easier.

"Use stakes for the shortest time possible. Usually they can be

removed at the end of the first growing season," Baughman says.

Mulching is a way of helping to keep the area over tree and shrub

roots free of grass and weeds for the first 3 or 4 years following

planting. It also helps conserve moisture, prevent surface crusting,

maintain a more uniform soil temperature and improve the total appearance

of the area.

Mulch material should be coarse-textured, with enough weight not to

blow away. Suitable mulches include wood chips, bark, blanched silage,

coarse peat and compost. Grass clippings should not be used. If leaves

are used, they should be composted at least a couple of months during the

summer before being used.

Then, Baughman explains, a 4- to 6-inch high mound is built around

the mulch to hold it there. It's really a saucer effect, trapping the

water around the tree.

If tree planting is done in the spring, let the soil warm up a bit

before applying mulch material. On fall plantings, apply mulch

immediately.

# # #
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PLANN ING FOR STRAWBERRIES AND RASPBERRIES

Strawberries and raspberries--in fact all the fruit crops--take

patience. But they can be very rewarding for the home gardener, says Emily

Hoover, horticulturist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

If you have decided that those rewards are worth the effort, Hoover

gives these suggestions for proper planting and care:

"If you order your plants from a nursery you'll get them about spring

planting time, or as close as they can figure you will need them--sometimes

they come a little early, sometimes a little late. If they come early, you

have to make sure that the roots don't dry out." Hoover says.

You can plant both raspberries and strawberries as soon as you can

work the soil. It's best to have clean cultivated the year before you

plant, she says. "You should plant your strawberries in a nice

well-drained soil, in a spot where they will get full sun. Grow

raspberries in soil that is well drained and high in organic matter. They

do better in heavier soils than strawberries do. For both raspberry and
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strawberry plantings, treat the soil with illanure--four bushels of manure

for 100 feet of row. That's a lot of manure, but it gives the soil such

nice structure, especially if you're in a real sandy area. Otherwise you

can use one pound of commercial fertilizer (10-10-10) for 100 feet of row,"

Hoover says.

"Plant strawberries so that the crown of the plant is fairly level

with the soil line. You want to make sure that it is not planted too deep,

but if it is too shallow it has a tendency to dry out," she says.

Hoover recommends the matted row system for strawberies. "Leave 2

feet between mother plants, and 4 feet between rows, so the runners will

not compete with each other. You don't want solid strawberry plants; after

all, you want to have some room to pick the strawberries."

Both June-bearing and everbearing strawberries do well in Minnesota,

Hoover says. Both summer- or fall-bearing raspberries are also

recommended.

After planting, raspberries should be trimmed back to 12 inches above

the soil to encourage new cane development, Hoover says.

It is important to keep the weeds away from strawberries especially,

Hoover says. "Strawberries don't compete at all with weeds. If you don't

keep the weeds out, your strawberries may not die, but you won't get any

fruit."

The fruit not only takes a little care, but also a little sacrifice:

"If you plant June-bearing strawberries this spring, you should pick the

blossoms off that come onto the plant this summer. The reason for that is

you want a nice root system to develop, and you want the plant to produce

good runners for you. So you're trying to put all of the plant's energy
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into its vegetative growth. Then next year you van let it go into

reproductive growth.

"SO if you plant June-bearing strawberries in the spring of 1983, you

will get your first crop in June of 1984. It's hard to pick off those

blossoms, but you have to be patient with fruit crops. When you plant

everbearing strawberries, the first year you should pick off the blossoms

until the first of July, and you can get a crop off later in the summer,"

Hoover says.
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All right. So you say the ice is still inches thick on your

sidewalk, your backyard is buried in snow and we haven't weathered our last

blizzard yet. Let's talk about something springlike and pleasant--let's

talk about apple trees.

Actually, it's not too early to start thinking about planting apple

trees, says Emily Hoover, horticulturist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service. They can be planted as soon in the spring

as the soil can be worked.

The most important step in planning for apple tree planting is

choosing a variety that will tolerate Minnesota's winter temperatures,

Hoover says. Minnesota is divided into four different hardiness zones for

apple variety choice.

It is also important to choose the location for your apple tree

carefully. "Make sure that you have a good well-drained soil. You

shouldn't put the tree in a frost pocket, if you want to get apples out of

it. If you are just interested in the blossoms, frost isn't going to hurt,
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but if you want production off your tree you should make sure that you have

good air-drainage as well. You don't want to put the tree at the bottom of

a hill, for example," Hoover says.

Once you have chosen your variety and have the right spot to plant

it, there are a few rules for successful planting. "Actually you really

should prepare the soil the summer or fall before you want to plant.

That's what is recommended and it would be nice if everyone did it.

Obviously we don't all get around to working the ground the summer or fall

before. If you neglected to prepare the soil last summer, you can still

plants but you're going to have to work the soil wells" she says.

Working some fertilizer into the soil is also a good idea. Hoover

says manure makes a great fertilizer--about a quarter of a bushel per

tree--or you can also use a standard 10-10-10 commercial fertilizer.

"Then the hole has to be dug deep enough and wide enough. The usual

recommendation is a 3-foot hole. Of course the roots are not likely to

take up 3 feet, but you want to make sure to give the roots plenty of room

to spread out. Plant the tree about 1 inch deeper than it was in the

nursery. You want to make sure the graft union is above the soil surface.

And that's important or else as the tree grows you'll get a lot of

suckering," Hoover says.

Next the trees should be pruned. Select the branches that will be

the major structure of the tree. "What you are looking for in these

branches are nice wide-angled branches--with at least a 45 degree angle

from the main trunk. That way you have strong limb development. It

depends. of course, on how many branches are on the tree when you buy it

from the nursery, but you should prune it back so there may be three major
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scaffold branches, plus the leader. These branches should be at least 6

inches apart, spaced nicely around the tree," she says.

The reason you prune the tree is to decrease the surface area that

the roots have to supply with water, and that allows the root system to

develop the first year, Hoover says.

Putting care into your planting helps get a healthy tree started--a

tree which will give you blossoms, shade and fruit through many years--and

that's something that can help get you through many a Minnesota winter.

More information on this subject is contained in Agricultural

Extension Service Yard In' Garden Fact Sheet No. 200, "Growing Apples and

Pears in Minnesota," which is available from your local county extension

office, or single copies can be obtained by writing the Agricultural

Extension Service Distribution Center, 3 Coffey Hall, 1420 Eckles Avenue,

St. Paul, Minnesota, 55108.
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NEW AGRONOMY 4-H MATERIALS DEVELOPED

Klara Peterson, University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension 4-H

Youth Development specialist reports that new 4-H project materials have

been developed about small grains and corn. Although it has been at least

15 years since Minnesota 4-H'ers have had materials for a practical

crop-growing project, their problem has been remedied by two specialists on

the university's St. Paul campus.

Peterson and Oliver Strand, extension agronomist, collaborated on

both the corn and small grains projects. Fifty 4-H'ers took part in the

pilot testing last season, but already the word is out to many others.

Peterson says there have been 1,400 requests for the corn literature and

over 1,500 for the small grains project materials. Three hundred copies of

the manuscript went quickly, but the final project packets are not due off

the printing presses until mid-March.

The materials specify "for ages 15 and up" but will include a variety

of fact sheets and identification publications which were designed for

adult audiences. Youth who enter these projects will have to learn many
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practical farming procedures, but anyone who has reviewed the biographies

of state 4-H winners knows that they are mature farmers, regardless of

their young age.

The Minnesota Wheat Council gave $2,000 to help cover the costs of

printing. An allotment of $810 is available for 1983 development of slide

and overhead transparency sets to be used in conjunction with the projects.

Corn and Small Grains are just the first of five crop science

projects 4-H has planned. Yet to be done are Soybeans, Forage Crops and

Specialty Crops.
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LAUNDRY NEEDS SPECIAL CARE WHEN PESTICIDES ARE INVOLVED

Special care should be taken when laundering clothing worn during

pesticide applications, according to Wanda Olson and Cherilyn Nelson.

Olson is household equipment specialist and Nelson, textile and

clothing specialist, both with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

If liquid concentrates are spilled on clothing other than rubber or

neoprene gloves and unlined boots, the clothing should be discarded.

Washing will not remove enough pesticide to make the clothing safe to wear.

Unless clothing is laundered after daily use, residues from even

minor chemical exposure or from dust or spray-drift accumulations can

eventually build up and contaminate the wearer. Olson and Nelson suggest

wearing a clean set of clothing each day. If fabrics become saturated with

dilute spray or dust during the day, change them immediately. They

recommend the following practices for laundering clothing worn while

applying pesticides.
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1. Empty cuffs and pockets of any pesticide granules to prevent them

from dissolving in the wash water.

2. Prerinse or presoak the clothing, using one of these three

methods: presoak in a bucket or tub; agitate in a washer and spin out; or

spray, hosing garments on a clothesline out-of-doors.

3. Wash the clothing in a separate load.

4. Use only hot water for washing, never cold. Wash small loads

with full water fill, and agitate for the long wash time.

5. Use the recommended amount of heavy-duty detergent. Oil-based

liquid pesticides are the most difficult to remove; liquid detergents are

more effective than powdered detergents in removing these pesticides.

6. Neither bleach nor ammonia contributes to pesticide removal.

They are often used separately for other reasons in laundering, but they

should never be used together.

7. Line dry when possible.

After washing the clothing, run the machine through a complete cycle

with detergent.

In a pilot survey Olson and Nelson conducted last summer, some of the

respondents had not thought about the fact that pesticide from clothing

worn while applying pesticides will transfer to other clothing. They were

using the water from a pesticide wash for succeeding washes. "Though it is

not a good idea to use the water from the pesticide load for succeeding

laundry loads, the sudsaving water would be an ideal source of water for

prerinsing clothing," Olson says.

The study, which is continuing past last summer's pilot, is expanding

into a North Central Regional Research Project which will include
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laboratory research. This includes Iowa, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Illinois,

Nebraska and Minnesota. California and Georgia are also cooperating.
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UNPLUG SMALL APPLIANCES ... AND BE SAFE!

Always unplug any small electrical appliance after using it, cautions

Bob Aherin, safety program specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

Don't assume that if the switch is "off," there's no danger of

electrocution. This may not be true if the product comes into contact with

water, Aherin adds.

"Electrocutions may occur in kitchens, bathrooms or outdoors --

anywhere near water sources. So never use any electrical product while

bathing or put it where it can drop or be pulled into the tub or sink," he

says. If the appliance accidentally falls into the water, don't reach in

for it. Unplug it immediately at the wall outlet.

Never leave a small portable electrical appliance within the reach of

children. Children left unattended could pull the plugged-in, but

switched-off appliance into the tub or sink and risk being electrocuted,

Aherin says.
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IF YOU WANT SOMETHING DONE RIGHT, ASK MOM

Many aspects of women's roles have changed dramatically during the

past 50 years. Today there are more working wives than full-time

homemakers. Women are entering jobs previously held only by men, and they

are having fewer children and making use of a wide variety of labor-saving

devices. Along with this, a large portion of society professes values

reflected in an equal division of household roles and responsibilities.

One thing that hasn't changed, however, is the division of time

devoted to household work. According to Dottie Goss, family resource

management specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service, women still do close to 80 percent of all household work

and family care in America. "While this proportion was lower in 1975 than

a decade earlier, this is mainly a result of women doing less housework

rather than men doing more housework," she points out.

The amount of time devoted to housework hasn't changed much over time

either. "It is a common misconception that the new labor-saving devices

will shorten the time needed to do household chores," says Goss. "Research
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hasn't shown this to be true."

While household work is different in nature than it was 50 years ago,

it still takes a lot of time. Goss explains that standards have changed,

and women are spending more time on certain tasks and doing them more

often. Washing machines and clothes dryers, for example, certainly save

time over hand laundry. But our standards for clean clothes have

increased, and many homemakets wash clothes two or three times a week

rather than rewear dirty clothes as their grandmothers did.

Whether or not she works outside the home, Goss says that most of

these chores are done by women. "In fact, there is some evidence that

children of women who are employed full-time help even less with housework

than those whose mothers are home," she adds. "This is probably due to the

need for training and supervision when children help. Mom may feel that

it's easietto do it herself."

Another problem is that women often have very exact standards for how

the chores should be done. "Even while she's complaining about the lack of

help, a women often demands so much that help is impossible," Goss says.

"She needs to evaluate what it is that she wants. Does she want help with

the housework, or does she want it all done her way to her standards?"

CP
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WHEN JOB HUNTING, WHO YOU KNOW IS IMPORTANT

If you're unemployed and on the job trail, who you know and how well

you tap contacts with potential employers is all-important. Dottie Goss,

extension family resource management specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, says that a recent nationwide

survey shows that a majority of workers heard about their current jobs

through friends or family members.

"This points out how important it is for job seekers to keep up their

contact with others," Goss says. "At a time when the tendency might be to

withdraw from social contacts, those ~elationships could be a key to

success."

The survey of more than 5,000 Americans also showed that young

workers, those with less formal education and those in blue collar jobs are

most likely to use informal channels to find out about jobs. About half of

the workers surveyed reported hearing about their jobs through an

acquaintance. A similar percentage said they knew someone who worked for

their current employer before they took the job.
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The importance of such informal contacts seems to lessen for workers

with college degrees and those in professions. Only about one-third of

white men with bachelor's degrees or professions reported hearing about

their jobs through friends. Among white men with advanced college degrees,

the figure drops to less than one-fourth.

"It seems that informal information and influence substitute for

formal credentials and job-hunting networks used by well-educated and

professional workers,"Goss comments. "Women were less likely than men to

tap informal networks in their job searches, but still about one-third of

women surveyed mentioned that someone helped them get their current job."
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KITCHEN VENTILATING SYSTEMS CONTROL MOISTURE PROBLEMS

Excessive moisture in a house can be the cause of damage to its

structure, cautions Wanda Olson, household equipment specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. She suggests

using a kitchen ventilating system to control one of the major sources of

moisture--cooking-generated water vapor. Moisture problems are potentially

greater in tight houses because of the low rate of infiltration, 1/2 air

exchange per hour, versus one per hour in an average conventional house.

In wihter, air leaking in around windows, doors and joists is cool, and as

air warms it can hold more moisture.

Olson explains that the capture efficiency of a kitchen hood is

dependent upon the type of pollutant (water vapor, grease aerosol, smoke or

odors); the air flow; the distance between the hood and the range surface

and the design of the hood. Water vapor diffuses qUickly while heavier

particles of, for example, grease aerosol, depend upon air currents.

Kitchen ventilating systems which are ducted to the outdoors can

remOve most of the water vapor generated from cooking, but recirculating
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ventilation systems remove none. Research conducted at Kansas State found

an 80 percent reduction in water vapor with the use of a range hood 30

inches above the cooking surface and with an air flow rate of 250 CFM

(cubic feet per minute). A lower CFM rating will give equivalent results

when the hood is installed lower, such as 18 or 22 inches above the range

surface. Clearance space between the lower edge of the hood and the range

surface has to be sufficient for cooking tasks such as canning and cooking

spaghetti.

Grease aerosol is removed by both recirculating and ducted systems.

Both systems usually use an expanded loose mesh aluminum filter to collect

the grease aerosol. In a ducted system, the aluminum filter prevents

grease from collecting in the fan and duct work in order to reduce the

danger of fire. In a recirculating system, the aluminum filter collects

the grease aerosol and reduces the rate at which the activated carbon

filter becomes grease-laden and ineffective in removing smoke and odors.

The mesh filters should be cleaned regularly, at least after each heavy

cooking with fat.

Many kitchen ventilation systems have variable speeds, says Olson.

Use the lowest setting needed in order to reduce the loss of heated air in

winter and cooled air in summer.
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BETTER EATING HABITS BEGIN WITH MODERATION

"Say Yes to Less--Less Fat, Less Salt, Less Sugar." This theme for

the March 1983 Nutrition Month emphasis focuses on moderation as a key

factor in federal government nutrition guidelines provided by the

Department of Health and Human Services and Agriculture. If you're cutting

out calories as well, it's even more important to watch fat, sugar and

alcohol consumption, and to make sure you're eating enough nutrient-dense

foods.

University of Minnesota Agricultural ~xtension Service nutrition

specialist Mary Darling reminds dieters that a daily intake of fewer than

1,200 calories jeopardizes their chances of getting essential levels of

vitamins and minerals present in low concentrations in many foods.

Your goal should be to aim for those basic foods and nutrients, watch

calories and avoid excessive intake of fats and oils, salt, and sugar. If

that sounds like too much of a challenge, begin by listing the foods you

ate yesterday. Check that list for the number and variety of fruits,

vegetables, grains, milk and meats. Consider the size of servings and note
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how frequently you consumed fats, sweets or alcohol.

Menu-watching alone can't make you healthy, but good eating habits

based on moderation and variety, plus regular exercise and rest will

certainly help.
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CUT DOWN ON CONCENTRATED CALORIES TO MAKE ROOM FOR FIBER,
STARCHES

By and large, Americans have an adequate diet, but with very little

effort, they could have a better one. Nutritionists recommend avoiding too

much sugar, fat, saturated fat and cholesterol while at the same time

eating enough food sources of starch and fiber.

This kind of moderation can take the form of a balancing

act--balancing more of something at one meal with less at the next. For

example, if you're trapped into a fast-food menu for lunch, balance it out

by substituting 2 percent lowfat, fortified whole milk for breakfast. By

evening you can be back in control, trimming the fat from meats and the

skins from poultry, using no fats or oils in cooking, and going easy on

salad dressings.

Cutting down on fats can make room in your diet for the carbohydrates

rich in starch and fiber. Watch for whole grain foods containing all the

edible parts of the cereal seed, including the fibrous outer covering and

the vitamin- and mineral-rich germ. Vegetables and raw fruits are good

sources of fiber, and some vegetables, such as potatoes and dry beans or
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peas, are also good sources of starch.

The lower your calorie intake is, the more you should watch your

nutrition needs. A lighter hand with sugar and sweeteners can leave extra

room for calories that contribute more.

Some sugars in the diet are easy to spot, like jelly and marmalade.

Others, found in prepared foods like peanut butter, catsup, or ready-to-eat

cereal, are not so obvious. Read their labels listing ingredients in order

of weight. If sugar or some other caloric sweetener comes first, you know

there is more sugar than anything else. Sugars can be substituted teaspoon

for teaspoon, and honey and brown sugar have no special nutrition value.

Yet it's a great deal easier to control the amount of sugar in your food if

you add it yourself.

Guidelines like these help you make informed choices about your food

and your own style of eating. When you understand them, they can add up to

a better diet for you and your family.

# # #
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BREAK THE SALT HABIT FOR A HEALTHIER DIET

The salt shaker represents only a part of the sodium in our diets.

Sodium, a component of salt, is a natural constituent of many foods and it

is also added to others during processing. So aside from that salt we add

at the stove and the table, much of the sodium we consume comes from the

salt and other sodium compounds in commercially prepared foods.

Recent dietary gUidelines, based on what we know about the

relationship of diet to good health, recommend avoiding too much sodium.

They suggest that you choose carefully when eating out. Read labels of

proc~ssed foods when you shop, avoid obviously salty foods, and keep the

salt shaker off the table.

And yet nutritionists also recognize that people do not eat for

nutritional benefits alone. Food must be appealing or no one will eat it.

Why not substitute fresh or frozen fruits and vegetables? They contain

little sodium, compared to the canned variety. For added zest, try lemon

juice, caraway seed or marjoram on vegetables. Try some chopped fresh

onion or tomato for a do-it-yourself relish on meats.
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With imagination and a little extra effort. you can curb your

appetite for salty foods and still keep meals what they should

be--enjoyable.
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A LITTLE MENDING KNOW-HOW WILL STRETCH CLOTHING RESOURCES

If your child's spring wardrobe 9£ pants and lightweight jackets is

showing its age, dust off a few of your mending skills to give them a fresh

look. Sherri Johnson, Agricultural Extension Service textiles and clothing

specialist at the University of Minnesota, says worn pants' knees are a

common problem in homes with young child~en.

To patch a knee, first cut off the ragged edges of the hole. Cut a

patch about two inches longer and wider than the hole and fold under all

the edges about 1/2 inch, pressing the edges to crease them. Then pin the

patch over the hole, taking care to be sure the patch is smooth and flat.

For maximum strength, Johnson suggests sewing patches on by machine,

although this can be difficult on small pant legs. For best results,

gather the pant leg around the patch, keeping the patch area in the middle

of the "nest" of fabric. Stitch starting at the upper corner of the patch

and working close to the edge.

For hand stitching, use a backstitch. To do this, push the needle

from inside the pants through the leg and patch. Push the needle down
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through the material about 1/8 inch back of where you began. Bring the

needle out one stitch in front of that stitch (Figure 1).

Jacket cuffs that are worn can be replaced with the ribbed portions

of socks, sweaters or caps, or you can buy new cuffs at notions

departments. Johnson says cuffs should be cut the same length as the worn

cuffs. Flat ribbeh material should be joined along the two short sides

with a 1/4-inch seam. Divide the tube-like cuff into four equal parts with

a pin at each division.

Turn the jacket inside out and divide the ends of the sleeves into

four parts in the same way you divided the cuff (Figure 2). Slip the cuffs

into the sleeves so the pins match.

Using two rows of stitching for strength, stitch the cuffs to the

sleeves. Johnson suggests that if you are using a sewing machine, the job

will be easier if you stitch inside the sleeve so the cuff is on top

(Figure 3).

CP
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UHT MILK -- 'BEVERAGE OF TOMORROW' COMES TO THE SUPERMARKET

If running out of milk and making a special trip to the store is a

problem for you, things may be looking up. Ultrahigh temperature (UHT)

milk, a milk that needs no refrigeration, will soon be appearing on

supermarket shelves.

The taste of UHT milk, though, is somewhat different from regular

pasteurized milk, and that difference, according to Vernal Packard,

Agricultural Extension Service specialist in food science and nutrition at

the University of Minnesota, may be the consumer's primary resistance to

the product. He also notes, however, that milk pasteurization temperatures

have gradually risen over the years in order to enhance shelf life, and

some taste changes have already occurred as a result. "Gradually,

consumers have become acclimated. UHT milk is probably more acceptable

than it would have been 10-15 years ago," says Packard.

In Europe, UHT milk is already common. In 1980, half the milk sold

in Italy and Germany was UHT. "But the U.S. is a tough market," says

Packard. "Consumers are used to a wide selection and a new product must
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meet their expectations," he says.

What makes the convenience of this product possible is a relatively

new process of heating, cooling and packaging. In UHT processing, milk is

heated to between 275-302 degrees F for a few seconds to destroy bacteria

and heat-resistant spores and then is cooled almost instantly and packaged

in sterilized cartons made of paperboard, foil and po1yethe1ene. This

process promotes convenience but is also responsible for what is sometimes

referred to to as a "cooked" flavor and a heavier or thicker texture.
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WORK SAFELY ON THE DAIRY FARM

When a dairy farm worker is injured in a farm accident, paying for

the accident involves much more than hospital and doctor costs and intense

personal pain and suffering.

Everyone closely connected shares in the pain, suffering an~ worry

and in making up the lost work time, say Bob Aherin and Lee Schultz.

Aherin is safety program specialist and Schultz, assistant specialist,

safety education, and both are with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service. Accidents can slow down a dairy operation

as well as causing serious economic loss.

According to a Minnesota farm accident survey of nearly 2,000 farms,

about 15 percent of all work-related accidents involved animals and

two-thirds of the animal-related accidents happened on dairy farms.

Many of the victims were stepped on, kicked, fallen on or crushed by

cows, or mauled and gored by dairy bulls.

The survey found that most animal-related injuries happened while
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cows were being milked in stall barns. "Remember," says Aherin, "cows'

vision is like a wide-angle camera lens--they can see everything around

them except directly behind their hind quarters. They can kick forward,

out to the side and to the back, so always approach without startling

them."

When examining cows for injuries, realize they will kick from the

side that is sore or inflamed, so consider approaching from the side of the

nonaffected quarter. When culling less productive cows from a herd, you

may want to cull the mean and difficult-to-handle animals, too.

Keeping dairy bulls on a farm increases the chances of accidents if

the farm lacks required bull confinement and restraining facilities.

Nearly 40 percent of the dairy cows in Minnesota are bull bred rather than

artificially inseminated. Dairy bulls need to be sheltered, fed, watered,

exercised and bred so that a worker can avoid coming in direct contact with

them. When Minnesota veterinarians were surveyed, more than 75 percent of

those responding gave lack of restraining equipment and facilities as the

cause of many injuries. Many veterinarians recommend mangates in cattle

yards. These are small passages between posts set about 14 inches apart in

a fence around the yard. This restrains the animal, but allows a person

easy passage to escape without opening a gate.

Squeeze chutes should be used when hoof trimming, breeding and

applying medication. Anti-kicking devices should be used on chronic

kickers, and tail holders will help avoid eye injuries when milking. To

reduce the threat of falls for humans as well as livestock, provide a

slip-resistant or roughened surface on concrete ramps and floors in animal

facilities.
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Schultz says, "Try to avoid any major animal handling activities when

you yourself are under serious physical or psychological stress." Fatigue

and stress can set the stage for serious farm accidents. Be sure new or

young farm workers understand animal behavior problems and are trained in

the use of animal-restraining equipment and facilities.

Wearing protective clothing such as safety glasses, gloves, long

trousers, steel-toed shoes and a hard shell hat will help significantly to

reduce chances of injury to the body if an accident occurs. Many farms

consider these essential equipment. To avoid exposure when preparing or

applying pesticide, use a chemical respirator, hard shell hat, rubber

gloves, long-sleeved shirt and trousers to help avoid pesticide poisoning

and skin problems.

Illnesses, called zoonoses (pronounced zoe NO sez) can be transmitted

between humans and animals when basic hygienic care is lacking while

handling infected animals or disposing of infected tissues. Avoid this by

promptly and adequately disposing of infected animals and tissue, and

protect your skin from contact with them in the process. Call your

veterinarian if you have a problem.

A dairy wo!ker's lungs can be exposed to airborne funguses when

handling moldy forage. The result can be farmer's lung disease. Dangerous

gases are also around. Nitrogen dioxide is produced when silage ferments.

Grain with high moisture content can produce deadly, odorless carbon

dioxide when grain is stored in a bin. Dangerous levels of gas may be

present in and around the silo for two to three weeks after filling. Plan

NOT to enter the silo during this time, Schultz and Aherin caution. If you

ever must enter a newly filled silo, run forced air in for 30 minutes, open
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all doors down to silage level, then continue to run the blower again for

another 30 minutes before entering and while inside. Have at least two

people standing by to assist you.

Shock hazards exist in damp areas such as the milking parlor and milk

house. Have electrical systems and equipment well grounded. Don't use

unsafe equipment such as a drill with a defective or worn cord. Don't ever

repair power equipment while it is running. Unsafe short cuts can mean

injury and even death, especially when working in damp areas.

Fence off all lagoons on your farm with a sturdy fence to protect

children and animals.

Management of a dairy farm involves many activities such as milking,

feeding and providing health care. Insisting on work procedures that

reduce animal-related accidents is protection from unnecessary suffering

and the economic losses that accompany an injury.

# # #
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ASPEN LEAVES USABLE BUT POOR ROUGHAGE FOR LAMBS

Converting forest products to livestock feed may not be as successful

as some researchers thought, according to Jay Meiske, Agricultural

Extension Service nutritionist at the University of Minnesota.

Hoping to find a profitable use for foliage, a by-product of the

forest industry, Agricultural Experiment Station researchers fed pelleted

aspen leaves to crossbred lambs. Lambs were fed either 0, 25, 50. or 75

percent aspen leaves with alfalfa as the remaining percentage of their

diet.

As the proportion of aspen leaves in the diet increased, feed intake

and average daily gain of the lambs decreased. Lambs eating no aspen

leaves gained an average of .49 pounds a day, while those eating 25 percent

leaves gained .36 pounds and those on a 50 percent aspen leaf diet had a

.16 pound per day gain. Lambs fed 75 percent aspen leaves actually lost

weight, losing 2.6 pounds over the 70-day trial.

Meiske attributes the reduced gain to lower feed consumption. Why

did the lambs eat less when fed aspen leaves? "Aspen leaves aren't as
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palatable as alfalfa and they're pretty low in protein. Alfalfa is about

17.5 percent crude protein; aspen leaves are less than half that at 7.2

percent protein," Meiske says.

Should producers consider feeding processed leaves to their lambs or

steers? "Pelleted leaves can be used as part of the diet," says Meiske,

"if they're cheap enough and readily available."

MP, 4-F, 4-L
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REAL CONSERVATION TILLAGE CONTROLS SPRING WIND EROSION

Farmers who joined the "untillage bunch" last fall are keeping more

soil on the farm this spring. True conservation tillage means having

enough stalks or straw still on the surface of the fields after spring

planting to protect them from erosion by wind and water.

Conservation tillage is easy to spot. The fields will have 25

percent or more of the surface evenly covered by stalks or straw left from

last fall. They look "trashy" to traditional farmers, but those surface

residues do slow down the wind compared to bare, excessively tilled fields

which may be "blowing" nearby. The amount of windblown soil in roadside

ditches and drainage ditches is good evidence too.

Plowing or other tillage which leaves the surface bare and smooth is

a major factor in wind erosion, but several conditions affect the degree of

wind erosion hazard:

1. Season: Wind erosion happens where bare, dry soil and strong

winds occur at the same time. In Minnesota, this combination is most

likely during March, April and May. Real conservation tillage eliminates
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bare soil.

2. Cover: The amount and kind of vegetative cover is also

important. Upright or standing stalks or straw such as grain stubble

reduce wind speed at ground level. Conservation tillage which leaves

enough residue on the surface eliminates the need for cover crops. But

beet and potato harvests are a type of tillage which leave very little

residue. Close-sown fall cover crops such as rye or winter wheat, 3 to 4

inches tall, can provide good protection. Where the season permits, cover

crops may be planted and then harvested or plowed under the next year.

They may be left and chemically killed before the no-till planting of a row

crop. This is a type of conservation tillage.

Field strips of hay or other close-sown crops. 10-20 rods wide.

alternating with row crops and oriented at right angles to the wind

direction. will trap soil particles moving from eroding strips. The strips

greatly reduce the opportunities for wind erosion. This is called wind

strip cropping. True conservation tillage reduces the need for wind

strips.

3. Windbreaks: The nearness and location of wind barriers with

respect to fields are important factors in wind erosion. Large bare fields

are readily eroded. Barriers are most protective if they are on the

windward side of the field. Most of the erosive winds in Minnesota come

from between north and west.

Field shelterbelts, or rows of trees or other barriers like tall

grasses in regular intervals at right angles to the prevailing winds, are

used to control wind erosion. Since many farmers are destroying their

shelterbelts, to use pivot irrigation systems. conservation tillage can be
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a good substitute.

4. Soil: Soils vary from place to place in their natural

erodibility by wind. Sandy soils and limy finer-textured soils are more

erodible than non-limy loams, silt loams and clay loams.

5. Tillage: The roughness of the field surface is also a factor,

but its effectiveness in reducing wind erosion depends on the soil texture

and structure. Rough plowed loam and clay loam soils will resist erosion

more than the same fields if they are also disked or chiseled after

plowing. Sandy soils do not maintain their roughness very long in a strong

wind. Chisels or field cultivators are sometimes used during strong winds

to roughen fields in the hope that they will erode less. Conservation

tillage makes such emergency tillage unnecessary.

Conservation tillage is an excellent way to control wind erosion. A

30 percent cover of residues on loam soils or a 40 percent cover on sandy

soils should be adequate on most fields.

County extension and soil conservation offices have information and

technical assistance available on wind erosion control. Some County

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service offices and Soil

Conservation offices also offer cost-sharing for establishing wind erosion

control practices.
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FARM MACHINERY IS A TARGET ON PUBLIC ROADS

Farm machinery moving on public roads is involved in 250-260

accidents each. year in Minnesota, according to Bob Aherin, safety program

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

"These statistics seem to be on the rise," Aherin says of the few

years these accidents have been counted.

Most of the accidents, or about 60 percent, happen after 4 p.m. Farm

machinery doesn't move well with other traffic, so dusk or night are the

worst times to try to move it.

Slow moving vehicle (SMV) emblems and reflectors are a must for farm

machinery, and flashing lights are also recommended. The SMV emblem should

point upward and be placed near the center or left center of the vehicle, 2

to 6 feet above the ground. Don't let any part of the machinery obscure

the SMV sign. Replace the emblem about every two years when the equipment

is stored outside. "Faded SMVs don't reflect light and give. little

protection," Aherin says. He urges frequent replacement.
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White lights should be used on the front of the farm vehicle, with

red lights at the rear so that other drivers will know in what direction

the equipment is traveling. Amber lights on the sides of equipment improve

its identification.

Frequently, faster moving traffic (going the same direction) strikes

the rear of farm equipment when trying to pass around it. "Much of the

larger farm equipment is wider than one traffic lane and requires having

other protective vehicles (a car or truck with flashing lights) both ahead

and behind to warn oncoming traffic," Aherin says, mentioning the width of

such pieces as the combine, field cultivator and planter.

"Reflector tape (6-inch squares) is good to add to the edges of

eqiupment so that other drivers can see an outline of its total shape,"

says Aherin. Consider using yellow warning lights which are portable,

battery-operated and can be mounted on machinery, then transferred to other

pieces of equipment as needed. Pulling off onto a solid shoulder of the

road, often, to let traffic get around is another courtesy he mentions. It

is important that oncoming and same direction traffic can see you.

Remember, too, that not all motorists are familiar with the SMV

emblem and may not adequately reduce their speed when they approach farm

machinery. Animal-drawn equipment must also display the SMV emblem.

Extra riders on farm machinery, whether it is being moved along a

public road or in the field, are hazardous, Aherin points out. The extra

rider is a distraction to the tractor driver. Youngsters have been killed

in tumbles from these moving vehicles. Tractors can overturn on steep

slopes with heavy loads or as a result of too quick braking. About 20

lives are lost on Minnesota farms annually (450 nationwide) because of
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tractor accidents. Many other people are seriously injured.

When towing a loads use a safety chain for added protection should

the hitch fail, Aherin concludes.
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PROTECT BODY FROM PESTICIDES

Wearing protective clothing is very important in applying pesticides.

"When there is any risk of inhaling toxic pesticides, it is important to

wear an approved respiratory device)" says Richard A. Meronuck. He is

plant pathologist and pesticide applicator training coordinator with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

An approved respiratory device, he adds, means approval by the

National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health, U.S. Bureau of Mines

or U.S. Department of Agriculture.

"The respiratory tract is much more absorbent than the skin, so

protection needed here is greatest," Meronuck says. Exposure to pesticides

for long periods of time and working with highly toxic pesticides in

enclosed areas usually necessitate some type of respirator. "But, wearing

a respirator does NOT eliminate the need for wearing protective clothing on

other parts of the body)" he reminds.

Rubber or neoprene gloves should be worn when handling concentrated

or highly toxic pesticides. Don't use gloves with fabric lining or cotton
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or leather gloves; these are all hard to ~lean unce contaminated. Sleeves

should be outside the gloves to prevent pesticides (especially granular

pesticides) from getting inside.

Long-sleeved shirts and long trousers or coveralls made of closely

woven fabrics are essential. Clothing should be laundered daily. If it

becomes wet during spraying) it should be changed immediately. As with

gloves) trousers should be worn outside boots to prevent pesticides from

running inside. When handling pesticide concentrate of very toxic

materials) wear a lightweight raincoat or rubber apron for added

protection) Meronuck says. A wide-brimmed) waterproof hat is a good idea

to protect eyes, mouth and face. It should not have a cloth or leather

sweatband since these bands are hard to clean once contaminated.

Lightweight rubber boots are best to wear when handling or spraying

pesticides. These boots should be washed daily. Don't wear leather or

canvas boots which are difficult to clean after they have absorbed

chemicals.

Wear goggles or a face shield when there is danger of pesticides

coming in contact with your eyes. Your eyes will not only absorb

pesticides) but vision could be affected. Goggles can be worn separately

or in combination with a respirator. Watch to see that excessively long

sideburns or beards or even eyeglasses don't interfere with an adequate

seal when wearing a respirator.

Always work in pairs when applying pesticides) Meronuck says. If

either person becomes sick, get out of the area fast and to a doctor.

Don't try to finish up the application job.

Children) unauthorized people and pets should be kept out of areas to
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be sprayed and not allowed around sprayers, dusters, fillel tanks, storage

areas or empty pesticide containers.

Signs and symptoms of milk poisoning are generally fatigue, headache,

dizziness, blurred vision, too much sweating and salivation, nausea and

vomiting, stomach cramps or diarrhea. Moderate poisoning victims may be

unable to walk, and may exhibit weakness, ches~ discomfort, muscle

twitches, constriction of the pupil in the eye and the eatlier symptoms in

greater severity. With severe poisoning, victims can be unconscious, have

very small pupils, muscle twitches, secretions from the mouth and nose or

trouble breathing, and if not treated, death may result. Illness may be

delayed a few hours, but if signs or symptoms start more than 12 hours

after being exposed to the pesticide, they probably indicate some other

illness.

In severe poisoning cases, don't waste time, Meronuck says. Get the

victim to a doctor or hospital immediately. lilt is better to be too

cautious than too late." Remember to take the pesticide container label

with you. The label information will help the doctor determin~ what

treatment to give you.
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CHECK PESTICIDE LABEL--FIRST THING

How many times have you started to put something together--a toy for

the kids, for instance--without reading the label directions? Reluctantly,

you usually end up reading the directions.

This isn't the way it works with pesticides. Reading the label

directions before buying or applying pesticides is essential. "In fact, it

is illegal to use any pesticide in a way inconsistent with the label

directions," says Richard A. Meronuck, plant pathologist and pesticide

applicator training coordinator with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service. (Information here applies to pesticides

and includes insecticides, fungicides and herbicides.)

Don't think of giving any leftover pesticide to a neighbor without

supplying the label directions. They are more important than the product

in the bag or container; pesticides are worthless unless the label is there

to tell you what you are dealing with. Better yet t buy only the amount you

need to do a job and you will have no leftovers to be concerned about.

Pesticide selection should never be made on the basis of the color of
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the label or the familiarity of the manufacturer. The label will tell

whether the pesticide is too hazardous to be used safely under the

application conditions.

If the label says 'Danger-Poison' and includes a skull and crossbones

symbol, this indicates a highly toxic pesticide. 'Warning' indicates a

moderately toxic pesticide. 'Caution' means a pesticide with low or slight

toxicity. The statement 'Keep out of the reach of children' is required on

each pesticide label.

Labels for all highly toxic pesticides must give instructions for

first aid treatment if accidental poisoning occurs. Many of the labels for

less toxic pesticides will also list first aid treatment. "If you see a

physician for treatment of pesticide poisoning, take the label from that

pesticide container with you to the doctor or the hospital," Meronuck says.

"This will be helpful to the doctor."

The label will list hazards to the environment as well as to humans.

Bees can be killed if a crop is treated while they are nectar gathering in

that field. Herbicides applied to roadside brush can drift out of the

spray area and kill nontarget crops or ornamentals. Runoff from a recently

sprayed field can kill fish in streams or ponds below a field. Aquatic

life in streams can be wiped out by careless tank filling and poor

container disposal. These kills can result in poor publicity, lawsuits,

fines and loss of certification to apply pesticides.

Information on where and how to store the pesticide is also provided

on labels. There are also instructions on how to decontaminate and dispose

of the pesticide container and where to dispose of surplus pesticides.

The label needs to be read several times: before purchase, before
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mixing and before applying pesticides.

You will learn what protective equipment should be used, what the

pesticide can be safely mixed with and how much pesticide to use, together

with an explanation of the mixing process. Safety measures for use are

also described. Can it be used with livestock, crops or structures; when

should it be applied and is there a waiting period for crops and animals?

How is it applied and are there restrictions for its use? The label will

specify this information.

Always check weather conditions before applying a pesticide, Meronuck

says. Also check your equipment in advance of loading to be sure there are

no leaks in tanks or pumps or worn spots in hose connections that could

burst and splash you and others.

To reduce pesticide drift, use low volatile formulations, low

pressure, large nozzles, high volume and release spray near the crop or

soil surface. Avoid spraying at high temperatures. Spray when the wind is

low and blowing away from sensitive crops or areas that should not be

contaminated.

A common cause of accidents is mistaken identity--thinking a

pesticide is something else. Never leave pesticides in a pop bottle or any

container other than the one specified for its use--with the label

directions right on it.
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FIND FACTS WITH MINNESOTA CENSUS DATA CENTER

Remember that census form you so diligently filled out in 1980?

Well, the results are in. All those facts and figures ar~ now tabulated

and readily available to you through the Minnesota Census Data Center.

Some 58 agencies in Minnesota, along with the U. S. Bureau of the

Census, formed this cooperative effort, referred to as the Center, to help

people locate and use the latest census material on population, housing and

economic activity.

Founding agencies include the State Demography Unit, the Minnesota

Analysis and Planning System (MAPS) which is a part of the Agricultural

Extension Service, and the Office of Public Libraries ~nd Interlibrary

Cooperation. Additional assistance comes from libraries, development

commissions, councils of government and universities around the state.

"Because taxpayer money was used to collect the 1980 census

information, this is an attempt to get the results out to the people,"

explained Pat Kovel-Jarboe, a census specialist with the Agricultural

Extension Service.
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Since the Center started in February 1982, cooperating agencies have

handled over 6,000 inquiries. Requests are received from the general

public, students, small businesses, citizen's and neighborhood groups,

school boards, and community newspapers.

Kovel-Jarboe points out that people use the data for a variety of

purposes. "For example, a fast-food franchise may be working with a

realtor to see about opening a new outlet. If there are three sites

available the franchise might check the census data to see which area has a

larger number of young adults and families with two incomes, two groups

which are more likely to buy fast food.

"Or a citizen's organization may want to find a good area in which to

locate a park. They can turn to the census for numbers on population

density, what age groups are in an area, and if the people have access to

local transportation.

"Agencies don't do interpretation of the data," Kovel-Jarboe said,

"but we can tell people where to look for information and explain census

terms." Information from the Center's agencies deals primarily with

Minnesota, but facts on adjacent states plus national census data are

available.

Obtaining access to census materials was often difficult in the past,

due to the cost of the census publications or the lack of their

availability, especially in rural areas. Now individuals can contact a

participating agency such as the local library for help. If a request

, .
can t be answered, the person is referred to a member of the Data Center

who has the information.

Census data is available in printed reports, microfiche, computer
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tape and maps. Most cooperating agencies have staff to help users plus

photocopying service and working space.

"All Minnesota Census Data Center agencies can tell people what data

is available and where it can be found and provide assistance in

understanding the data," said Kovel-Jarboe. "We're trying to give more

people greater access to the census information which has been collected."

To locate the nearest participating Center agency, call the State

Demography Unit in St. Paul at (612) 296-2557 or the Minnesota Analysis and

Planning System, at the University of Minnesota, St. Paul campus, at (612)

376-7003.
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KNOWING HOW TO SHUT OFF THE MOTOR COULD SAVE A LIFE

Learning the basics--something as simple as how to shut off a

motor--should be a safety must for even the younger members of a farm

family. Safety looms large in spring jobs such as pumping out manUr~ pits

and repairing machinery, too.

"Shutting down a motor at the right moment could save a life," says

Bob Aherin, safety program specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

This kind of instruction should accompany each piece of equipment.

"Know how to raise and lower the hydraulic system and how to shut off the

power takeoff," Aherin says.

Panic is something to avoid in any crisis situation. Often it helps

to imagine--ask what if. Have your family members run through a possible

accident situation. Plan how you should react and what each person's

responsibility would be. Have an emergency plan ready for action, just as

many hospitals and businesses do. By thinking ahead, your plan could go

into effect rapidly, should you ever need it.
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Stabili~ing the situation as best you can, and then getting help

could be your most important actions. Trying to do more than you are

trained for could add to, rather than relieve the problem. If experts

(such as paramedics) are close by, phone them. Don't waste time. Get

help.

For suspected poison cases, Aherin notes that Ramsey County Medical

Center in St. Paul is the new state Poison Control Center. Call them toll

free from out in the state at this number: 1-800-222-1222. In the Twin

Cities, the number is 221-2113. "Tell them the name of the poison, giving

the brand and chemicals involved. This information should be on the label

of the container. They may refer you to a local poison control center or

they may want to contact your local poison treatment center." He

emphasizes the Center in St. Paul is the place to start. Its staff keeps

up with the latest information and could also work with counties on

educational programs.

Long hours of work added to physical and emotional strain often lead

to farm accidents. If someone's job calls for working alone, as jobs often

do, then someone should check on that person every half hour, or hourly if

he or she is out of sight.

Spring is probably the time when manure pits in livestock confinement

systems will be pumped out, Aherin says.

There are two kinds of pits. Oxidation or aerobic pits have oxygen

supplies permitting aerobic decomposition to take place without producing

high levels of toxic gases. But the oxygenation system could fail, and

then the pit rapidly becomes anaerobic and problems may result. Anaerobic

pits lack oxygen supplies. During decomposition. hydrogen sulfide,
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ammonia, carbon dioxide and methane are produced. All can be dangerous.

Aherin says to provide as much ventilation as possible in the pit and

the building during agitation of the waste. Pit agitation is the time of

greatest danger. This is done only a few times each year, but it is when

most human illnesses or deaths occur. Humans and animals should leave the

building while agitation is in progress.

The bUilding's ventilation system should have a built-in warning

system to alert the farmer of ventilation failure. This is most likely to

happen when the power fails. Animal deaths are most apt to occur during

power outages, when the ventilation system fails and gases are allowed to

build up in the building.

It is best to avoid entering a manure pit even if the pit has been

emptied, because it still may be loaded with toxic gases which have driven

out the oxygen. Never smoke or allow any fire SOurces in the area of a

manure pit. Methane could be present in just the right amounts to trigger

an explosion or fire. Keep one foot of space between the highest manure

level and the slats, in order to protect animals lying on the slats from

inhaling toxic gases that may accumulate at the surface of the pit.

Repair and maintenance of farm equipment often occurs during spring

planting. It is a job the farm family needs to think twice about doing.

Aherin suggests it might be a good investment to have it Qone elsewhere, if

the machine is on soft ground or sloping land or the knowledge and tools to

do what needs to be done aren't available.
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LONG-RUN TRENDS SHOW CONTINUED NEED FOR CHILD CARE

About half of all married women with children under six are now in

the labor force and need to arrange child care. Long-run trends imply that

this will be a continued need, according to Dottie Goss, family resource

management specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

"We may see a dip in the trend as some of these women are unable to

find jobs," she says, "but when the economy picks up, mo:te women will enter

the work force."

Goss says that patterns in the types of child care chosen by working

mothers are changing. Since 1957, there has been a substantial decline in

the number of children cared for in their own homes, and an increase in the

use of group care centers.

"Families headed by women and small families are more likely to use

licensed centers and homes," says Goss, "and these types of families are

growing in number."

Goss adds that public and industrial support for child care is
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diminishing at the present time. "When there are more workers applying fvr

jobs than are needed, there is no reason for the employer to provide

special incentives," she explains. "This could be a crisis for low income

and single parent families who can't afford to hire expensive child care,

and it could move them to welfare roles."

The present economic situation is encouraging a rise in home-produced

child care, either by an unemployed parent who stays home or through

staggered shifts which enable one parent to be home while the other works.

A study done in 1977 indicated that about 25 percent of preschool

children of mothers working part-time were cared for at home by their

fathers. For mothers employed full-time, 12 percent of the children were

cared for by their fathers. Goss thinks the numbers may be higher now.

This trend points out a change in our perception of roles for men and

women in the home, and it has had some positive benefits. Goss says that

many men initially felt they had to stay home due to economic necessity or

the reluctance to delegate child care responsibilities outside of the

family. "But once they had the experience they really liked it," she adds.

"Some of them are now staying home by choice."
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"HELPING" MAY NOT BE A HELP AT ALL

While many of us may think household roles are becoming more flexible

and tasks are being divided more equally, research doesn't agree, according

to Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Almost 80 percent of household chores are done by women, whether or

not they are working outside of the home. Goss believes this is largely

due to our perception of male and female roles in the family.

Housewives are often frustrated by the question "what can I do to

help?" and Goss explains that offering to help implies that all

responsibility belongs to the wife, and the husband or child is just being

generous. Often, the wife wishes the responsibilities were shared from the

beginning.

Goss says household roles are still firmly associated with specific

family roles. Others may help with the chores, but if no one else has

time, the responsibility falls back to its traditional owner. "For

example, children often 'help' Dad by mowing the lawn, and may expect to be
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paid for it," she says. "But they are really the ones who use the lawn

most of all."

Housework is considered the ultimate responsibility of the

wife/mother role, with greater or lesser degrees of "help" from others.

Changing this will require other family members to accept part of the

responsibility, making the effort to learn what needs to be done, and

automatically doing it.

It will also require the mother to let go, knowing that things won't

be done exactly as she would have done them, and accepting the changing

standards that may result.
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NEWS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
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ISABEL WOLF APPOINTED TO USDA POST

Secretary of Agriculture John B}ock named Isabel D. Wolf as acting

administrator of USDA's Human Nutrition Service effective March 1. She

succeeds Esther Winterfeldt, who is returning to teaching and administra-

tion at Oklahoma State University.

Wolf, an extension nutritionist for nine years in the University of

Minnesota's Department of Food Science and Nutrition, conducted extensive

research on home food preservation safety and authored numerous popular

and scientific publications on this topic. She also conducted educational

programs about food science and nutrition controversies for consumers and

professional groups in Minnesota and other states.

Wolf and other University scientists discovered the proteolytic enzymes

in gingerroot which are used to tenderize meat.

A graduate of Simmons College in Boston, she also holds an M.S. degree

in food science and nutrition from the University of Minnesota. She is

former chairman of the Institute of Food Technologists' Regional Communica-

tors Committee, former National Public Relations chairman for the American

Home Economics Association, past president of the Minnesota State Nutrition
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Council, former Board Chairman of the Minnesota Food & Nutrition Informa-

tion Associations, Inc., and former member of the Board of Directors of

Working Opportunities for Women.

Before accepting her present position, Wolf was on a one-year leave

of absence from the University serving as Director of USDA Office of

Consumer Services.

FOR ADDITLONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT:

Julie Medbery
Office of the Director
University of Minnesota
240 Coffey Hall
1420 Eckles Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55108
612/ 373-1221
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